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The e�cient communication tends to follow the principle of the least e�ort. According

to this principle, using a given language interlocutors do not want to work any harder

than necessary to reach understanding. This fact leads to the extreme compression

of texts especially in electronic communication, e.g. microblogs, SMS, search queries.

However, sometimes these texts are not self-contained and need to be explained since

understanding them requires knowledge of terminology, named entities or related facts.

The main goal of this research is to provide a context to a user or a system from a textual

resource.

The �rst aim of this work is to help a user to better understand a short message by ex-

tracting a context from an external source like a text collection, the Web or the Wikipedia

by means of text summarization. To this end we developed an approach for automatic

multi-document summarization and we applied it to short message contextualization,

in particular to tweet contextualization. The proposed method is based on named en-

tity recognition, part-of-speech weighting and sentence quality measuring. In contrast

to previous research, we introduced an algorithm for smoothing from the local context.

Our approach exploits topic-comment structure of a text. Moreover, we developed a

graph-based algorithm for sentence reordering. The method has been evaluated at IN-

EX/CLEF tweet contextualization track. We provide the evaluation results over the 4

years of the track. The method was also adapted to snippet retrieval. The evaluation

results indicate good performance of the approach.

Moreover, we extended the idea of the use of topic-comment to document re-ranking in

information retrieval. While most information retrieval models make the assumption that

relevant documents are about the query and that aboutness can be captured considering

bags of words only, we rather consider a more sophisticated analysis of discourse to

capture document relevance by distinguishing the topic of a text from what is said about

the topic (comment) in the text. The topic-comment structure of texts is extracted

automatically from the �rst retrieved documents which are then re-ranked so that the top

documents are the ones that share their topics with the query. The evaluation on TREC

collections showed that the method signi�cantly improves the retrieval performance.

The second aim of our research is to provide a context to a search query, i.e. to expand

a search query in order to improve information retrieval e�ectiveness by enhancing the

query formulation. We suggested three methods of query expansion exploiting term prox-

imity: Adaptation of Sentence Extraction Method to Query Expansion, Co-occurrence

Model, and Proximity Relevance Model. These new methods estimate the importance

of expansion candidate terms by the strength of their relation to the query terms. The

former method is an elaboration of the method we proposed to tweet contextualization.

The Co-occurrence Model combines local analysis, namely relevance feedback, and global



analysis of texts. Rather than considering feedback documents as a bag of words, it is

possible to exploit term proximity information. Although there are some researches in

this direction, the majority of them are empirical. The lack of theoretical works in this

area motivated us to introduce a Proximity Relevance Model integrated into the language

model formalism that takes advantage of the remoteness of candidate terms for expan-

sion from query terms within feedback documents. In contrast to previous works, our

approach captures the proximity directly and in terms of sentences rather than tokens.

We show that the method signi�cantly improves the retrieval performance on TREC col-

lections especially for di�cult queries. Besides, we pursue an objective to deeply analyze

the results: both the initial and expanded queries and the terms they are composed of,

and the cases when the expansion lowers the results and when it improves them.
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La communication e�cace a tendance �a suivre le loi du moindre e�ort. Selon ce principe,

en utilisant une langue donn�ee les interlocuteurs ne veulent pas travailler plus que

n�ecessaire pour �etre compris. Ce fait m�ene �a la compression extr�eme de textes surtout

dans la communication �electronique, comme dans les microblogues, SMS, ou les requ�etes

dans les moteurs de recherche. Cependant souvent ces textes ne sont pas auto-su�sants

car pour les comprendre, il est n�ecessaire d'avoir des connaissances sur la terminologie, les

entit�es nomm�ees ou les faits li�es. Ainsi, la t�ache principale de la recherche pr�esent�ee dans

ce m�emoire de th�ese de doctorat est de fournir le contexte d'un texte court �a l'utilisateur

ou au syst�eme comme �a un moteur de recherche par exemple.

Le premier objectif de notre travail est d'aider l'utilisateur �a mieux comprendre un

message court par l'extraction du contexte d'une source externe comme le Web ou la

Wikip�edia au moyen de r�esum�es construits automatiquement. Pour cela nous proposons

une approche pour le r�esum�e automatique de documents multiples et nous l'appliquons

�a la contextualisation de messages, notamment �a la contextualisation de tweets. La

m�ethode que nous proposons est bas�ee sur la reconnaissance des entit�es nomm�ees, la

pond�eration des parties du discours et la mesure de la qualit�e des phrases. Contraire-

ment aux travaux pr�ec�edents, nous introduisons un algorithme de lissage en fonction

du contexte local. Notre approche s'appuie sur la structure th�eme-rh�eme des textes. De

plus, nous avons d�evelopp�e un algorithme bas�e sur les graphes pour le r�e-ordonnancement

des phrases. La m�ethode a �et�e �evalu�ee �a la t�ache INEX/CLEF Tweet Contextualization

sur une p�eriode de 4 ans. La m�ethode a �et�e �egalement adapt�ee pour la g�en�eration de

snippets. Les r�esultats des �evaluations attestent une bonne performance de notre ap-

proche.

Par ailleurs, nous avons �etendu l'id�ee de l'utilisation de la structure th�eme-rh�eme au

r�e-ordonnancement de documents dans la recherche d'information. La structure th�eme-

rh�eme est identi��ee automatiquement �a partir des premiers documents retrouv�es qui sont

r�e-ordonn�es selon cette structure. L'�evaluation sur les collections TREC a montr�e que

notre m�ethode am�eliore signi�cativement les r�esultats de la recherche.

La deuxi�eme t�ache de notre recherche est de fournir le contexte de recherche �a un mo-

teur de recherche, i.e. �etendre une requ�ete. Nous proposons trois m�ethodes d'expansion

automatique de requ�etes bas�ees sur la proximit�e des termes : l'adaptation de la m�ethode

d'extraction des phrases que nous avons d�evelopp�ee pour la contextualisation de tweets,

un mod�ele de co-occurrence et un mod�ele appel�e Proximity Relevance Model. Le mod�ele

de co-occurrence combine l'analyse locale, i.e. le retour de pertinence, et l'analyse globale.

Le manque de travaux th�eoriques sur l'utilisation de la proximit�e des termes (la plupart

des travaux reste empiriques) a motiv�e l'introduction du mod�ele Proximity Relevance



int�egr�e dans le formalisme du mod�ele de langage. Il estime l'importance des termes can-

didats selon la proximit�e des termes de la requ�ete dans les premiers documents retrouv�es.

Contrairement aux autres travaux de la litt�erature, dans notre approche la proximit�e est

calcul�ee directement en fonction des phrases et non des mots simples. L'�evaluation sur

les collections TREC indique que la performance de la recherche est am�elior�ee signi�ca-

tivement. De plus, nous avons analys�e en d�etail certaines requ�etes et leurs extensions

automatiques pour expliquer l'am�elioration ou la d�egradation des r�esultats.
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Introduction

The e�cient communication tends to follow the principle of the least e�ort. According to

this principle, using a given language interlocutors do not want to work any harder than

necessary to reach understanding. This fact leads to the extreme compression of texts

especially in electronic communication, e.g. microblogs, SMS, search queries. However,

sometimes these texts are not self-contained and need to be explained since understanding

of them requires knowledge of terminology, named entities or related facts. The main

goal of this research is to provide a context to a user or a system.

The �rst aim of this work is to help a user to better understand a short message by ex-

tracting a context from an external source like a text collection, the Web or the Wikipedia

by means of text summarization. To this end we developed an approach for automatic

multi-document summarization and we applied it to short message contextualization, in

particular to tweet contextualization. The proposed method is based on named entity

recognition, part-of-speech weighting and sentence quality measuring. In contrast to pre-

vious research, we introduced an algorithm for smoothing from the local context. Our

approach exploits topic-comment structure of a text. In linguistics, the topic is what the

clause is about, while the comment is what is being said about the topic [B�uring, 2011]

(the detailed description is given in Section 1.8). Moreover, we developed a graph-based

algorithm for sentence reordering. The method we proposed for short text contextual-

ization has been evaluated at INEX/CLEF tweet contextualization track. We provide

the evaluation results over the 4 years of the track. According to informative evaluation,

in 2011 and 2013 we obtained the best results among all automatic systems that partic-

ipated. In 2013 it was the best in terms of readability among all participants according

to all metrics except redundancy. The method was also adapted to snippet retrieval. In

2013 our system showed the best results in the INEX Snippet Retrieval Track. Thus,

the evaluation results indicate good performance of the approach. The proposed method

1
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is described in the Chapter 1. The approach was presented at several national and

international conferences [Ermakova and Faessel, 2013, Ermakova and Mothe, 2012a,b,

2013, 2014]. It obtained the best paper award at the international conference CLEF-2015

[Ermakova, 2015].

Moreover, we extended the idea of the use of topic-comment to document re-ranking in

information retrieval. While most information retrieval models make the assumption that

relevant documents are about the query and that aboutness can be captured considering

bags of words only, we rather consider a more sophisticated analysis of discourse to

capture document relevance by distinguishing the topic of a text from what is said about

the topic (comment) in the text. The topic-comment structure of texts is extracted

automatically from the �rst retrieved documents which are then re-ranked so that the top

documents are the ones that share their topics with the query. The evaluation on TREC

collections showed that the method signi�cantly improves the retrieval performance.

The second aim of our research is to provide a context to a search query, i.e. to expand

a search query in order to improve information retrieval e�ectiveness by enhancing the

query formulation (see Chapter 2). Information retrieval aims at retrieving the relevant

documents according to a user's need. Concretely, a search engine computes a similarity

between the user's query and the indexed documents; the documents that contain the

query terms are retrieved and ordered according to their decreasing similarity with the

query. Retrieving relevant information to a query implies a two-step process: o� line, the

system indexes documents, generally using a bag of words representation; online, the sys-

tem computes the similarity between the user's query and the document representations

(indexing terms) to retrieve the most similar documents. Matching is di�cult because

the terms used by the authors of documents and the search engine users to represent

a concept may be di�erent. It is also di�cult because users express their needs using

just a few words, making the query di�cult to "understand" by the system. Various

approaches have been developed to face these challenges. One of them is to diversify the

results. On the other hand, query expansion techniques also aim at improving system

results [Carpineto and Romano, 2012b]. The principle of query expansion is to add new

query terms to the initial query in order to enhance the users' need formulation. Auto-

matic methods for QE were �rstly proposed by Maron and Kuhns in 1960. QE based on

RF makes the hypothesis that relevant documents are key components to decide which

terms are important to formulate an enhanced query regardless to an information need.
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While improving the e�ectiveness of search, the method however implies that document

relevance is collected. Buckley et al. [Buckley, 1995] went a step further by assuming the

top-retrieved documents are relevant. The so-called blind or pseudo relevance feedback

is now commonly used in IR evaluation campaigns.

We suggested three methods of query expansion based on pseudo relevance feedback:

Adaptation of Sentence Extraction Method to Query Expansion, Co-occurrence Model,

and Proximity Relevance Model. These new methods estimate the importance of expan-

sion candidate terms by the strength of their relation to the query terms. The former

method is an elaboration of the method we proposed to tweet contextualization. The

Co-occurrence Model combines local analysis, namely relevance feedback, and global

analysis of texts. This approach was presented at the international conference Dialog-

2013 [Ermakova et al., 2014]. Rather than considering feedback documents as a bag of

words, it is possible to exploit term proximity information. Although there are some

researches in this direction, the majority of them are empirical. The lack of theoretical

works in this area has motivated us to introduce a Proximity Relevance Model integrated

into the language model formalism that takes advantage of the remoteness of candidate

terms for expansion from query terms within feedback documents. In contrast to previ-

ous works, our approach captures the proximity directly and in terms of sentences rather

than tokens. We show that the method signi�cantly improves the retrieval performance

on TREC collections especially for di�cult queries. The proposed model was described

in the paper accepted at the international conference SAC-2016 [Ermakova et al., 2016].

Besides, we pursue an objective to deeply analyze the results: both the initial and ex-

panded queries and the terms they are composed of, and the cases when the expansion

lowers the results and when it improves them.

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 1 is devoted to short text con-

textualization from a textual resource. It also provides the extensions of the proposed

method to snippet retrieval and document re-ranking. Chapter 2 presents the second

axis of the research, namely query expansion. The last part concludes the thesis. The

list of the author's publications is given after the conclusion.



Chapter 1

Sentence Extraction for Short Text

Contextualization

1.1 Introduction

The communication in a natural language tends to follow the principle of the least e�ort,

i.e. interlocutors try to minimize their e�orts to the limits allowing to reach understand-

ing. That leads to the extreme compression of messages, especially in micro-blogs, SMS,

search queries. One of the examples is a micro-blogging service Twitter allowing users to

share short posts called "Tweets". Twitter is a widely used web service. In 2013 it had

about 200 million users sending over 400 million tweets daily. In December 2015 around

6,000 tweets are tweeted per second, which corresponds to over 500 million tweets per

day [Twitter Usage Statistics - Internet Live Stats, accessed date: 14/12/2015]. Media

organizations are among the most-followed users on Twitter [Wu et al., 2011]. Tweets are

more and more used in relation with various types of events such as conferences, political

conventions, and even in case of emergency (community evacuation, wild�re, hurricanes,

terrorist attacks, road closures) [Hughes and Palen, 2009]. However, consisting of 140

characters, a tweet is also hard to understand, speci�cally for those users who do not

know the event it relates to or more generally the tweet context. Since understanding of

a message presupposes indemni�cation of ellipses in speech, reconstruction of the sense

that the speaker intended to pass and requires background knowledge (knowledge of ter-

minology, named entities or related facts), contextualization seems to be a good mean to

4
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help users to understand short messages that are not self-contained. In this work contex-

tualization of a short message is viewed as its explanation, providing details of related

entities and events. This research aims at developing an approach to contextualize short

messages.

The idea to contextualize short texts like micro-blogs or tweets is quite recent. Several

systems automatically discover the wide-range of vocabulary used in tweets, including

topic tags, and they use linguistic processing to collect and summarize the thousands of

ways people have of saying the same thing (e.g., Linguamatics) 1. Other researches are

more targeted at providing a context to a tweet, e.g. Meij et al. mapped a tweet into a

set of Wikipedia articles but in their work, no summary is provided to the user, rather a

set of related links [Meij et al., 2012]. San Juan et al. went a step further and introduced

Tweet Contextualization as an INEX task which became the CLEF lab in 2012 [Bellot

et al., 2013, SanJuan et al., 2012].

Following the task suggested at INEX Tweet Contextualization track, the main motiva-

tion of our research on this topic is to help a user to better understand a short message

by extracting a context from an external source like the Web or the Wikipedia by means

of text summarization. Thus, we consider a short text as a query while the context is

represented by a summary biased to this query. A summary is de�ned as a "condensed

version of a source document having a recognizable genre and a very speci�c purpose:

to give the reader an exact and concise idea of the contents of the source" [Saggion and

Lapalme, 2002]. A summary is either an "extract", if it consists in the most important

passages extracted from the original text, or an "abstract", if these sentences are re-

written, generating a new text. Abstract generation is usually based on extraction which

implies searching for relevant sentences [Erkan and Radev, 2004]. Actually, often even

human beings �rstly extract relevant information before writing a summary. Moreover,

most of real-world summarization systems are extractive since abstraction requires strong

natural language generation tools. The development of these tools is a very di�cult task.

Besides, human-like approach needs internal semantic representation. While some work

has been done in abstractive summarization [Hahn and Mani, 2000, Radev and McKe-

own, 1998], extractive methods remains more in focus of current research [Bellot et al.,

2013, Giannakopoulos et al., 2011].

1http://www.linguamatics.com/
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Summarization implies two tasks: searching for relevant information and organizing it

into a summary either by paraphrasing (in case of abstracts) or reordering (in case

of extracts). In our approach searching for relevant information implies sentence re-

trieval based on TF-IDF measure enriched by named entity recognition, part of speech

weighting, smoothing from local context and sentence quality measuring. Moreover, our

algorithm takes advantage of topic-comment structure of sentences. The topic-comment

structure have already got the attention of linguists in the 19-th century, however, it

is hardly applied in information retrieval tasks. To our knowledge, the topic-comment

analysis was never exploited in the summarization task.

The proposed approach demonstrated better performance than other systems like Cortex,

Enertex, REG, etc. Cortex combines such metrics as word frequency, overlap with query

terms, entropy of the words, shape of text etc. [Torres-Moreno et al., 2012b]. In Enertex

sentence score is calculated from text energy matrix [Torres-Moreno et al., 2012b]. REG

is an enhancement of Cortex which uses query expansion [Vivaldi and da Cunha, 2012].

As Barzilay et al. showed, sentence order is crucial for readability [Barzilay et al.,

2002]. Moreover, sentence reordering is the only way to improve the readability of a text

produced by an extraction system. Barzilay et al. proposed to order the sentences by

searching for the Hamiltonian path of maximal length in a directed graph where vertices

are themes and edges corresponds to the number of times a theme precedes the other

one. This approach requires a training corpus. In contrast to this, we hypothesized that

in a coherent text neighboring sentences should be somehow similar to each other and

the total distance between them should be minimal. Therefore, we propose an approach

to increase global coherence of text on the basis of its graph model, where the vertices

correspond to the extracted passages and the edges represent the similarity measure

between them. Under these assumptions, sentence ordering implies searching for the

minimal path that visits each vertex exactly once. This task is known as the traveling

salesman problem. However, this method does not consider chronological constraints

therefore we introduce another method based on the sequential ordering problem. In

contrast to [Barzilay et al., 2002], our approach is not limited to the news articles on the

same topic and it takes advantages of the similarity between sentences.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.2 describes related works. Sec-

tion 1.3 presents our method of sentence ranking. Section 1.4 describes two approaches
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we propose to sentence re-ordering. Section 1.5 provides the details of the evaluation

framework. Section 1.6 contains the results and their analysis. Section 1.7 suggests

the application of the proposed sentence retrieval method to snippet generation. Sec-

tion 1.8 proposes the extension of the idea of the use of the topic-comment structure in

information retrieval. Section 1.9 concludes this chapter.

1.2 Related Works

The general steps of the extractive summarization are the following:

1. query and document pre-processing;

2. sentence ranking;

3. result �ltering;

4. sentence re-ordering.

Let us discuss them in details.

1.2.1 Query and Document Preprocessing

In the case of a subject related summary, like tweet contextualization, the subject may be

considered as a query and the summary is made of the sentences relevant to this query

which can be expanded e.g. by synonyms from the WordNet [Soriano-Morales et al.,

2011]. A query may be also expanded by terms from headers and the most frequent

words [Amini et al., 2007].

Amini and Usunier proposed to expand title words with the respective cluster terms

extracted by EM algorithm based on co-occurrence measure [Amini and Usunier, 2007].

Candidate sentences were �ltered by Marcu's alignment technique [Marcu, 2000]. Marcu's

algorithm implies at each iteration the removal of a sentence that maximizes the simi-

larity between the query and the rest of the sentences in that set.

Schi�man presented an approach that incorporates corpus-driven semantic information

and query expansion by log likelihood ratio [Schi�man, 2007]. He used a window of 3
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sentences as a unit of summarization. This approach showed very low results on DUC-

2007.

The common methods of query expansion are described in details in the chapter 2.

1.2.2 Sentence Ranking

Apparently, the �rst article on automated summarization was published by Luhn in

1958 [Luhn, 1958]. H.P. Luhn proposed to order sentences by the number of the most

frequent meaningful words. This approach was extended by taking into account inverse

document/sentence frequency, sentence position in the text, key word and key phrase

occurrence [Erkan and Radev, 2004, Radev and McKeown, 1998, Seki, 2005]. The further

extension was made in [Sun et al., 2005] by computing the frequency of a word both in

a document and in the set of the query terms collected from the click-through data.

Stokes et al. combined the following metrics: term similarity, named entity similarity,

centroid similarity, similarity to the query expanded by WordNet synonyms and the most

frequent words form the pseudo-relevance feedback, density of numeric references, noun

phrase similarity, sentence position [Stokes et al., 2007].

Gusev et al. proposed to use scan statistics in order to test whether word distribution �ts

the uniform one [Gusev et al., 2005]. If sentences form a cluster according to a speci�c

word (cluster forming lexical units), the cluster is interpreted as a supra-phrasal entity

re�ecting the semantics of the fragment. Sentences are weighted according to the number

of clusters forming lexical units.

The best result at Document Understanding Conference DUC-20072, that aims at evalu-

ation of text summarization method, was obtained by the approach proposed by Pingali

et al. [Prasad Pingali and Varma, 2007] that combines query-dependent and query-

independent sentence score. This approach implies terms clustering. Terms are clustered

together if they have similar probability distribution in an elite set of documents and a

random document pool. Each sentence is expanded by the words co-occurring with its

terms within an elite set.

Gotti et al. took into account not only word-based similarity, but also the depth of the

node within a syntactic tree [Gotti et al., 2007].

2http://duc.nist.gov/duc2007/tasks.html
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Blake et al. considered lexical diversity [Blake et al., 2007].

Madnani et al. introduced a Multiple Alternative Sentence Compressions algorithm

which produces several variants of compressed sentences to be added into the pool of

candidates [Madnani et al., 2007].

Frequency-based methods are a subset of statistical methods. Besides term fre-

quency analysis [Erkan and Radev, 2004, Radev and McKeown, 1998, Seki, 2005], sta-

tistical methods can be referred to machine learning [Lin and Hovy, 1997], graphical

models [Erkan and Radev, 2004, Shen et al., 2007] or using lexical chains [Morris and

Hirst, 1991, Silber and Mccoy, 2002].

Probabilistic graphical models are widely used for summarization. One of the most

common models is conditional random �elds [Shen et al., 2007]. Within the model,

the summarization task is considered as a sequence labeling problem. A document is

represented by a sequence of sentences and to each sentence is assigned a value 0 or

1 depending on the assignment of labels of others. A forward-backward algorithm can

solve this problem. However, additional parameters like in Dual Wing Factor Graph (e.g.

combining social content with documents) may cause loops in the model and in this case

loopy-sum-product or max-sum algorithm may be applied [Yang et al., 2011].

Another very e�cient model is Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [Blei et al., 2003].

LDA is a graphical topic model where a document is viewed as a mixture of topics and

a topic is considered as a mixture of words [Arora and Ravindran, 2008]. Sentences are

scored according to their probability to represent the topics. In the LexRank algorithm,

a document is viewed as a graph where vertices correspond to the sentence and the edges

represent the similarity measure between them [Erkan and Radev, 2004]. Sentences are

scored by expected probability of a random walker visiting each sentence [Paul et al.,

2010]. In [Paul et al., 2010] edges correspond to the probability of two sentences to

represent the same point of view. As LDA, weighted feature subset non-negative matrix

factorization allows to obtain the most representative terms among the topics [Wang

et al., 2010].

Lin et al. introduced a timestamped graph model [Lin et al., 2007]. In their approach a

time stamp is viewed as a position of a sentence within the source document. Sentences

are ranked by the page rank score and the similarity with a query.
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Witte et al. introduced a fuzzy co-reference graph for multi-document summarization

[Witte et al., 2007].

Zhang et al. proposed a summarization method based on graph representation of subtopics

[Zhang et al., 2007]. The idea is to rank subtopics and to �nd sentences to support them.

Sentence score is estimated by its length, position, chronological order, linguistic pat-

terns, and word-based features.

Applying machine learning for summarization requires a corpus consisting of original

texts and corresponding summaries. Text corpora provide much useful information on

features which should be kept in a summary, how long a text should be, etc. [Lin and

Hovy, 1997, Radev and McKeown, 1998]. A classi�er should divide a set of all sentences

into two parts, namely relevant (appearing in a summary) and not relevant. The aim is to

minimize the mathematical expectation of loss function, i.e. the number of misclassi�ed

sentences [Amini et al., 2007].

LC(h) = E([[yh(s) < 0]]) (1.1)

where LC(h) is a loss function; h(s) is a classi�cation function for a sentence s that is

equal to 1, if the sentence is considered relevant and −1 otherwise; y is the true class of

a sentence s; and [[predicate]] is equal to 1, if the predicate holds and 0 otherwise. A

set of sentences can be partially ordered in the following way: s > s′ ↔ h(s) > h(s′).

Thus, the learning goal is to minimize the loss of the ranking function LR:

LR(h,D) =
1

|D|
×
∑
d∈D

1

|S1
d ||S

(−1)
d |

∑
s∈S1

d

∑
s∈S(−1)

d

[[h(s) > h(s′)]] (1.2)

where d is a document from a collection D [Amini et al., 2007].

Hickle et al. applied machine reading framework for multi-document summarization.

Their approach called GISTEXTER presupposes knowledge acquisition from a text col-

lection and knowledge base by recognition of textual entailment relationships between

discourse commitments [Hickl et al., 2007]. Textual entailment recognition is used to

�lter candidate sentences that entail or contradict hypotheses in the current knowledge

base. This approach obtained very competitive results at DUC 2007.
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The PYTHY Summarization System presented by Microsoft Research is a supervised

learning algorithm that uses sentence features (position, length, etc.) and term fre-

quency features in the original and reduced sentences [Toutanova et al., 2007]. Fisher

and Roark also applied machine learning, namely, perceptron classi�er with query-neutral

and query-focused features [Fisher and Roark, 2006]. Li et al. used support vector ma-

chine based on word frequencies, named entities, WordNet semantics, centroid features

and sentence position [Li et al., 2007b].

Supervised machine learning (e.g. decision trees, Bayes classi�er etc.) could help to

extract key words. Usually features are represented by the frequencies of unigrams,

bigrams and trigrams [Ercan and Cicekli, 2007, Turney, 2000], named entities, relative

sentence length [Turney, 2000], position within a text (including the �rst and the last

occurrences), document structure and lexical chains [Angheluta et al., 2002, Ercan and

Cicekli, 2007].

Lexical chains could be used to analyze lexical coherence of texts [Morris and Hirst,

1991].

Lexical chains are computed by Silber and Mccoy proposed a linear algorithm to compute

lexical chains [Silber and Mccoy, 2002].

Morris and Hirst introduced the idea of lexical chain implementation based on Roget

dictionary [Morris and Hirst, 1991]. Hirst and St-Onge proposed to use WordNet to

the same purpose [Hirst and St-Onge, 1998]. Barzilay and Elhadad were the �rst who

applied lexical chains for single document summarization [Barzilay and Elhadad, 1997].

Li et al. enhanced this strategy by applying lexical chains with WordNet similarity for

multi-document summarization [Li et al., 2007a]. They used nouns, noun compounds

and named entities to build lexical chains and to select sentences. Lexical chains are

build with regard to word frequencies and synsets' similarity. Sentences are ranked by

the total of lexical chain score of their words, similarity with a query and named entity

similarity with it. Chali and Joty's approach includes lexical chains and basic element

extraction [Chali and Joty, 2007].

Another direction of sentence ranking is using linguistic knowledge.

Linguistic methods fall into several categories:
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• rule-based approaches, which may be combined with statistics [Lin, 1998, Lin and

Hovy, 1997];

• methods based on genre features, text structure etc. [Barzilay et al., 1999, Lin and

Hovy, 1997, Seki, 2005, Teufel and Moens, 2002]; methods based on syntax analysis

[Barzilay et al., 1999, Teufel and Moens, 2002].

Let us look at some examples.

One of the �rst summarizers was the domain-speci�c rule-based system SUMMONS

which had an extraction component and a linguistic module for checking the syntax

[Radev and McKeown, 1998]. The multi-document summarization system SUMMARIST

combined statistical approach with rules for key-phrases, e.g. the most important, to

conclude, to summarize etc. [Lin, 1998, Lin and Hovy, 1997]. The main idea was to

identify the subject by frequency of words, their position within a text, key-phrases.

Related terms were generalized, e.g. the notions waiter, meal and menu refer to the

same concept restaurant.

Genre related features such as text structure are useful for summarization purposes [Seki,

2005]. For example, in news the most important information is written at the beginning

of an article, while scienti�c papers have an abstract [Lin and Hovy, 1997]. Moreover,

in scienti�c texts a sentence has a speci�c rhetorical status: research goals, methods,

results, contribution, scienti�c argumentation or attitude toward other people's work. A

rhetorical status may be assigned according to matching to a linguistic pattern, position

in the text, use of key words, grammatical features (verb tenses, modal verbs etc.) [Teufel

and Moens, 1998, 2002]. As for news articles, multiple descriptions of the same events

are rather typical for them [Barzilay et al., 1999, Teufel and Moens, 2002]. So in the news

articles the most important information tends to be mentioned several times [Barzilay

et al., 1999]. However, the same idea may be expressed in di�erent ways and therefore

in the system MultiGen sentences are clustered by comparison of predicate-argument

structure [Barzilay et al., 1999]. Besides that, di�erent genres should be compressed

at di�erent rate, e.g. a news article may retain 25-30% of the original size while for a

scienti�c paper this coe�cient is about 3% [Teufel and Moens, 2002].

Semi-structured documents, e.g. documents in XML format, provide a lot of metadata

as well as structural information that could be used in summarization. Structural features
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include depth of the element in which the sentence is contained, sibling number of the

element, number of sibling elements, position within the element etc. [Amini et al.,

2007]. The Wikipedia is one of the largest sources of semi-structured documents. Tags

referring to headers, categories, info-boxes, entities etc. can be used for summarization

needs [Janod and Mistral, 2011].

As it is showed in [Delort et al., 2003], the context obtained through hyperlinks and

integrated into the original document may also improve the quality of a summary. More-

over, various social networks provide a lot of user generated content associated with

regular documents which can be useful for summarization task, e.g. users' comments

and URLs posted on Twitter show the parts of a document the most interesting for users

[Yang et al., 2011]. Comments may be linked by topic, quotation (one quotes another)

and mention relations (replies) [Hu et al., 2008]. The importance of a comment can be

estimated by the PageRank algorithm or tensor decomposition. The words appearing

in many important comments are considered to make big contribution. Another option

is to integrate the valuable comments into a document. Comments may be considered

themselves as a set of documents to be summarized [Lu et al., 2009a]. In [Lu et al.,

2009a] a summary is a set of tuples: topic aspect, its rank and a representative phrase.

One of the way to de�ne topic aspects is Topic-Aspect Model which is an extension of

Latent Dirichlet Allocation [Paul and Girju, 2010].

1.2.3 Redundancy Treatment and Result Filtering

Redundancy treatment may be performed by applying Manifold-Ranking algorithm,

which implies iterative selection of candidate sentences and is based on the assump-

tion that sentences should provide di�erent information and therefore they should not

be similar [Wan et al., 2007]. For abstracts, graph-based approaches can be applied

[Ganesan et al., 2010].

In the context sensitive approach SumBasic introduced in [Nenkova and Vanderwende,

2005-01] the term probability is reduced when the term occurs in a selected sentence

so the terms with lower probability are more likely to be found within newly selected

sentences bearing non-redundant information. A similar reasoning underlies Maximal

Marginal Relevance (MMR) that presupposes the minimal similarity of a candidate sen-

tence with the sentences already included into the summary [Carbonell and Goldstein,
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1998b]. Fillipova et al. slightly modi�ed the MMR method by eliminating redundant

sentences that are very similar to a query [Filippova et al., 2007].

Reeve and Han compared the distribution of terms within a source text with the one of

a summary [Reeve and Han, 2007].

Conroy et al. introduced an algorithm for redundancy treatment based on Traveling

Salesman Problem [Conroy et al., 2007]. Amini and Usunier applied this algorithm at

DUC 2007 by �ltering sentences that have more than 8 terms in common [Amini and

Usunier, 2007].

Hickle et al. proposed to cluster sentences and for each cluster keep only one sentence

that contains the most information [Hickl et al., 2007]. Clustering was also used in [Ying

et al., 2007]. The di�erence is that from each cluster they kept a sentence that maximizes

the di�erence with other summary sentences.

Toutanova et al. de�ned a dynamic sentence score, which is the score of a sentence as a

continuation of a given partial summary where the values of some features are discounted

to avoid redundancy [Toutanova et al., 2007].

Verma et al. grouped candidate sentences by pair-wise distances threshold and selected

highest-ranked one from each group [Verma et al., 2007].

For news summarization, Chali and Joty proposed to discount sentences with the same

dates since the respective documents often describe the same event [Chali and Joty,

2007]. In addition, they �ltered out the sentences with the basic element overlap greater

than the prede�ned threshold.

Madnani et al. compared the word frequencies within a summary with those in the

general language [Madnani et al., 2007].

Stokes et al. �ltered out sentences if their cosine similarity to the sentences already

included in a summary is greater than a prede�ned threshold [Stokes et al., 2007].
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1.2.4 Sentence Re-ordering

In single-document summarization systems it is possible to use original sentence order.

The idea was adopted by Majority Ordering algorithm for multi-document summariza-

tion. Subjects (sentences expressing the same meaning) Ti are organized into a directed

graph were edges present the number of documents where Ti is followed by Tj and the

best order corresponds to the Hamiltonian path of maximal length [Barzilay et al., 2002].

Another approach is to assign time stamp to each event and to order them chronolog-

ically. The use of chronological ordering is restricted to the news articles on the same

topic [Barzilay et al., 2002]. Diversity topics in the news demand another way to arrange

sentences extracted for multi-document summarization. Application of a text corpus

provides the ground for improving readability. In this case the optimal order is found

by the greedy algorithm maximizing the total probability [Lapata, 2003]. In a narrative

text verbs and adjectives play an important role in the semantic relations between sen-

tences [Asher and Lascarides, 2003]. Speci�c ordering is applied to verb tenses [Lapata,

2003]. We took advantage of the graph representation and chronological ordering in our

algorithm.

In [Zhang et al., 2007] sentence re-ordering is based on document time-stamps and sen-

tence position within a document. No further details are provided. Ying et al. re-ordered

sentences according to its timestamps in the original document [Ying et al., 2007]. In

Filippova's approach sentences from the same document are bunched up and ordered as

in the original document [Filippova et al., 2007]. To ensure local coherence of a summary,

Hickle et al. used a hierarchical clustering algorithm to re-order sentences that contain

similar information [Hickl et al., 2007]. Mihalcea used directed backward graph where

the edges are oriented from a sentence to previous sentences in the text [Mihalcea, 2004].

Although automatic text summarization task has been studied for about 60 years, the

majority of existing approaches try to deal only with a passage ignoring its context and

quality. For a short summarization unit like a sentence context is crucial to understanding

since often a sentence without a context is meaningless or ambiguous. Therefore, we

introduce an algorithm for sentence ranking that considers not only a candidate sentence

but also its left and right neighbors. Besides, the approach that we propose takes into

account sentence appropriateness for summarization. To our knowledge there is no works

that exploits the topic-comment structure of a sentence for automatic summarization. We
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incorporate the knowledge of the topic-comment structure to our algorithm. Moreover,

there are few works focusing on sentence re-ordering despite it seems to be extremely

important to readability. Thus, we propose two novel graph-based methods for sentence

re-ordering.

1.3 Contribution 1: Sentence Ranking Approach for Mes-

sage Contextualization

Sentence retrieval in our method is based on the similarity to the query, i.e. a short

text (tweet) to be contextualized, which is one the most wide spread approaches for

summarization [Amini and Usunier, 2007, Amini et al., 2007, Shen and Li, 2011-12,

Soriano-Morales et al., 2011, Torres-Moreno et al., 2012b]. The most widespread retrieval

models are Vector Space Model (VSM), namely TF-IDF, and Language Modelling (LM)

[Lu, 2013]. Although some researchers showed the superiority of TF-IDF [Abdulmutalib

and Fuhr, 2010], the others proved that LM and TF-IDF are strong correlated and

achieves almost the same e�ect [Robertson, 2004] since LM weighting is similar to TF-

IDF weighting scheme [Lu, 2013]. The di�erence is that the LM uses the collection

frequency, while TF-IDF approach is based on document frequency. Moreover, LM does

not directly allow weighting query terms. Linguistic features are easier to integrate in

TF-IDF model. Thus, we preferred TF-IDF weighting scheme over LM.

The application of linguistics, especially named entity (NE) recognition, may improve

information retrieval performance, including tweet study [de Oliveira et al., 2013, Mo-

hammed and Omar, 2012, Nadeau and Sekine, 2007]. Moreover, we hypothesize that

grammar analysis, namely part-of-speech tagging, may also ameliorate results. We as-

sume that part-of-speech (POS) tagging can ameliorate results since in general some POS

provide more information than others (e.g. nouns are more informative that adverbs or

functional words). As in [Lioma and Blanco, 2009], we integrated POS weights into the

TF-IDF measure.

Not all sentences are suitable for summarization purpose (e.g. headers, labels etc.).

To avoid trash passages we enriched our method by sentence quality measure based on

Flesch reading ease test, lexical diversity, meaningful word ratio and punctuation ratio.
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Usually, a sentence is viewed as a unit in summarization task. However, often a single

sentence is not su�cient to catch its meaning and even human beings need a context.

In contrast to [Yang et al., 2011], we believe that a context does not provide redundant

information, but allows to precise and extend sentence meaning. Therefore, we introduce

an algorithm to smooth a candidate sentence by its local context, i.e. the neighboring

sentences from the source document. Neighboring sentences in�uence the sentence of

interest, but this in�uence decreases as the remoteness of the context increases, which

di�ers from the previous approaches where the dependence is considered to be binary

(i.e. a neighboring sentence in�uences the sentence of interest or not) [Murdock, 2006].

The binary understanding of the in�uence of the context assumes that the in�uence is

the same for all sentences. Hence, in this research context may refer to either neighboring

sentences or the resulting summary explaining a tweet.

To contextualize tweets we consider both the tweet and a textual resource from which a

summary is built. The summary is constructed after extraction of presumably the most

relevant sentences from the textual resource. Usually a limited number of documents is

su�cient for a summary [Filippova et al., 2007] since the most important information

tends to be repeated in several documents [Barzilay, 2003]. Since sentences are much

smaller than documents, general information retrieval systems provide worse results to

sentence retrieval [Murdock, 2006]. Moreover, document retrieval systems are based on

the assumption that the relevant document is about the query. However this is not

enough for sentence retrieval, e.g. in question-answering systems the sentence containing

the answer is much more relevant that the sentence which is about the subject. Without

a context, a sentence often is hard to understand or ambiguous. Therefore, we believe

that a sentence ranking algorithm should considers not only a candidate sentence but

also its left and right context.

Our approach is based on three main procedures: POS tagging, named entity recognition

and sentence scoring [Ermakova and Mothe, 2012a]. Unfortunately, the whole process

is time consuming. For this reason, we do not apply this process on the entire textual

resource but rather on a sub-set of documents extracted from it. Thus, we �rst �lter

the documents, focusing on presumably the most related to the targeted tweet. Then,

we apply the process mentioned above to select and order the main sentences from these

�ltered documents, using linguistic features, and to arrange the order of the extracted

sentences.
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The main steps of the algorithm are the following:

• preprocessing;

• sentence ranking;

• readability improvement.

The method we use to contextualize tweets is described in details in the following sub-

sections.

The preprocessing step depends on the collection therefore we will present it later in

evaluation section 1.5.

1.3.1 Sentence Ranking

The objective of this step is to evaluate the sentences from the retrieved documents

according to the degree of their importance for generating summary. We apply the

descending order of ranking, thus the top sentences will be used to compose the summary.

Sentence retrieval is based on the similarity between a sentence and a targeted tweet.

However, rather than just considering sentences as bag of words, we prefer to enrich

sentences in order to get more information from their content. We enrich both the tweet

to be contextualized and the retrieved documents by parsing them and annotating them

using POS tagger and named entity recognizer. We expand a tweet by the terms for top

ranked documents with the highest TF-IDF score.

The various parts of text are weighted di�erently according to their supposed importance.

In addition, since sentence meaning depends on the context, we used an algorithm for

smoothing from the local context. Thus, we use the term context in two senses: the

context of a tweet and the context of a passage. The latter could be de�ned as "the

parts of something written or spoken that immediately precede and follow a word or

passage and clarify its meaning" [Pearsall, 2002].

Thus, the total sentence score (let call it informativeness) Informativeness(S,Q) is

a function of the query-independent sentence quality measure Qual(S) and computed
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query-dependent sentence score score(S,Q):

Informativeness(S,Q) = f(Qual(S), score(S,Q)) (1.3)

Let us discuss this formula in details.

1.3.1.1 Sentence Representation

Sentence quality measure Qual(S) is used to avoid trash passages from real web collec-

tions.

We de�ne it as the function of the lexical diversity LexDiv(S), meaningful word ratio

Meaning(S) and punctuation score PunctScore(S):

Qual(S) = φ(LexDiv(S),Meaning(S), PunctScore(S)) (1.4)

Lexical diversity allows avoiding sentences that do not contain terms except those from

a query. Lexical diversity in our approach is de�ned as the number of di�erent lemmas

used within a sentence divided by the total number of tokens in this sentence.

Meaningful word ratio is also aimed to penalized sentences that either have no sense at

all or are not comprehensible without large context. Meaningful word ratio is the number

of non-stop words within a sentence over the total number of tokens in this sentence.

Besides unreadable passages, many symbols usually used as punctuation marks can be

found in emoticons. Emoticons represents humans' attitude towards something. How-

ever, they are not relevant for informative, navigational nor transactional queries. Hence,

PunctScore(S) penalizes sentences containing many punctuation marks.

Punctuation score is estimated by the formula:

PunctScore(S) = 1− PunctuationMarkCount(S)

TokenCount(S)
(1.5)

where PunctuationMarkCount(S) is a total number of punctuation marks in the sen-

tence, and TokenCount(S) � is a total number of tokens in S. Thus, PunctScore(S)

shows the ratio of tokens which are not punctuation marks.
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Thus, we believe that a good sentence should have high ratio of di�erent meaningful

words and reasonable ratio of punctuation.

Sentence quality is query-independent, while sentence score score(S,Q) shows how well

a sentence matches a query.

We assume that relevant sentences come from relevant documents. However, in real world

search engines we do not know which documents are actually relevant. Therefore in our

method sentence score depends on pseudo-relevance DocRel(d,Q) of the corresponding

document d assigned by a search engine (i.e. document rank, score or their combination),

computed smoothed sentence relevance R(S,Q), and a topic-comment score TC(S,Q):

score(S,Q) = ω(DocRel(d,Q), R(S,Q), TC(S,Q)) (1.6)

We model a sentence as a set of vectors. The �rst vector represents the tokens occurred

within the sentence (unigram representation). Tokens are associated with lemmas. A

lemma has the following features: POS, frequency and IDF. The second vector corre-

sponds to bigrams. In both vector representation stop-words are retrieved. However,

functional words, such as conjunctions, prepositions and determiners, are not taken into

account in the unigram representation. NE comparison is hypothesized to be very ef-

�cient for contextualizing tweets. Therefore, the third vector refers to found named

entities. Thereby, the same token may appear in several vectors.

For each vector, we store only these components, whereas a token, a bigram or a named

entity tends to appear no more than once within a sentence. Thus, it is no need to store

the frequency of a component within the sentence.

We also exploit a sparse representation i.e. store only occurring components. The only

operation is component-wise comparison. In order to perform it, components are sorted.

This vector set representation allows combining the similarity measures obtained for

di�erent information types.

Thus, a prior sentence score is calculated as the function of unigram simuni, bigram

simbi and NE simNE similarities:

simtotal(S,Q) = g(simuni(S,Q), simbi(S,Q), simNE(S,Q)) (1.7)
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As a restriction to prevent irrelevant results we can apply grammar �lters such as POS

distribution and syntactic constructions. For example, in the system for Automatical

Genre Classi�cation (AGC) the subset of POS are used in order to maintain perfor-

mance across changes in the topical distribution [Petrenz and Webber]. According to our

approach, several methods can be used to assign scores to words. The �rst method iden-

ti�es stop-words by frequency threshold. The second method assigns di�erent weights to

di�erent parts of speech (POS rank). Researchers asserts that nouns provide the most

valuable information since they have the maximal generalizing capacity [Silber and Mc-

coy, 2002]. Though [Sokolov, 1968] argues that verbs represent the relationship between

things and thus they may be key words as well. One can specify whether unigram vector

components should be multiplied by this POS rank. POS ranking makes it possible to

penalize unresolved anaphora and other readability shortcomings.

It is also possible to consider or not IDF.

Thus, simuni is a similarity measure between unigram vectors uni(w) that takes into

account term, POS weights and IDF of the term w:

uni(w) = IDF (w)× POS(w) (1.8)

where IDF (w) is IDF of the term w and POS(w) is the corresponding POS weight.

NE vectors are treated in the following way. For each NE in a query we searched for

corresponding NEs in the candidate sentences. If a query does not contain NEs, all

candidate sentences are considered to match the query with regard to this information

type. The NE similarity measure is computed by the formula:

simNE(S,Q) =
NEcommon +NEweight

NEquery + 1
(1.9)

where NEweight is a positive �oating point parameter given by a user (by default it is

equal to 1.0), NEcommon is the number of NE appearing in both query and sentence,

NEquery is the number of NE appearing in the query.

The sentence may not contain a NE from the query and it can be still relevant. To avoid

simNE to be equal to 0, NEweight is used. We also add 1 to the denominator to avoid

devision by zero. However, if smoothing is not performed the coe�cient will be zero. We

considered only the exact matches of NE.
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1.3.1.2 Smoothing from Local Context

A text should be integral and coherent. In discourse, integrity and coherence are im-

plemented by contextual predictability, i.e. a text unit depends on its left neighbors

[Yagunova, 2008]. This assumption is often used in speech recognition and text gener-

ation, namely as Markov chains [Rabiner, 1990]. In these models context importance

is viewed as a step function equal to 1 when the distance is smaller than k (symbols/-

words/sentences) and 0 otherwise. Moreover, the majority of the models consider only

left context. In contrast, we assume that the importance of the context linearly reduces

as the distance increases. We contend that the right context should also be taken into

account. This statement may be supported by the following facts:

• In language, besides anaphora, there exists an opposite phenomenon, i.e. cataphora

which is used to insert an expression or word that co-refers with a later expression

[Cutting, 2002].

• POS are interrelated and if it is impossible to see a verb after a preposition, it is

also impossible to see a preposition before a verb.

• The same interaction is observed in lexics.

General approach to document IR is underlined by TF-IDF measure. In contrast, usually

the number of each query term in a sentence is no more than one [Murdock, 2006].

Traditionally, sentences are smoothed by the entire collection, but the method proposed

in [Murdock, 2006] the same weight to all sentences from the context within a window. In

contrast, we assume that the importance of the context reduces as the distance increases.

The proposed method of smoothed sentence relevance estimation is based on the �rst-

stage local context analysis. So, our main hypothesis is that the nearest sentences should

produce more e�ect on the target sentence meaning than others. For sentences with the

distance greater than k this coe�cient is zero. The total of all weights should be equal

to one.

The system allows taking into account k neighboring sentences with the weights depend-

ing on their remoteness from the target sentence. In this case the total target sentence

score R(S,Q) is a weighted sum of scores of neighboring sentences ri and the target
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Figure 1.1: Dependence of neighboring sentence impact on distance

sentence r0 itself:

R(S,Q) =
k∑

i=−k
wi × ri (1.10)

wi =



1−w(S)
k+1 × k−|i|

k 0 < |i|≤ k

w(S), i = 0

0, |i|> k

(1.11)

k∑
i=−k

wi = 1 (1.12)

where w(S) is the weight of the sentence S that is a tuning parameter, wi and ri are

respectively the weights and the prior scores of the sentences from the context of S of

k length. The weights become smaller as the remoteness increases (see �gure 1.1). If

the sentence number in left or right context is less than k, their weights are added to

the target sentence weight w(S). This allows keeping the sum equal to one. That is

important since otherwise a sentence with a small number of neighbors (e.g. the �rst

or last sentences) would be penalized (even if �rst sentences of a document are often

considered to be very informative).

Besides smoothing from local context, we use smoothing from section beginning since

we believe that �rst sentences from a section provides the most valuable and concise

information about entire section content.
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1.3.2 Topic-comment Relationship Integration

Linguistics establishes the di�erence between the clause-level topic and the discourse-

level topic. However, within the bound of this research we are interested in clause-level

topic only. The topic (or theme) is the phrase in a clause that the rest of the clause

is understood to be about, and the comment (also called rheme or focus) is what is

being said about the topic. In simple English clause the topic usually coincides with the

subject, however it is not a case of the passive voice. In most languages the common

means to mark topic-comment relation are word order and intonation. Moreover, there

exist special constructions to introduce the comment. However, the tendency is to use

so-called topic fronting, i.e. to place topic at the beginning of a clause.

We hypothesize that topic-comment relationship identi�cation is useful for contextualiza-

tion from the perspective of the related entities. Quick query analysis provides evidence

that an entity is considered as a topic, while tweet content refers rather to comment, i.e.

what is said about the entity. Moreover, we assume that providing the context to an

entity implies that this context should be about the entity, i.e. the entity is the topic,

while the retrieved context presents the comment. We used these assumptions for candi-

date sentence scoring. We double the weight of sentences in which the topic contains the

entities Ei under consideration. Thus, the topic-comment score TC(S,Q) is estimated

as follows:

TC(S,Q) =


2, ifEi ∈ Topic(S)

1, otherwise

(1.13)

where Topic(S) is the topic part of the sentence S. Topic identi�cation is performed

under assumption of topic fronting. We simplify this hypothesis by assuming that topic

should be placed at the sentence beginning. Sentence beginning is viewed as the �rst

half of the sentence.

1.3.3 Result Filtering

For a case of contextualization from the perspective of a related entity, we propose to

apply entity �ltering at the stage of document retrieval. We propose to keep documents

that are relevant to the entities of interest only.
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In order to deal with redundancy, we adopted the idea of H. G. Silber and K. F. Mccoy

that nouns provide the most valuable information [Silber and Mccoy, 2002]. In our

approach a sentence was mapped into a noun set. These sets were compared pairwise

and if the normalized intersection was greater than a prede�ned threshold, the sentence

with lower score is rejected.

1.4 Contribution 2: Sentence Re-Ordering

The retrieved sentences should be organized into a coherent text. If an extraction system

deals with entire passages (which is our case), locally they may have higher readability

than generated phrases since they are written by humans. Nevertheless, it is important

to keep in mind the global readability of extracted passages. The only way to improve

the readability of a text produced by an extraction system is to reorder the extracted

passages. As Barzilay et al. showed, sentence ordering is crucial for readability [Barzilay

et al., 2002]. That is why our next goal is to de�ne an algorithm for sentence reordering,

although sentence ordering was not evaluated at INEX.

Barzilay et al. proposed to order the sentences by searching for the Hamiltonian path

of maximal length in a directed graph where vertices are themes and edges corresponds

to the number of times when a theme precedes the other one. This approach requires a

training corpus. In contrast to this, we hypothesized that in a coherent text neighboring

sentences should be somehow similar to each other and the total distance between them

should be minimal. Therefore, we propose an approach to increase global coherence of

text on the basis of its graph model, where the vertices correspond to the extracted pas-

sages (i.e. isolated sentences or bunches of sequential sentences) and the edges represent

the similarity measure between them. Under these assumptions the sentence ordering

task implies searching for the minimal path that visits each vertex exactly once. This

task is known as the traveling salesman problem. However, this method does not consider

chronological constraints therefore we introduce another method based on the sequential

ordering problem. In contrast to [Barzilay et al., 2002], our approach is not restricted

by the news articles on the same topic and it takes advantages of the similarity between

sentences.
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In our approach we adopted an idea similar to [Soriano-Morales et al., 2011] and [Amini

et al., 2007] since a summary was made of the sentences relevant to a query. The authors

apply the query expansion technique to multi-document summarization. However, the

technique neglects sentences from the entire texts, which include contextual synonyms to

the query words. That is why we consider expanding, instead of the query, a candidate

sentence by contextual synonyms to its words. Co-references may be viewed as contextual

synonyms. Thus the list of the contextual synonyms was obtained by anaphora resolution

performed by Stanford Core NLP. With regard to sentence ordering, we propose to

combine graphical approaches with chronological constraints. Unlike Barzilay et al.'s

method [Barzilay et al., 2002], we do not search for the Hamiltonian path of maximal

length, but for the minimal one.

1.4.1 Model Description

As Barzilay et al. showed in 2002 sentence ordering is crucial for readability [Barzilay

et al., 2002]. In single document summarization the sentence order may be the same as

the initial relative order in the original text. However, this technique is not applicable to

multi-document summarization. Therefore, we propose an approach to increase global

coherence of text on the basis of its graph model, where vertices represent sentences

and edges correspond to the same cosine similarity measure as in searching for relevant

sentences. If two relevant sentences are neighbors in the original text, they are considered

as a single vertex. The hypothesis is that neighboring sentences should be somehow

similar to each other and the total distance between them should be minimal. Firstly,

we computed the similarity between sentences and reduced sentence ordering task to

traveling salesman problem [Morozenko, 2008].

1.4.1.1 Traveling Salesman Problem for Sentence Re-Ordering

The traveling salesman problem (TSP) is an NP-hard problem in combinatorial optimiza-

tion. Given a list of cities and their pairwise distances, the task is to �nd the shortest

possible route that visits each city exactly once and returns to the origin city. In the

symmetric case, TSP may be formulated as searching for the minimal Hamiltonian cycle

in an undirected graph (see 1.2). Asymmetric TSP implies a directed graph. The obvi-

ous solution is to use brute force search, i.e. �nd the best solution among all possible
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Figure 1.2: Example of the graph representation of a text for the TSP sentence re-
ordering method (vertices represent sentences and edges correspond to the same cosine

similarity measure)

permutations. The complexity of this approach is O(n! ) while other exact algorithms

are exponential. Therefore, we chose the greedy nearest neighbor algorithm with minor

changes. Since sentence ordering does not request to return to the starting vertex and

the starting vertex is arbitrary but the choice of the starting vertex is crucial for the

greedy algorithm, we tried every vertex as the starting one and chose the best result,

i.e. the starting vertex giving the path of the minimal length. However, this method

does not consider chronological constraints. So, we modi�ed the task and it gave us the

sequential ordering problem (SOP).

1.4.1.2 Sequential Ordering Problem

SOP "is a version of the asymmetric traveling salesman problem (ATSP) where prece-

dence constraints on the vertices must also be observed" [Hern�adv�olgyi, 2003]. SOP is

stated as follows. Given a directed graph, �nd a Hamiltonian path of the minimal length

from the starting vertex to the terminal vertex observing precedence constraints.

Usually SOP is solved by the means of integer programming. Integer programming is NP-

hard and these methods achieved only limited success [Hern�adv�olgyi, 2003]. Therefore,

we solve the problem as follows.

Let S = {si}i= ¯1,n be a set of sentences, where n is the total number of sentences. As in

case of our TSP approach for sentence re-ordering, vertices and edges represents sentences
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Figure 1.3: SOP sentence reordering algorithm

and the pair-wise similarity measures between them. Firstly, we group together sentences

with identical time stamps assigned by a parser (Stanford CoreNLP in this case). Thus,

L = {Lj}j= ¯1,N , where N is the number of di�erent time stamps, Lj = sj1−s
j
2− . . .−s

j
mj ,

mj is the number of sentences with a given time stamp. Sentences without time stamp

were added to the set L0 = s0
1 − s0

2 − . . . − s0
m0, where m0 is the number of sentences

without time stamp. We order groups Lj . Within each group Lj , we order sentences as

in TSP approach. Then in each pair sjk − s
j
k+1 we try to insert each sentence x0 from

L0 by turns. If the path sjk − x0 − sjk+1 is smaller than the path sjk − s
j
k+1, we insert

x0, we remove it from L0 and we try to insert the next sentence x1 such as the path

sjk − x0 − x1 − sjk+1 is smaller than the path sjk − x0 − sjk+1. The process stops when L0

is empty or the insertion does not diminish the path. If the set L0 is not empty when

all groups are ordered, we search for the shortest path passing from the last sentence in

LN through all vertices in L0 to the �rst sentence in L1 and the edge with the maximal

weight is removed. The description of the algorithm is given in the �gure 1.3.

1.4.1.3 Combining Informativeness and Readability

We de�ned F-measure to combine informativeness and readability:

F =
Informativeness×Readability

α× Informativeness+ (1− α)×Readability
(1.14)
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where Readability = 1 − Length(Path) , Length(Path) is the length of the best path,

Informativeness is the total informativeness, and α is a parameter. To get the best

score by this F-measure it is possible to apply rucksack problem where integral measure

of relevance and readability corresponds to value and word number refers to weight. As

candidate sentences we took the top relevant sentences that have in total twice more

words than the maximal length n of the resulting summary. After selecting the most

relevant sentence of 2n words, we obtained a rucksack problem. The knapsack problem

or rucksack problem is stated as follow: given a set of items, each with a weight and

a value, �nd the subset of this set to pack the rucksack so that the total weight is less

than or equal to a given capacity and the total value is as large as possible [Kellerer,

Hans et al., 2004]. As weight, we considered the number of words in a sentence, and the

F-measure of relevance and readability represented value. We applied the branch and

bound method, but it is possible to �nd more e�cient way to solve the problem bearing

in mind that triangle inequality is not hold.

1.5 Evaluation Framework

The method has been evaluated at INEX/CLEF tweet contextualization track. We

report our evaluation results over the 4 years of the track. In this section we provide an

evolution framework that we used. Firstly, we shall describe the data collection. Then we

shall present the evaluation measures. The �nal subsection will provide system details.

1.5.1 INEX Data

We use INEX (Initiative for the Evaluation of XML Retrieval)3 data for evaluation.

INEX is an evaluation forum for XML IR that provides large structured test collections

and scoring methods for IR system evaluation. INEX campaign aims at the evaluation

of focused retrieval including passage retrieval from a long document, element retrieval

from an XML document, page retrieval from books and question answering. It became

a CLEF (Conference and Labs of the Evaluation Forum)4 lab in 2012.

3http://inex.mmci.uni-saarland.de/
4http://clef2012.clef-initiative.eu/
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Table 1.1: Test collections (INEX/CLEF Tweet Contextualization 2011-2014)

INEX 2011 INEX 2012 INEX 2013 INEX 2014

Corpus
XML dump of English Wikipedia

April 2011 November 2011 November 2012 November 2012

Queries

132 tweets
(tweet = title +

1-st snt of a NYT article)
�1000 tweets

from informative accounts
598 tweets

from informative accounts
240 topics from RepLab 2013
(tweet + entity + category)

Evaluation
(informativeness/

readability) 50 tweets / 53 tweets 50 tweets / 18 tweets
50 tweets / 10 tweets

with the largest text references 50 tweets/12 summaries per run

Gold
standards

New York Times articles
Pool of relevant passages Pool of relevant passages

Prior set of relevant pages
Pool selection of submitted passages
All relevant texts+10 random tweets

Pool of relevant sentences
Pool of noun phrases

In 2011, the Question Answering Track aimed at evaluating tweet contextualization in

terms of relevance of the retrieved information to tweets and readability of the presented

results [SanJuan et al., 2012]. In 2012, this track was renamed to Tweet Contextualiza-

tion.

Test collections are described in the table 1.1.

In 2011, the query data set included 132 tweets. A tweet consisted of the id (id), the

title (title) and the �rst sentence (txt) of a New York Times (NYT) article released in

July 2011.

Example 1.1. Topics from Tweet Contextualization Task 2011

<xml >

<topic id ="2011001" >

<title >At Comic -Con , a Testing Ground for Toymakers </title >

<txt > THIS summer 's hottest toys won 't be coming to a toy aisle

near you. The only place to get them will be at Comic -Con International in

San Diego.

</txt >

</topic >

<topic id ="2011003" >

<title >Obama to Back Repeal of Law Restricting Marriage </title >

<txt > WASHINGTON - President Obama will endorse a bill to repeal

the law that limits the legal definition of marriage to a union between a man

and a woman , the White House said Tuesday , taking another step in support of

gay rights.

</txt >

</topic >

</xml >

For each tweet, participants had to provide a summary up to 500 words in the TREC

format as an answer that contextualized the tweet, i.e. answer the question �what is this
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tweet about?�. The summary should contain as much relevant information as possible,

but not include irrelevant or redundant passages.

Example 1.2. Output format for INEX/CLEF Tweet Contextualization Task

<tid > Q0 <file > <rank > <rsv > <run_id > <text of passage 1>

<tid > Q0 <file > <rank > <rsv > <run_id > <text of passage 2>

<tid > Q0 <file > <rank > <rsv > <run_id > <text of passage 3>

The summary should be made solely of extracts from the XML dump of EnglishWikipedia

(April 2011), totally 3,217,015 non-empty pages. All notes, history and bibliographic ref-

erences were removed. Thus, a page was composed of a title (title), an abstract (a) and

sections (s). A section had a header ((h)). Abstract and sections contained paragraphs

(p) and entities (t) referring to other pages. The documents had the following DTD

scheme:

Example 1.3. Document DTD scheme for INEX/CLEF Tweet Contextualization Task

<!ELEMENT xml (page)+>

<!ELEMENT page (ID , title , a, s*)>

<!ELEMENT ID (# PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT title (# PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT a (p+)>

<!ELEMENT s (h, p+)>

<!ATTLIST s o CDATA #REQUIRED >

<!ELEMENT h (# PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT p (# PCDATA | t)*>

<!ATTLIST p o CDATA #REQUIRED >

<!ELEMENT t (# PCDATA)>

<!ATTLIST t e CDATA #IMPLIED >

The summaries submitted by participants were compared to each other, to the baseline

summary made of sentences (BaselineSum) and to the key terms (BaselineMWT). The

baseline system was based on Indri index without stop word list and stemming (language

model). Part of speech tagging was performed by TreeTagger. Summarization algorithm

was TermWatch [SanJuan et al., 2012].

In 2012, the text corpus was presented by an updated Wikipedia dump from November

2011. The query set was dramatically changed. It consisted of approximately 1000 real

tweets written in English collected from informative accounts such as @CNN, @TennisT-

weets, @PeopleMag, @science etc. However, the task remained the same: to provide a

summary up to 500 words in the TREC format.
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Table 1.2: Tweet example from Tweet Contextualization Task 2014

tweet_id category entity topic content

213051315880869888 automotive Fiat sales

Seeing a lot of #Fiat
cars downtown these days.

#Tra�c

Example 1.4. Topics from Tweet Contextualization Task 2012

169125414692851713 "The European Commission approved our proposed

acquisition of Motorola Mobility , moving us closer to closing the deal http

://t.co/1 XJKvMFR"

169123516791263232 "For Valentine 's Day , how @googlemaps can connect you to

the people & places you love , even @ the country 's biggest mall http ://t.co/

H39WJcwT"

In 2013 there were 598 tweets in English to be contextualized from the Wikipedia dump

of November 2012.

In 2014 there were 240 tweets in English collected by the organizers of CLEF RepLab

2013. In 2014 participants should provide a context to tweets from the perspective of

the related entities. Tweets were at least 80 characters long and do not contain URLs.

A tweet had the following annotation types: the category (4 distinct), an entity name

from the Wikipedia (64 distinct) and a manual topic label (235 distinct) (see an example

Table 1.2). The context had to explain the relationship between a tweet and an entity.

As in previous years it should be a summary extracted from a Wikipedia dump.

1.5.2 Informativeness Measurement

For all test collections, 50 tweets were selected to evaluate the informativeness of the

summaries [SanJuan et al., 2012]. For each of those topics, all submitted passages were

merged into a pool. Passages were sorted in alphabetic order and therefore each passage

was judged whether it was relevant independently from others. Submitted summaries

were compared with the corresponded pools of relevant passages. In 2011 summaries

were also evaluated according to the overlap with the original New York Times articles.

In 2013 the informativeness was estimated as the overlap of a summary with 3 pools of

relevant passages [Bellot et al., 2013]:
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• prior set (PRIOR) of relevant pages selected by organizers (40 tweets, 380 pas-

sages);

• pool selection (POOL) of the most relevant passages (1,760) from participant sub-

missions for 45 selected tweets;

• all relevant texts (ALL) merged together with extra passages from a random pool

of 10 tweets (70 tweets, 2,378 relevant passages).

In 2014, 2 gold standards (1/5 of the topics/tweets) were used:

• pool of relevant sentences per topic/tweet (SENT);

• pool of noun phrases (NOUN) extracted from these sentences together with the

corresponding Wikipedia entry.

In 2011 the informativeness was estimated as the log di�erence:

Div(S, T ) =
∑
t∈T

∣∣∣∣log

(
fT (t)

fT
+ 1

)
− log

(
fS(t)

500
+ 1

)∣∣∣∣ (1.15)

where T is the set of terms in the pool of relevant passages, fT (t) is the frequency of a

term t in the pool, fT is the total number of terms in the pool, fS(t) is the frequency

of a term t in a summary, fS is the total number of terms in a summary. A term may

refer to a unigram, a bigram (two consecutive lemmas in the same sentence) or a bigram

allowing a gap up to two lemmas between its component (with 2-gap). The lower values

of Div(S, T ) corresponds to higher matching of tokens in a pool and a summary.

Since 2012 the informativeness was evaluated by the following formula:

Dis(S, T ) =
∑
t∈T

fT (t)

fT
×
(

1− min (logP, logQ)

max (logP, logQ)

)
(1.16)

where P and Q are computed as:

P =
fT (t)

fT
+ 1 (1.17)

Q =
fS(t)

fS
+ 1 (1.18)
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Since
fT (t)

fT
∈ (0, 1] and

fS(t)

fS
∈ (0, 1], P > 1 and Q > 1. Therefore, max (logP, logQ) >

1.The complement of this dissimilarity measure 1 − Dis(S, T ) has similar properties

than usual IR Interpolate Precision measures. The logarithm allows dealing with highly

frequent words. The evaluation toolkit was based on Porter stemmer. The lower values

of Dis(S, T ) correspond to the higher informativeness.

1.5.3 Readability Measurement

The same topics/tweets were used to evaluate readability of the summaries [SanJuan

et al., 2012]. The readability evaluation was performed manually. For each passage in

each summary, assessors should indicate if the passage contained one of the following

drawbacks:

• The passage has syntactical problems (e.g. bad segmentation).

• The passage contains an unresolved anaphora.

• The passage has redundant information (that is to say, information which is already

mentioned).

• The passage is meaningless in the given context (i.e. it is marked as trash).

Assessors were not asked to evaluate the relevance of the summaries. There were two

metrics:

• Relaxed metric: a passage was considered valid if it was not marked as trash.

• Strict metric: a passage was considered valid if it did not have any problems

mentioned above.

In 2011, the readability of summaries was estimated as the number of words (up to 500)

in valid passages [SanJuan et al., 2012]. Since 2012, the score of a summary was the

average normalized number of words in valid passages [Bellot et al., 2013]. Sentence

ordering was not judged by conference organizers, however it is quite important for text

understanding [Barzilay et al., 2002].
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Figure 1.4: Documents and tweets preprocessing step for Tweet Contextulization

1.5.4 System Details

The �rst step of the algorithm is the preprocessing phase presented in the �gure 1.4.

Query (tweet) preprocessing involves hashtag and reply treatment as well as com-

bining di�erent query parts.

While perceiving a text, a human uses various pivots such as spaces, punctuation marks,

repeating words or phrases etc. [Çàëåâñêàÿ, 2001]. In our system Twitter hash tags and

replies as well as article structure are viewed as pivots.

The hashtag symbol # �is used to mark keywords or topics in a Tweet. It was created

organically by Twitter users as a way to categorize messages� and facilitate a search

[Twitter Help Center | What Are Hashtags ("#" Symbols)?, accessed date: 02/08/2012].

Hashtags are inserted before relevant keywords or phrases anywhere in tweets (�At least

18 people injured in Kansas City, #Missouri, gas explosion�, �RT @BBCNewsUS: Do

you know Tony Mendez? As we head towards the #Oscars, get to know the man behind

the true story of #Argo�, �Patient with mysterious #SARS-like virus has died in British

hospital: http://t.co/ICExnRbE via @AP�, �PM #Rajoy con�rms at #DEN2013 that

Spanish #de�cit for 2012 will be under 7% thanx to Government's plan to save more

than 21.000 million�). Popular hashtags often represents trending topics. Bearing it in

mind, we put higher weight to words occurring in hashtags. Usually key phrases are

marked as a single hashtag.
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Important information may be found in @replies, e.g. when a user reply to the post of

a politician or other famous person. "An @reply is any update posted by clicking the

"Reply" button on a Tweet" [Twitter Help Center | What are @Replies and Mentions?,

accessed date: 02/08/2012]. Since people and organizations may use their names as

Twitter accounts we treat them analogically to hashtags, i.e. they are split by capitalized

letters (e.g. "New Course from @waikato, New Zealand - Data Mining with Weka. Starts

Sep 9" refers to The University of Waikato, in "3 Divas at @VanityFair Oscars party-

@BarbraStreisand @O�cialAdele and @DameShirley Bassey" it is mentioned the USA

magazine Vanity Fair, singers Barbra Streisand, Adele and Shirley Bassey).

We split hashtags and replies by capitalized letters. An initial tweet is expanded by the

words obtained from tweet hashtags and replies as stated above. Tweet preprocessing

involves hashtag and reply treatment as well as combining di�erent tweet parts. Thus,

a tweet RT StateDept: #SecKerry: Europe is strong, and stronger together. Europe and

the US together have an opportunity to create jobs, build a stronger future is expanded

by State, Dept, Sec, Kerry.

The next step is �ltering the documents that are supposed to contain relevant infor-

mation to the tweet components from the textual resource. For this, we simply use a

search engine. We use the tweet as a query and the textual resource as the document

collection the query is evaluate on.

In order to obtain preliminary ranking we used Terrier5 [Ounis et al., 2006b], an open-

source search engine developed by the School of Computing Science, University of Glas-

gow. This platform considers documents as bags of words. It implements various weight-

ing and retrieval models and allows stemming and blind relevance feedback.

As a retrieval model we applied InL2c1.0. It is a default retrieval model in Terrier.

InL2c1.0 is a DFR (divergence from randomness) model based on TF − IDF measure

with L2 term frequency normalization [Amati and Van Rijsbergen, 2002b, He and Ounis,

2005]. This model is based on the assumption that informative words are relatively more

frequent in relevant documents than in others. InL2 demonstrates better performance

at many recall levels and in average precision than traditional retrieval models such as

BM25 [Amati, 2003]. L2 normalization is less sensitive to document length. In the In

5http://terrier.org/
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model the weight weight(t, d) of the term t in the document d is estimated as follows:

weight(t, d) =
1

tf + 1
× Inf1(tf) (1.19)

Inf1(tf) = tf × log2

N + 1

n+ 0.5
(1.20)

where tf is the initial frequency of the term t in the document d, N is the total number

of documents in the collection, and n is the number of documents containing the term

t. L2 normalization of the term frequency tfn is computed as:

tfn = tf × log2

(
1 + c

avgl
l

)
, c > 0 (1.21)

where l is the length of the document d, avgl is the average document length, and c is

the normalization parameter. Thus, weight(t, d) determined by InL2 is:

weight(t, d) =
tfn

tfn + 1
× log2

N + 1

n+ 0.5
(1.22)

We used the default value of c = 1.0 (InL2c1.0). Stemming was performed by Porter's

algorithm [Porter, 1997a].

The third step is linguistic analysis. Retrieved texts and tweets are parsed by

Stanford CoreNLP6 which integrates such tools as POS tagger [Toutanova et al.,

2003], named entity recognizer [Finkel et al., 2005], parser and the co-reference resolution

system. It uses the Penn Treebank tag set [Marcus et al., 1993].

The last step of the preprocessing is merging of the annotation obtained by the

parser and Wikipedia tags.

The sentence informativeness Informativeness(S,Q) is computed as the product of

sentence quality measure Qual(S) and computed sentence score score(S,Q):

Informativeness(S,Q) = Qual(S)× score(S,Q) (1.23)

6http://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/
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Sentence quality measure is estimated as the product of the lexical diversity LexDiv(S),

meaningful word ratio Meaning(S) and punctuation score PunctScore(S):

Qual(S) = LexDiv(S)×Meaning(S)× PunctScore(S) (1.24)

The sentence score score(S,Q) is calculated as the product of DocRel(d,Q), R(S,Q),

and TC(S,Q):

score(S,Q) = DocRel(d,Q)×R(S,Q)× TC(S,Q) (1.25)

The similarity between a sentence and a query was computed as follows:

simtotal(S,Q) = simuni × simNE (1.26)

For unigram and bigram vectors, we computed three similarity measures, namely cosine,

Jaccard and dice coe�cients, between a sentence and a target tweet (simuni and simbi

respectively).

Determiners have zero weights, proper names have the highest weights, and nouns have

greater weights than verbs, adjectives and adverbs.

Thus, a sentence score similarity is estimated as the weighted sum or the product of

simuni, simbi and simNE :

simtotal(S,Q) = wuni × simuni + wbi × simbi + +wNE × simNE (1.27)

where wuni, wbi, wNE are coe�cients showing the impact of each component into the

total.

simtotal(S,Q) = simuni × simbi × simNE (1.28)

Example 1.5. Example of the summary produced for Tweet Contextualization Task 2014

264424350810263552 Q0 4265 1 26.3521 irit_etc_entity Total

Chrysler vehicle production was about 1.58 million that year.

264424350810263552 Q0 4265 2 24.4135 irit_etc_entity Chrysler

plans for Lancia to codevelop products , with some vehicles being shared.

264424350810263552 Q0 4265 3 23.8969 irit_etc_entity Chrysler

is the smallest of the Big Three U.S. automakers(Chrysler Group LLC , Ford

Motor Company , and General Motors).
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264424350810263552 Q0 4265 4 21.4059 irit_etc_entity The sale

of substantially all of Chrysler 's assets to New Chrysler , organized as

Chrysler Group LLC was completed on June 10, 2009.

264424350810263552 Q0 4265 5 21.3911 irit_etc_entity Chrysler

continues to develop the Ram hybrid.

264424350810263552 Q0 4265 6 18.6103 irit_etc_entity Its core

brands are: Chrysler , Jeep , Dodge , Ram , SRT , Fiat , and Mopar vehicles and

products.

264424350810263552 Q0 4851104 7 18.0581 irit_etc_entity The

vehicles were the electric -only Dodge EV sports car , the range -extended

Chrysler EV minivan and the range -extended Jeep EV.

264424350810263552 Q0 4265 8 16.6391 irit_etc_entity Chrysler

is the world 's 13th largest vehicle manufacturer as ranked by OICA in 2010.

264424350810263552 Q0 4851104 9 15.8236 irit_etc_entity Chrysler '

s new owner Fiat SpA disbanded the division in November 2009, The first

electric vehicle planned from Fiat -Chrysler is an electrified Fiat Doblo

light commercial van.

264424350810263552 Q0 4265 10 15.5848 irit_etc_entity Following

the introduction of the Chrysler , the Maxwell brand was dropped after the

1925 model year.

264424350810263552 Q0 4265 11 15.1500 irit_etc_entity Chrysler

has also been experimenting with a Hybrid Diesel truck for military

applications.

264424350810263552 Q0 4265 12 15.0538 irit_etc_entity Chrysler

acquired the Jeep brand as part of the purchase of American Motors(AMC) on

August 5, 1987, for somewhere between US$ 1.7 billion and $ 2 billion ,

depending on how costs were counted.

264424350810263552 Q0 4265 13 14.8875 irit_etc_entity Earlier

in October , 2012, inaccurate reports had suggested that Chrysler 's Jeep brand

is considering moving all production to China.

264424350810263552 Q0 4265 14 13.5487 irit_etc_entity Chrysler

is in the Advisory Council of the PHEV Research Center.

264424350810263552 Q0 4265 15 13.4989 irit_etc_entity In March

2011, Chrysler Group LLC filed a lawsuit against Moda Group LLC(owner of Pure

Detroit clothing retailer) for copying and selling merchandise with the

Imported from Detroit slogan.

264424350810263552 Q0 4265 16 13.2261 irit_etc_entity Yanase Co

., Ltd. is currently the exclusive retailer of all imported Chrysler products

(Chrysler , Jeep , Dodge) to Japanese consumers.

264424350810263552 Q0 4265 17 12.7996 irit_etc_entity Under

DaimlerChrysler , the company was named DaimlerChrysler Motors Company LLC ,

with its U.S. operations generally called the Chrysler Group.

264424350810263552 Q0 1700208 18 12.7397 irit_etc_entity This

plant was owned and operated by Chrysler before the acquisition of Jeep by

Chrysler.

264424350810263552 Q0 4265 19 12.1359 irit_etc_entity After

Chrysler 's restructuring , the warranty program was replaced by five -year /100

,000 mile transferrable warranty for 2010 or later vehicles.
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264424350810263552 Q0 4851104 20 12.0538 irit_etc_entity Most

references to ENVI were removed from Chrysler web sites in November 2009.

264424350810263552 Q0 4265 21 11.6204 irit_etc_entity During

World War II, essentially all of Chrysler 's facilities were devoted to

building military vehicles(the Jeep brand came later , after Chrysler acquired

American Motors Corporation).

264424350810263552 Q0 4851104 22 11.6200 irit_etc_entity In

September 2008, ENVI revealed three " production intent" electric vehicles to

the public and announced that Chrysler Group LLC will start bringing a

portfolio of electric vehicles to showrooms in 2010.

1.6 Results

1.6.1 Informativeness

1.6.1.1 Informativeness Results at INEX/CLEF Tweet Contextualization

Task 2011

For the �rst run we used default settings (DEFAULT), namely: NE were considered

with a coe�cient 1.0; abstract had weight equal to 1.0, sections had score 0.8; headers,

labels, . . . were not taken into account; we removed stop-words; cosine similarity was

applied; POS were ranked; each term frequency was multiplied by IDF. In the second

run we changed the similarity measure to Dice similarity (DICE). The section weight

was reduced to 0.7. The context was extended to two sentences in each direction and

the target sentence weight was equal to 0.7. For NE we kept the weight equal to 1.0.

In the third run we applied Jaccard similarity measure (JAC) and we set the weight to

sections equal to 0.5.

Table 1.3 presents the comparison of the baseline systems and the submitted runs with

regards to New York Times articles. All three runs are ranked higher than the baseline

systems. The best result is given by JAC.

Table 1.4 provides comparison referring to the pool of relevant sentences. According to

these evaluations, all runs we submitted are more relevant than the baselines. However,

the best results were provided by the run with the default settings. We think that the

opposite evaluation results obtained for New York Times articles and the pool of relevant

passages from the Wikipedia may be explained by the di�erent language models of these
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Table 1.3: Log di�erence to New York Times articles (Tweet Contextualization 2011)

Rank Run Unigram Bigram With 2-gap Average

1 JAC 0.0447 0.076644 0.104925 0.076629

2 DICE 0.044728 0.076659 0.104933 0.076646

3 DEFAULT 0.044739 0.076668 0.104937 0.076653

6 BaselineSum 0.046049 0.078101 0.10646 0.078084

15 BaselineMWT 0.047508 0.079385 0.10766 0.079387

Table 1.4: Log di�erence with the set of relevant passages (Tweet Contextualization
2011)

Rank Run Unigram Bigram With 2-gap Average

1 DEFAULT 0.048639 0.07867 0.105506 0.078697

2 DICE 0.048781 0.078857 0.105747 0.07889

3 JAC 0.049083 0.079249 0.106195 0.079277

10 BaselineSum 0.053691 0.085915 0.114346 0.085881

19 BaselineMWT 0.055786 0.088604 0.117854 0.088701

collections. The pool of the relevant sentences from the Wikipedia contained 103 889

tokens, which gave a vocabulary of 19 037 words, and the original news articles with a

vocabulary of 26 481 words contained 154 355 tokens [SanJuan et al., 2012]. So, the aver-

age word frequency di�ers for 9%. Moreover, these two corpora have di�erent genres and

consequently di�erent structure. In our approach NE matching was extremely important

and therefore we preferred to select sentences with proper nouns, but not pronouns and

other type of references (e.g. American President instead of Barack Obama). In a news

article authors try not to repeat themselves and they substitute NE by other words.

Since relevant passages were selected without context, the majority of them tended to

contain NE. Thus, there exist two main explanations of the opposite ranks: di�erent

language models of the collections and the pool peculiarities.

1.6.1.2 Informativeness Results at INEX/CLEF Tweet Contextualization

Task 2012

We submitted three runs to INEX/CLEF 2012. The �rst run A considered the unigram

cosine between a query and a sentence only. The second run B took into account the

linear combination of the unigram and bigram similarity measures but did not imply

anaphora resolution. The third one C di�ered from B by resolved anaphora. All runs

had the same hashtag processing and sentence reordering (SOP). Informativeness results
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Table 1.5: Informativeness evaluation (Tweet Contextualization 2012)

Rank Run Unigrams Bigrams Skip bigrams Average

4 Baseline 0.7864 0.8868 0.8887 0.854

15 C 0.8484 0.9294 0.9324 0.9034

16 B 0.8513 0.9305 0.9332 0.9050

17 A 0.8502 0.9316 0.9345 0.9054

for the submitted runs are presented in Table 1.5 (the ranking is given for automatic

runs). Column Run corresponds to the run id, Unigrams, Bigrams and Skip bigrams

represents the proportion of shared unigrams, bigrams and bigrams with gaps of two

tokens respectively. According to informativeness evaluation, the impact of the linear

combination of the unigram and bigram similarity measures is smaller than the impact

of anaphora resolution.

1.6.1.3 Informativeness Results at INEX/CLEF Tweet Contextualization

Task 2013

In our run SMOOTH each sentence is smoothed by its local context and �rst sentences

from Wikipedia article which it is taken from. The run NOSMOOTH has the same

parameters except it does not have any smoothing. In our best run NONUM punctuation

score is not taken into account, it has slightly di�erent formula for NE comparison and

no penalization for numbers. Among automatic runs our best run NONUM was ranked

�rst (PRIOR and POOL) and second (ALL) over 24 runs submitted by all participants.

Table 1.6 provides results of the best automatic systems presented by the participants.

Our results are marked by ∗. The best results are set o� in bold. According to bigrams

and skip bigrams, our best run is NONUM, while according to unigrams the best run

is SMOOTH. So, we can conclude that smoothing improves Informativeness. Another

conclusion is that ranking is sensitive to the pool selection as well as to the choice of

divergence.

1.6.1.4 Informativeness Results at INEX/CLEF Tweet Contextualization

Task 2014

The �rst run (ETC) was performed by the system developed in 2013. Three �elds (entity,

topic and content) were treated as a query. An entity was treated as a single phrase. The
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Table 1.6: Informativeness evaluation (Tweet Contextualization 2013)
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1 258 0.894 0.891 0.794 0.880 0.877 0.792 0.929 0.923 0.799

2 NONUM∗ 0.897 0.892 0.806 0.879 0.875 0.794 0.917 0.911 0.790

3 SMOOTH∗ 0.897 0.892 0.800 0.880 0.875 0.792 0.924 0.916 0.786

4 NOSMOOTH∗ 0.897 0.892 0.801 0.881 0.875 0.793 0.923 0.915 0.787

Table 1.7: Informativeness evaluation (Tweet Contextualization 2014)
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3 361 0.7632 0.8689 0.8702 0.7903 0.9273 0.9461

4 360 0.782 0.8925 0.8934 0.8104 0.9406 0.9553

5 ETC∗ 0.8112 0.9066 0.9082 0.8088 0.9322 0.9486

6 ENT ∗ 0.814 0.9098 0.9114 0.809 0.9326 0.9489

8 RESTR∗ 0.8152 0.9137 0.9154 0.8131 0.936 0.9513

second run (ENT) di�ered from ETC by double weight for sentences where the entity

represented the topic. The third run (RESTR) was based on document set retrieved

for the tweet and �ltered by the results obtained for the entity. Thus, the document

retrieved by using the �eld content as a query were rejected if they did not coincide with

top-ranked documents retrieved by using the �eld entity. According to the evaluation

performed on the pool of sentences, our runs ETC, ENT and RESTR were ranked 3-rd,

4-nd and 6-th; while according to the evaluation based on noun phrases, they got slightly

better ranks, namely 2, 3 and 5 respectively. Thus, the best results among our runs were

obtained by the system that merges �elds entity, topic and content into a single query.

The run #360 is better than our runs according to sentence evaluation; nevertheless, it

showed worse results according to noun phrase evaluation. Our system is targeted at

nouns and especially NEs. This could provoke the di�erences in ranking with respect to

sentences and noun phrases. The run based on entity restriction showed worst results.

This could be explained by the fact that �ltering out the documents that are considered

irrelevant to the entity may cause a big loss of relevant documents if they are not top-

ranked according to entities. The results of ETC and ENT are very close. However,

topic-subject identi�cation slightly decreased the performance of the system. Yet we

believe that �ner topic-comment identi�cation procedure may ameliorate the results.
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Table 1.8: Readability results with the relaxed and strict metrics (Tweet Contextu-
alization 2011)

Relaxed metric Strict metric

Rank Run id Score Rank Run id Score

1 BaselineSum 447.3019 1 BaselineSum 409.9434

4 DEFAULT 417.3462 6 JAC 344.1154

8 JAC 409.4038 7 DEFAULT 339.9231

9 DICE 406.3962 8 DICE 338.7547

25 BaselineMWT 137.8000 24 BaselineMWT 148.2222

Table 1.9: Readability results (Tweet Contextualization 2012)

Rank Run Relevance Syntax Structure Average

4 Baseline 0.6975 0.6342 0.5703 0.634

15 C 0.4964 0.4705 0.4204 0.4624

20 B 0.449 0.4203 0.3441 0.4045

21 A 0.4911 0.3813 0.3134 0.3953

1.6.2 Readability

1.6.2.1 Readability Results at INEX/CLEF Tweet Contextualization Task

2011

Table 1.8 reports readability results according to the relaxed and strict metrics that

we obtained at INEX 2011. Though the system showed the best results according the

relevance judgment, it was worse than the baseline in terms of readability. The major

drawback was unresolved anaphora. Trash passages refer not only to readability, but

also to relevance. Therefore relevance improvement and sentence reordering may solve

this problem.

1.6.2.2 Readability Results at INEX/CLEF Tweet Contextualization Task

2012

Readability evaluation results of 2012 are presented in the Table 1.9. As informative-

ness score, readability evaluation also provides evidence that anaphora resolution has a

stronger in�uence on average score than the use of bigram cosine: there are four other

runs between the run B and the run C, which di�er only by resolved anaphora. It

increases dramatically the structure score.
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Table 1.10: Readability evaluation (Tweet Contextualization 2013)

Rank Run MA T R A S

1 NONUM 72.44% 76.64% 67.30% 74.52% 75.50%

2 NOSMOOTH 71.71% 74.66% 68.84% 71.78% 74.50%

3 SMOOTH 71.35% 75.52% 67.88% 71.20% 74.96%

1.6.2.3 Readability Results at INEX/CLEF Tweet Contextualization Task

2013

In 2013 according to all metrics except redundancy our approach was the best among

all participants (see Table 1.10). Runs were o�cially ranked according to mean average

scores. Readability evaluation also showed that the run NONUM is the best by rele-

vance, soundness and syntax. However, the run NOSMOOTH is much better in terms

of avoiding redundant information. The runs SMOOTH and NOSMOOTH are close

according readability assessment as well.

1.6.2.4 Readability Results at INEX/CLEF Tweet Contextualization Task

2014

In 2014 we received very low score for diversity and structure. This may be related to

the fact that we decide not to treat this problem since in previous years their impact

was small. Despite we retrieved the entire sentences from the Wikipedia, unexpectedly

we received quite low score for syntactical correctness.

ENT demonstrated slightly higher results according to all readability measures except

diversity. The di�erences of readability scores between RESTR and ETC are very small

since these runs are very similar. The only di�erence is the documents used as sources

of the retrieved sentences. However, all readability scores of RESTR are lower. This can

be caused by lower quality of the documents or the in�uence of the informativeness on

the assessor perception of readability.
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Table 1.11: Readability evaluation (Tweet Contextualization 2014)

Rank Run Readability Syntax Diversity Structure Average

6 ref2013 91.74% 69.82% 60.52% 85.80% 76.97%

7 ref2012 91.39% 69.58% 60.67% 85.56% 76.80%

12 ETC 90.88% 68.89% 56.59% 80.88% 74.31%

13 ENT 91.23% 69.47% 54.93% 81.56% 74.30%

14 RESTR 90.10% 68.30% 53.83% 80.70% 73.23%

1.6.3 Result Summary

In 2011 our system showed the best results according the relevance judgment. In 2012 we

modi�ed our method by adding bigram similarity, anaphora resolution, hashtag process-

ing, redundancy treatment and sentence reordering. However, we obtained lower results

than in the previous year. Therefore, in 2013 we decided to not consider bigram sim-

ilarity, anaphora resolution, nor redundancy treatment. We also used generalized POS

(e.g. we merge regular adverbs, superlative and comparative into a single adverb group).

To avoid trash passages we enriched our method by sentence quality measure based on

Flesch reading ease test, lexical diversity, meaningful word ratio and punctuation ratio.

Lexical diversity allows avoiding sentences that do not contain terms except those from

the query. We de�ne it as the number of di�erent lemmas used within a sentence divided

by the total number of tokens in this sentence. Meaningful word ratio over the total num-

ber of tokens in the sentence is aimed at penalizing sentences that either have no sense

at all or are not comprehensible without large context. The punctuation score penalizes

sentences containing many punctuation marks. Thus, we believe that a good sentence

should have high ratio of di�erent meaningful words and reasonable ratio of punctuation.

In 2014 we integrated the analysis of the topic-comment structure. However, the best

results among our runs was obtained by the system 2013. The worst results corresponds

to the method that uses �ltering. Nevertheless, we believe that further study of the

topic-comment structure could improve results.
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1.7 Contribution 3: Extension to Snippet Retrieval

1.7.1 Modi�cations

Our approach is generic enough to be applied for various tasks. Here, we consider

one of them, namely snippet retrieval. Another extension (query expansion) is given

in Section 2.3. A search engine returns a larger number of results that a user cannot

examine all. Therefore, a search engine provides a user with snippets (small text passages

appearing under a search result extracted from the document) to help in evaluating web

page relevance before browsing it. Ideally, a snippet provides the information a user is

searching for. Good snippets should contain the basic information units (e.g. sentence

or XML entities), they should bounded in size and distinguish the given document from

other search results.

We slightly modi�ed the method applied for tweet contextualization for the INEX Snip-

pet Retrieval Track 2012-2013:

• nominal sentences were not penalized;

• sentences were not re-ordered;

• we did not treat redundancy since in the single-document summarization the prob-

ability of redundant information is much lower, and snippets are short and should

be generated fast.

In addition to these modi�cations to sentence scoring, we used two algorithms for the

candidate passage selection. The �rst one is modeling sentence selection as a knapsack

problem which we solved by the dynamic programming approach. The second one is

to apply the moving window algorithm.

A snippet is limited up to 1-2 sentences (~150-300 symbols) but it should provide as much

information about the underlying document as possible. Therefore, snippet retrieval can

be viewed as a task of selecting passages of the maximal total importance under the

restriction of the total weight. This task is known as a knapsack problem.

De�nition 1.1. The knapsack problem or rucksack problem is stated as follow: given

a set of items (sentences), each with a weight (the number od words/symbols, i.e. its
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length) and a value (score), �nd the subset of this set to pack the rucksack so that the

total weight is less than or equal to a given capacity and the total value is as large as

possible.

As a weight, we consider the number of symbols, and the score represents a value. We

are dealing with 0 − 1 knapsack problem, which restricts the number of each kind of

item to zero or one, since otherwise a snippet would have redundant information. The

knapsack problem is also applicable to multi-document summarization including tweet

contextualization.

We solve this problem by the basic dynamic programming algorithm DP − 1 with an

overall running time O(nc) where n is the number of items (the number of candidate

sentences in our case) and c is the knapsack capacity [Kellerer, Hans et al., 2004].

However, if each sentence within a document was greater than a prede�ned threshold (i.e.

all sentences have more words/symbols than the maximal allowed number of words/sym-

bols), the snippet would be an empty string. Therefore, we used the moving window

algorithm to �nd the best scored passage (that may contain just a part of a sentence).

At each step the �rst token is removed from a candidate passage and the tokens following

the candidate passage are added while its total weight is no greater than a prede�ned

threshold. The passage with the maximal score is selected as a snippet. Despite the

most relevant information may occur in the too long sentences, snippets beginning in the

middle of a sentence have lower readability. That is why, we penalize them. As opposed

to the knapsack algorithm, the moving window is not suitable to tweet contextualization,

as it is e�cient only for very small extractive summaries. Summaries built by MW are

exclusively made of consecutive sentences.

1.7.2 Evaluation

1.7.2.1 Data Description

For the Snippet Retrieval Track 2012, the data collection consists of the dump of the

Wikipedia of October 2008 annotated with YAGO [Schenkel et al., 2007b] and 35 topics.

Participants should provide 20 snippets per topic limited to 180 characters [Trappett

et al., 2012b]. In 2013 the Snippet Retrieval track was using the same document collection
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as the Tweet Contextualisation track, based on a dump of the English Wikipedia from

November 2012. The set of topics is the same as in 2012. The DTD for the submission

format is as follows.

Example 1.6. The DTD for the submission format for Snippet Retrieval Task

<!ELEMENT inex -snippet -submission (description ,topic +)>

<!ATTLIST inex -snippet -submission

participant -id CDATA #REQUIRED

run -id CDATA #REQUIRED

>

<!ELEMENT description (# PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT topic (snippet +)>

<!ATTLIST topic

topic -id CDATA #REQUIRED

>

<!ELEMENT snippet (# PCDATA)>

<!ATTLIST snippet

doc -id CDATA #REQUIRED

rsv CDATA #REQUIRED

>

1.7.2.2 Measures

Evaluation was performed manually by the organizers of INEX Snippet Retrieval Track

2012-2013 [Bellot et al., 2013]. In order to determine the e�ectiveness of a snippet to

provide su�cient information about the corresponding document, the relevance of the

documents was judged apart from the relevance of the snippets. Thus, assessors should

evaluate results in two ways:

• relevance evaluation of documents;

• relevance evaluation of snippets.

The topic title, description, and narrative (intent) provide the idea of the user information

need (see 1.7).

Example 1.7. Topic 2013001 from Snippet Retrieval Task

<topic id ="2013001" ct_no ="1">
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<title >Death of John Lennon </title >

<phrasetitle >Death of "John Lennon"</phrasetitle >

<description >Information about John Lennon 's death </ description >

<narrative >I want to know how where and when (including time of

day) when John Lennon died. Now I know he was shot , but what was the name of

the guy who shot him?</narrative >

</topic >

Assessors should go through the snippets, and decide whether the underlying document

seems relevant to the topic reading only the snippet. They put 1, if it seems to be relevant,

and 0 otherwise. After that, they should read the entire documents and judge their

relevance. Then snippet-based relevance judgments were compared with the document-

based relevance judgments (ground truth), i.e. a good snippet should be judged the same

as the corresponding document. Then these judgments were integrated by the following

measures:

• Mean prediction accuracy (MPA) � the average percentage of results the assessor

correctly assessed:

MPA =
TP + TN

TP + FN + TN + FP
(1.29)

where TP refers to true positive, TN means true negative, FN and FP corresponds

to false negative and false positive respectively.

• Mean normalized prediction accuracy (MNPA) is the average of the relevant results

correctly assessed and the irrelevant results correctly assessed:

MNPA = 0.5× TP

TP + FN
+ 0.5× TN

TN + FP
(1.30)

• Recall is the average percentage of relevant documents correctly assessed:

R =
TP

TP + FN
(1.31)

• Negative recall (NR) is the average percentage of irrelevant documents correctly

assessed:

NR =
TN

TN + FP
(1.32)
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Table 1.12: Snippet evaluation 2013

Rank Run MPA MNPA Recall NR PA NA GM

1 knapsack∗ 0.8300 0.6834 0.4190 0.9477 0.4921 0.8673 0.5352

2 Focused 0.8171 0.6603 0.3507 0.9700 0.4210 0.8675 0.4774

3 Focused_Split 0.8214 0.6549 0.3684 0.9413 0.4358 0.8624 0.4732

4 MW ∗ 0.8300 0.6459 0.3852 0.9067 0.4283 0.8572 0.4605

5 Baseline 0.8171 0.6414 0.2864 0.9964 0.3622 0.8711 0.4025

• Positive agreement (PA) is the conditional probability of agreement between snip-

pet assessor and document assessor, given that one of the two judged relevant:

PA = 2× TP

2 ∗ TP + FP + FN
(1.33)

• Negative agreement (NA) is the conditional probability of agreement between snip-

pet assessor and document assessor, given that one of the two judged irrelevant:

NA = 2× TN

2 ∗ TN + FP + FN
(1.34)

• Geometric mean (GM) of recall and negative recall:

GM =
√
R×NR (1.35)

The o�cial ranking was based on GM.

1.7.2.3 Results at INEX/CLEF Snippet Retrieval Task

The results are given in the Table 1.12 (our results are marked by ∗, the best values are set

o� in bold). Our approach demonstrated the highest performance. As we hypothesized,

the knapsack algorithm provided better results since it searches for the most valuable

information regardless its position.

Here are the examples of the retrieved snippets.

Example 1.8. Snippets made by the knapsack algorithm

<description >KnapSack </ description >

<topic topic -id ="2013001" >

<snippet doc -id ="7286939" rsv ="2306.47" >
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John Lennon was murdered in December 1980 and George

Harrison succumbed to lung cancer in 2001. George Harrison had written " All

those Years ago " before the death of Lennon.

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="1760504" rsv ="2246.13" >

Lennon was portrayed by actor Mark Lindsay Chapman.

Reportedly , Moran asked , "Are you John Lennon ? " Lennon was honored with a

Grammy Lifetime Achievement Award in 1991.

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="2412327" rsv ="2207.53" >

Mimi sternly criticised Cynthia for divorcing Lennon ???

Lennon gave Mimi an allowance of ?? as were Paul McCartney , George Harrison

and Ringo Starr ??? and he has got John 's sense of humor.

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="5351246" rsv ="2151.31" >

Lennon 's Aunt Harriet and Uncle Norman Birch were made

legal guardians of the girls ??? as it was still in Lennon 's name ??? Lennon

was not told about his death for months afterwards.

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="1121203" rsv ="2130.24" >

Goldman implies that Mark David Chapman 's murder of John

Lennon may have been part of a conspiracy by fundamentalist Christians.

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="2691820" rsv ="2102.34" >

Lennon was not told about Victoria 's birth ??? as it was

still in Lennon 's name ??? After Lennon 's death and Harriet died , Lennon '

s wife , Yoko Ono , wanted to sell the house ???

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="10284" rsv ="2089.22" >

Lennon 's most intense feelings were reserved for

McCartney. The story is told in the documentary " The U.S. vs. John Lennon ".

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="2412361" rsv ="2084.08" >

Lennon would later meet Paul McCartney for the first time

at St. Peter 's Church , where Smith was buried. s death the McCartney family

moved to 20 Forthlin Road , which is only ??

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="5800903" rsv ="2079.72" >

But Lennon 's musicianship went far beyond guitar and

piano. Later , the piano was on charity tour. In 2000, this piano was bought

by George Michael at an auction for ??

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="996715" rsv ="2071.78" >

The front and back covers for " The John Lennon

Collection " were taken by famed photographer Annie Leibovitz on 8 December

1980, the day Lennon was murdered.

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="2595203" rsv ="2069.51" >
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The DVD was released on February 13, 2007 in the United

States. The U.K. release was on December 8, 2006, 26 years to the day after

the death of John Lennon.

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="1120848" rsv ="2011.26" >

He is best known for his bestselling book on Lenny Bruce

and his controversial biographies of Elvis Presley and John Lennon.

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="1177386" rsv ="2010.37" >

Lennon 's father was second cousins with singer John

Lennon. Lennon has also written for comic books.

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="2210027" rsv ="2001.62" >

Lennon started the "Tux Announcer " style that night.

Lennon was inducted into the World Boxing Hall of Fame. He was conversing

with St. John 's clergy prior to his death.

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="4456430" rsv ="1992.17" >

John has since performed the song several times at

Madison Square Garden.

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="553183" rsv ="1984.06" >

As Lennon had previously had cats in Liverpool ??? Lennon

called Bob Gruen ??? It was later updated and renamed , " John Lennon : The

Lost Weekend ".

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="688252" rsv ="1982.41" >

She said at the time : "Jim has never felt he 's living

in John Lennon 's shadow. Lennon then spent twice the original ?? Lennon and

the other Beatles publicly renounced drugs ???

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="380400" rsv ="1978.92" >

Musicians listed in booklet for John Lennon Anthology for

I 'm Losing You Following the birth of his son Sean in 1975, Lennon had put

his career on hold to raise him.

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="9303640" rsv ="1967.2" >

Eventually this world 's John Lennon found it out but

could not tell anybody on threat of imprisonment , so he starts to put clues

in the Beatles ' songs albums and etc..

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="1323797" rsv ="1963.38" >

Lennon had the closest personal relationship with Epstein

and was the most affected by his death. Lennon and McCartney 's artistic

venues for the Beatles became more disparate.

</snippet >

</topic >
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Example 1.9. Snippets made by the moving window algorithm

<description >MW </ description >

<topic topic -id ="2013001" >

<snippet doc -id ="7286939" rsv ="2306.47" >

John Lennon was murdered in December 1980 and George

Harrison succumbed to lung cancer in 2001. There have been numerous tributes

to both of them. Lennon was murdered in New York City

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="1760504" rsv ="2246.13" >

Death of John Lennon. Lennon was pronounced dead on

arrival at St. Luke 's - Roosevelt Hospital Center , where it was stated that

nobody could have lived for more than a few minutes

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="2412327" rsv ="2207.53" >

After Lennon 's death , Ono and Sean Lennon visited Mimi

in Liverpool , where she was staying at her sister Anne 's house because of a

heart condition. She said , "Sean is like John

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="5351246" rsv ="2151.31" >

's death she wrote "John Lennon , My Brother" (with

Geoffrey Giuliano)and gave up working in 2004 to write "Imagine This -

Growing up with my brother John Lennon"

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="1121203" rsv ="2130.24" >

The Lives of John Lennon. When first published , "The

Lives of John Lennon" was controversial because of its portrayal of Lennon in

a highly critical light. Lennon was presented

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="2691820" rsv ="2102.34" >

Lennon was named after his paternal grandfather , and

Winston Churchill. Alf was not present at Lennon 's birth , as he was at sea.

The infant Lennon started at his first school in

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="10284" rsv ="2089.22" >

John Lennon. Born and raised in Liverpool , Lennon became

involved as a teenager in the skiffle craze ; his first band , the Quarrymen ,

evolved into the Beatles in 1960. As the group

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="2412361" rsv ="2084.08" >

During 1942 ??? 1943, Mimi 's sister Julia lived with

Lennon at "The Dairy Cottage "; 120a Allerton Road , Woolton , which was owned

by the Smith family. John Lennon Lennon lived with

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="5800903" rsv ="2079.72" >

John Lennon 's musical instruments. John Lennon played

various guitars with The Beatles and during his solo career , including the

Rickenbacker (four variants thereof),
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</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="996715" rsv ="2071.78" >

The John Lennon Collection. The album was released on

vinyl in 1982 by Parlophone through EMI , and by Geffen Records in the United

States , later being remastered and released on

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="2595203" rsv ="2069.51" >

after the death of John Lennon. The DVD was released on

February 13, 2007 in the United States. The film made its cable television

debut in the U.S. on August 18, 2007 on VH1 Classic

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="1120848" rsv ="2011.26" >

and John Lennon. Albert Goldman was born in Dormont ,

Pennsylvania and raised in Mount Lebanon , Pennsylvania. Albert Goldman

briefly studied theater at the Carnegie Institute of Technology

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="1177386" rsv ="2010.37" >

Thomas Lennon (actor). Lennon is a native of Oak Park ,

Illinois , and the son of Kathleen and Timothy Lennon. He is a 1988 graduate

of Oak Park River Forest High School

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="2210027" rsv ="2001.62" >

His boss liked Lennon 's performance so well , he hired

Lennon as the regular fight announcer , tuxedo and all. Lennon started the "

Tux Announcer" style that night. Lennon appeared

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="4456430" rsv ="1992.17" >

John rarely performs the song live , as he has said it

brings back many painful memories of Lennon 's death , though he does add it

to set lists from time to time , often when playing

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="553183" rsv ="1984.06" >

It was later updated and renamed , "John Lennon : The Lost

Weekend ". The original 500-page "Loving John" book focused more on Pang 's

role on Lennon 's albums and sessions.

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="688252" rsv ="1982.41" >

John Lennon song)and , in April 1989, a restaurant named

Lennon 's ??? at 13\/14 Upper St. Martin 's Lane , Covent Garden ??? which had

menu items such as "Rubber Sole" (a play

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="380400" rsv ="1978.92" >

on the "John Lennon Anthology" collection released in

1998.) Unimpressed with its cosy domesticity , critical reaction to the album

was largely scathing ??? "a self -obsessed

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="9303640" rsv ="1967.2" >
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Eventually this world 's John Lennon found it out but

could not tell anybody on threat of imprisonment , so he starts to put clues

in the Beatles ' songs albums and etc.. The record

</snippet >

<snippet doc -id ="1323797" rsv ="1963.38" >

After John Lennon 's death in 1980, McCartney , Harrison ,

and Starr reconvened for Harrison 's "All Those Years Ago". The trio reunited

as the Beatles for the "Anthology"

</snippet >

</topic >

1.8 Contribution 4: Topic-comment Structure for Informa-

tion Retrieval

Information retrieval (IR) is usually grounded on the hypothesis that relevant documents

are about the query; the query being supposed to re�ect properly the user's information

need [Wong et al., 2001].

Aboutness is not as simple to de�ne as it seems and IR suggested various de�nitions.

For example, Cummins [Cummins] mentions that the term-occurrence frequency is "a

measure of the degree to which a document is about a speci�c term". Concretely, most

of IR models make the hypothesis that aboutness can be caught by matching the query

terms and the document terms, both considered as bags of words or considering other

term/language modeling means [Nie et al.][Wong et al., 2001]. Aboutness is thus seen

at a general level, considering the discourse topic, that is to say what the entire text or

paragraph (in case of focused or XML passage retrieval) is about.

In linguistics, the notion of aboutness is more complex and is related to the topic (or

theme), which is what the text (typically a sentence) is about, while the comment (or

rheme or focus) is what is being said about the topic [B�uring, 2011].

De�nition 1.2. A clause-level topic is the phrase in a clause that the rest of the clause

is understood to be about, and the comment is what is being said about the topic.

According to W. Mathesius [Mathesius and Vachek, 1975], the topic does not provide

new information but it connects the sentence to the context. Thus, the topic and the
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comment are opposed in terms of the given/new information. This contraposition is

called information structure (i.e. the topic-comment structure).

Let's consider two examples:

Example 1.10. Anna married Sam 3 years ago.

Example 1.11. Sam married Anna 3 years ago.

The sentence in ex. 1.10 is about Anna, while the sentence in ex. 1.11 is about Sam.

Thus, the topic of ex. 1.10 is Anna, while the topic ex. 1.11 is Sam. The comment is

the answer on the question What's about the topic?

As a matter of fact, when seeking for information using a search engine, the user is

generally interested by the comment not by the topic. A comment may be viewed as a

context for the corresponding topic. Although, the topic is mandatory to make the link

between the user's information need and the text aboutness. Current IR models do not

distinguish these two aspects in texts.

In this research, our goal is to improve the ranking of retrieved document by taking

advantage of the information structure, i.e. the topic-comment structure of texts. More

precisely, in our approach the notion of aboutness is �rst considered at the discourse-level

using current IR model and then at the clause level in order to re-order the retrieved

documents so that the top ones are more likely to bring useful comments on the query

topic. According to our model, rather than matching the query terms with the document

terms wherever they occur in the information structure, we promote an approach in

which the query terms should match di�erently the topic and the comment parts of the

sentences.

In most languages the common means to mark topic-comment relations are word or-

der and intonation. However, since we are considering only textual documents in this

study, we do not look at intonation annotation. In texts, the prominent construc-

tion for topic-comment is the so-called topic fronting. Topic fronting refers to placing

the topic at the beginning of a clause regardless whether it is marked or not [B�uring,

2011][M.A.K.Halliday, 1994]. Thus, even if complex linguistic-based methods could be

used to extract topic-comment structure from sentences, the topic fronting feature can
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be used as a simpler way to extract the information structure. Moreover too sophisti-

cated linguistic methods would not be applicable at a large scale to analyze document

sentences for IR purposes.

In this research, we focus on automatic annotation based on the topic fronting assump-

tion. The method we proposed requires only shallow parsing, namely sentence chunking

and part-of-speech (POS) tagging to automatically extract the information structure.

Even if this is a light NLP function, POS tagging can be a challenging issue if applied

to an entire document collection. For that reason, we rather use the knowledge on infor-

mation structure as a mean to re-rank documents that have been retrieved considering

more traditional matching, although our algorithm is not limited by re-ranking.

We evaluate our method on two collections: TREC Robust and WT10G. We compare

our method considering several commonly used measures (MAP , NDCG and BPREF )

both to a strong baseline consisting of an initial retrieval performed by Divergence from

Randomness model InL2 and the Bo2 pseudo-relevance feedback method implemented

in Terrier platform which provides state-of-the-art e�ective retrieval mechanisms [Mac-

donald et al., 2012].

1.8.1 Topic-comment Structure in Linguistics

Apparently, Henri Weil could be the one who introduced the topic-comment opposition

in 1844 [Weil, 1844]. He established the connection between topic-comment structure

and word order. At that time the topic was called a psychological subject, while the

comment was de�ned as psychological predicate.

Topic-comment in�uence has been studied on speech technology. Research work inves-

tigates intonational focus assignment or the relation between discourse structure and

posture and gesture in order to design embodied conversational agents.

Information structure in texts presupposes the dichotomy of information units, namely

topic and comment [Hartmann and Winkler, 2013]. These information units are triggers

for syntactic and semantic processes, namely word order (dislocation), prosody ((de)

accentuation), and interpretation. Dislocation and accentuation mainly appear within

sentence bounds, while discourse linking put a sentence into a discourse context and thus

in�uence the interpretation.
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The collaborative research cluster (SFB) 632 proposed guidelines for the annotation of

information structure [Got, 2007] as follows:

De�nition 1.3. A Noun Phrase (NP) X is the Aboutness Topic of a sentence S con-

taining X if

1. S would be a natural continuation to the announcement Let me tell you some-

thing about X

2. S would be a good answer to the question What about X?

3. S could be naturally transformed into the sentence Concerning X, S∗ where S∗

di�ers from S only insofar as X has been replaced by a suitable pronoun.

Cook and Bildhauer [Cook and Bildhauer, 2011] shows that despite using the same

guideline, annotator agreement on topic-comment is sometimes di�cult to obtain.

Actually, manual annotation of information structure in texts challenges the identi�cation

of the focus of a sentence or the discourse topic [Versley and Gastel, 2012]. Versley and

Gastel proposed to chunk texts into topic segments since the discourse relations are

usually bounded by topic segments [Versley and Gastel, 2012]. Relations (subordinating

or coordinating) fall into the following categories: contingency, expansion, temporal,

comparison, and reporting.

Some work has been carried out for automatic topic segmentation in broadcast news

and has been applied for example in the Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) program

mainly based on word usage [Allan et al., 1998] or using prosodic clues [Purver, 2011].

1.8.2 Discourse-level Topic vs Rhetorial Relations and Topic-comment

Structure in IR

Matching the discourse-level topic referring to the notion of aboutness of a document has

been well studied in IR literature [Hjørland, 2001][Wong et al., 2001][Nie et al.]. However,

modern search engines are essentially key word oriented and, thus, do not consider the

relationships between terms [Nie et al.] nor between topics [Suwandaratna and Perera,

2010a]. On the other hand, linguistic analysis is crucial for text interpretation; as an
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example rhetorical relationships indicated how the parts of a coherent text are linked to

each other.

Various parsers have also been developed in order to parse discourses such as HILDA

[Hernault et al., 2010] which implements topic changes or SPADE [Soricut and Marcu,

2003]. Both parsers were trained at the RST-DT corpus annotated according to Rhetor-

ical Structure Theory [Carlson and Marcu, 2001]. Although the original set of dis-

course relations were limited to 24, the RST-DT corpus contains about one hundred

relations. This set is usually reduced by the integration of relations into classes. Thus, in

SPADE discourse parser, 18 rhetorical relations are taken into account: attribution, back-

ground, cause-result, comparison, condition, consequence, contrast, elaboration, enable-

ment, evaluation, explanation, manner-means, summary, temporal and topic-comment.

However, the topic-comment relation in the RST-DT corpus (and therefore in SPADE

and HILDA parsers) is de�ned in a di�erent way. Indeed, we can �nd the following de�-

nition: topic-comment is "a general statement or topic of discussion is introduced, after

which a speci�c remark is made on the statement or topic 〈...〉 When the spans occur

in the reverse order, with the comment preceding the topic, the relation comment-topic

is selected. While comment-topic is not a frequently used mean in English, it is seen in

news reporting, for example, when someone makes a statement, after which a reference

is given to help the reader interpret the context of the statement 〈...〉 Ex. [As far as

the pound goes,] [some traders say a slide toward support at 1.5500 may be a favorable

development for the dollar this week.]" [Carlson and Marcu, 2001]. These parsers are

based on deep analysis of linguistic features and are hardly usable when large quantities

of texts are involved. Importantly enough, in texts, there exist special constructions to

introduce the comment: topic fronting, placing the topic at the beginning of the clause

is prominent. In this research, rather than using discourse parser which is too time con-

suming for large amount of texts, we develop a simpler way of extracting topic-comment

structure for IR.

Lioma et al. use rhetorical relations from SPADE parser to re-rank documents [Lioma

et al., 2012]. The authors introduced a query likelihood retrieval model based on the

probability of generating the query terms from (1) a mixture of the probabilities of

generating q from a document and its rhetorical relations and (2) the probability of

generating rhetorical relations from a document. One of the limitations of this approach

is that not all types of texts can be parsed this way (e.g. legal texts or item lists
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have a few rhetorical relations). In addition, the rule-based parsers even if they take into

account some statistics, are not extensible to other languages. An even more problematic

drawback is related to the shortcomings of the discourse parser since such parsers are very

time consuming and cannot be applied on large volumes of data. Lioma et al. state that

topic-comment relations as de�ned by SPADE are extremely sparse in the benchmark

IR collections [Lioma et al., 2012], while in our approach topic-comment structure is

common for all types of texts as well as for all genres.

In the Subsection 1.3.2 we proposed to exploit topic-comment structure for text sum-

marization. There, the assumption of topic fronting was simpli�ed by viewing a topic

as the �rst half of a sentence. However, the topic-comment analysis did not improve

results. In contrast to that here, we propose to apply information structure for docu-

ment re-ranking. Moreover, we introduce another algorithm for topic-comment chunking,

namely we assume that a topic should be placed before a personal verb while the rest of

the sentence is considered as a comment.

To the best of our knowledge, the closest related work is [Bouchachia and Mittermeir,

2003]. The authors propose to apply topic-comment structure for document classi�-

cation while our approach aims at document re-ranking (but can be easily applied for

document retrieval). They hypothesize that the important information belongs to the

theme and that relevant documents to a query should share themes. The approach is

underlain by the notions of topicality power and explanatory power that allows estimat-

ing document topicality by the cascade of neural networks. In contrast to this approach

we propose to integrate the topic-comment structure into the classical retrieval models

such as BM25F which is a variant of BM25 that takes into account document structure

and multiple weighted �elds. We choose BM25F as a simplest and elegant way to as-

sign di�erent weights to di�erent document parts. In contrast to BM25F we do not use

�elds (structural components) but the set of the oppositions between topic and comment.

Bouchachia and Mittermeir do consider only features within a document while we believe

that it is important to take into account collection features. That is why we introduced

the notion of Inversed Comment Frequency which is analogous of the concept of Inversed

Document Frequency. The topic-comment annotation process in their approach requires

syntax parsing, although other details are not provided in their paper.
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1.8.3 Contribution 4: Document Re-ranking Algorithm Based on Topic-

Comment Structure Analysis

1.8.3.1 Automatic Topic-comment Annotation

The topic-comment structure is opposed to formal structure with grammatical elements

as the constituents. The di�erence between "topic" and grammatical subject is that

topic refers to the information or pragmatic structure of a clause and how it is related

to other clauses, while the subject is a merely grammatical category.

In simple English clause the topic usually coincides with the subject, even if it is not

always the case as for expletives (e.g. it is snowing) that do not have topics at all [Got,

2007]. Moreover, the unmarked word order in English is Subject - Verb - Object (SVO).

Thus, it is possible to make an assumption that, as a rule, the topic is placed before the

verb. We make an additional assumption, that if a subordinate clause provides details

on an object, it is rather related to the comment. Thus, the main idea of the proposed

method is to split a sentence into two parts by a personal verb.

Example 1.12. {The Bengal Standard}topic {is a description of the ideal Bengal and

therefore is used to de�ne the quality of each cat}comment.

1.8.3.2 Topic vs Comment for Query Matching

State-of-the-art models in IR consider the document ranking function as a matching

function between the terms in the documents and the query without considering term

relationships. In our model, we hypothesize that the topic-comment structure could be

useful in the matching process. Moreover, we argue that topic matching would be more

e�ective than term matching; thus giving more importance to words that correspond to

topic during matching.

First of all, we consider that a user expresses the information need by topic only, that

is to say that there is no comment in a user's query. For this reason, any query term is

considered as a topic in our approach. On the contrary document sentences contain both

topic and comment parts. Since users are supposed to be interested by comments about

their topic of interest, we argue that the matching model should consider di�erently

topic/query and comment/query matching.
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Furthermore, we can assume that matching topics induce comments be considered rele-

vant information. Thus, the importance of each topic in a document depends not only

on its frequency, but also on the number of related comments, i.e. how well the topic is

explained in a document. We propose to take the logarithm of this number in order to

smooth the in�uence. On the other hand, some topics may be too speci�c and thereby

linked to few comments. Therefore we introduced the measure of speci�city of the topic

t Inversed Comment Frequency ICF (t):

ICF (t) = log
CommentCount(t)∑

tj∈T CommentCount(tj)
(1.36)

where CommentCount(t) is the number of comments related to the topic t in the col-

lection, T = {tj}j= ¯1,|T | refers to all topics in the collection, |T | is the total number of

topics.

The integration of this proposition in most of IR models is quite simple: a speci�c

document term is considered di�erently whether it occurs in the topic or the comment

part of the sentence. We give the example of the integration into the BM25F retrieval

model in the next section.

1.8.4 Integration of the Topic-comment Structure into Retrieval Mod-

els

We integrated topic-comment structure into BM25F retrieval model. Originally BM25F

is an extension of Okapi's BM25 to multiple weighted �elds in contrast to linear combi-

nation of scores for structured documents [Robertson et al., 2004]. BM25 is calculated

as follows:

bm25(d) =
n∑

i=1

IDF (qi)× TFd(qi)× (k1 + 1)

TFd(qi) + k1 × (1− b+ b× |d|
avgDL)

(1.37)

where qi are the terms of the query Q, n is the number of query terms, IDF (qi) is an

inverse document frequency of the term qi, TFd(qi) is a term frequency in the document

d, |d| is the length of the document d in terms, avgDL is the average document length

in the collection, k1 and b are free parameters.

BM25 model is based on the assumption that term frequencies follow 2-Poisson distribu-

tion and for each term the collection is split into two categories: elite and non-elite. As
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Robertson et al. assert, this relation may be considered from the opposite point of view,

namely, the terms of a given document are labeled as elite or non-elite [Robertson et al.,

2004]. A term is elite in a document if the document is about the concept denoted by the

term. The elite terms refer to the topics of the document. Bag-of-words based approaches

presuppose the independence from the position of a term but the boosted probabilities

of elite terms. Robertson et al. assumed that for some parts of structured documents

the probabilities of the elite terms are boosted even more. Thus, they proposed to assign

di�erent weights to the term coming from di�erent document parts.

However, document structure is not uniform and therefore is hard to analyze. In contrast

to document �elds, topic-comment structure is common for all texts and genres. Thus,

we compute document score as follows:

score(d) =

n∑
i=1

ICF (qi)× TC × (k1 + 1)

TC + k1 × (1− b+ b× lentopic(d)
avgDLtopic

)
(1.38)

TC = tw × explRate(qi)f(qi, Td) + (1− tw)× f(qi, Cd)

explRate(qi) = log(CommentCountd(t) + 1)

where tw is the topic weight which is the analogue to the �eld weight in the classical

BM25F model, f(qi, Td) is qi's term frequency in the topic set of the document d, f(qi, Cd)

is qi's term frequency in the comment set of the document d, lentopic(d) is the length

of the document d in topics, and avgDLtopic is the average document length in the

collection in topics, k1 and b are free parameters, and CommentCountd(t) refers to the

number of comments related to the topic t in the document d. tw is a parameter in the

model. It could be assigned or learnt. We introduced the notion of the explanation rate

explRate(qi) showing how well the topic is explained in the document. This notion is

similar to the topicality power of a term proposed in [Bouchachia and Mittermeir, 2003]

which is considered within a document and shows how strong it is explained (i.e. the

number of comments it has). The �rst di�erence is that we propose to use the logarithm

instead a raw sum. Explanatory power in [Bouchachia and Mittermeir, 2003] is viewed

as the number of times a term is occurring at a comment regardless the topic within

a single document while we are looking for comments to a speci�c topic. Moreover, in

contrast to [Bouchachia and Mittermeir, 2003], we consider the collection features by

introducing the notion of Inverted Comment Frequency.
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1.8.4.1 Multi-word Expression Extraction

In order to match query terms with topics from documents, after having extracted topic-

comment structure, we incrementally extract multi-word expressions based on normalized

point-wise mutual information npmi(x, y) [Bouma, 2009]:

npmi(x, y) =
pmi(x, y)

− log[p(x, y)]
(1.39)

pmi(x, y) = log
p(x, y)

p(x)p(y)
(1.40)

where pmi(x, y) is the point-wise mutual information of the terms x and y, p(x, y) is the

joint probability of x and y, p(x) and p(y) are the probabilities of the terms x and y

respectively.

Candidates made of exclusively functional words are rejected as well as candidates

containing punctuation marks. We hypothesized that multi-word expression matching

should be more important than a single word. Therefore, we integrated the length in

terms of tokens of the expression length(qi) into the �nal score:

score(d) =

n∑
i=1

length(qi)× ICF (qi)× TC × (k1 + 1)

TC + k1 × (1− b+ b× lentopic(d)
avgDLtopic

)
(1.41)

1.8.5 Evaluation

The evaluation was performed on two TREC datasets:

• Robust TREC;

• WT10G.

Robust TREC set consists of about 528,000 news articles and 1,904 MB of text of TREC

Disk4&5 (except Congressional Record data) and 249 topics with relevance judgments.

Robust TREC set is "pure" collections since the documents have almost the same format

and there is no spam. WT10G is 10GB subset of the web snapshot and of Internet

Archive. WT10G contains more than 1.6 million of documents. There are 98 topics with

relevance judgments. In contrast to Robust, WT10G is a snapshot of the web with real

documents in HTML format, some of which are spam.
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The system performance was evaluated using several measures implemented in trec_eval7

software provided by the TREC community for evaluating an ad hoc retrieval run, given

the results �le and a standard set of judged results. We considered the following evalu-

ation measures:

• MAP (Mean Average Precision) over all queries which is the arithmetic mean of

average precision values for individual queries and has been shown to have very

good discrimination and stability.

• NDCG (Normalised Discounted Cumulated Gain). Since the gain of each docu-

ment is discounted at lower ranks, this measures is suitable for re-ranking evalua-

tion.

• BPREF (Binary Preference) computes a preference of whether judged relevant

documents have higher rank than judged non-relevant documents. Thus, BPREF

does not treat non-assessed documents as non-relevant while MAP does. This

is important for large collections where the probability of retrieving non-assessed

documents is higher.

The further description of the collections and evaluation measures is given in the section

2.4.

We compared our system with a baseline implemented in the Terrier platform [Ounis

et al., 2006a], namely InL2 weighting model with Bo2 query expansion algorithm. InL2

is a DFR (divergence from randomness) model based on TF-IDF measure with L2 term

frequency normalization [Amati and Van Rijsbergen, 2002a]. This model is based on

the assumption that informative words are relatively more frequent in relevant docu-

ments than in others. InL2 demonstrates better performance at many recall levels and

in average precision than traditional retrieval models such as BM25 [Amati, 2003]. L2

normalization is less sensitive to document length. According our preliminary study,

with the default Terrier's parameters, on the used collections InL2 showed better results

than Okapi's BM25 and Hiemstra's implementation of the language model. This was

the reason why we did not compare our results with those of BM25. Bo2 is a pseudo-

relevance feedback algorithm for query expansion based on Bose-Einstein statistics and

7http://trec.nist.gov/trec_eval/
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DFR model. On the chosen collections, this method outperformed RM3 model imple-

mented in Indri, a search engine from the Lemur project mainly built on the language

modeling information retrieval8. RM3 is an Indri's adaptation of Lavrenko and Croft's

relevance models [Lavrenko and Croft, 2001b]. The stemming was performed by Porter

algorithm. We parsed the document retrieved by the baseline system by the Stanford

POS tagger which also allows sentence chunking [Manning et al., 2014]. The detailed

description of the DFR models is presented in the subsection 2.4.3.

For our model, we used top 20 documents for re-ranking. The re-ranking was performed

within blocks of 5 documents. Our �rst hypothesis was that the topics should have more

weight than the comments. However, the preliminary study indicated the opposite. This

could be explained by the fact that the comments are usually much longer than the

topics. Thus, the prior probability to �nd a term within comments is higher than in

topics. Higher values of topic weight decrease comment weight. This leads to the lost of

documents that just mention relevant information but are not entirely about the subject.

That is why the topic weight was set to tw = 0.2. The coe�cients k1 = 10 and b = 0.2.

We considered only unigrams and bigrams. We also excluded the lower order expressions

from the query term list if they are parts from a higher order expression. For example, a

query q = safety plastic surgery is presented as q = {q1, q2}, where q1 = safety and q2 =

plastic surgery and the unigrams plastic and surgery are ignored.

Table 1.13 provides evaluation results. The di�erences with the baseline marked by *

are signi�cant according to the Student T-test at the level p = 0.05. According to all

evaluation measures for both data sets our method (TC) outperformed the baseline.

On Robust collection our method excelled the baseline on 107 queries and it was bellow

it on 101 queries. The lower performance was observed for queries with higher values

of NDCG in average (0.64) while the better results were demonstrated for more di�cult

queries (NDCGavg = 0.56).

On the WT10G our method showed better results for 40 queries (NDCGavg = 0.56) and

it was less e�cient for 22 queries (NDCGavg = 0.628). Thus, we can conclude that our

approach is more suitable for di�cult queries.

8http://www.lemurproject.org/
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Table 1.13: Re-ranking results using topic-comment structure

Collection Measure Baseline TC

Robust

MAP 0.2801 0.2884∗

BPREF 0.2782 0.2863∗

NDCG 0.5549 0.5597∗

WT10G

MAP 0.2152 0.219∗

BPREF 0.2056 0.2138∗

NDCG 0.4861 0.4917∗

1.9 Conclusion

In this chapter we presented an approach for short message contextualization from an

external source based on query-biased summarization by sentence retrieval. Sentence

retrieval is based on NE recognition, POS weighting and sentence quality measuring.

We introduced an algorithm of smoothing from the local context. We also integrated

the knowledge of topic-comment structure into the sentence retrieval model. Moreover,

we developed a graph-based algorithm for sentence re-ordering. The method has been

evaluated at INEX/CLEF Tweet Contextualization track. We obtained the best results

in 2011 according to informative evaluation. In 2013 according to informative evaluation

our system was ranked �rst (PRIOR and POOL) and second (ALL) over all automatic

systems that participated. At the same time in terms of readability it was the best among

all participants according to all metrics except redundancy. Run comparison showed that

smoothing improves informativeness. Another conclusion is that ranking is sensitive to

the pool selection as well as to the choice of divergence. Despite the topic-comment

analysis did not improve results, we believe that small changes in implementation may

produce positive e�ect on the system performance. In 2014 the worst results among our

runs were shown by the run based on entity restriction that could be explained by the loss

of the recall. The results were published in the INEX/CLEF working notes 2011-2014

[Ermakova and Mothe, 2012a,b, 2013, 2014].

The sentence retrieval method was also adapted to snippet retrieval and QE. In 2013 our
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system showed the best results in the INEX Snippet Retrieval Track. The approach was

published in the INEX/CLEF-2012 working notes [Ermakova and Mothe, 2012b] and the

workshop EGC-2013 [Ermakova and Faessel, 2013].

In this chapter we also proposed a novel approach to document re-ranking in information

retrieval based on topic-comment structure of texts. Although it can be easily generalized

to document retrieval. To the best of our knowledge, this information structure was never

applied to the ad hoc information retrieval nor re-ranking.

We introduced an automatic topic-comment annotation method based on the topic

fronting assumption that requires only shallow parsing, namely sentence chunking and

POS tagging. The main idea of the proposed method is to split a sentence into two parts

by a personal verb.

We integrated topic-comment structure into BM25F retrieval model. Firstly, we hy-

pothesized that the topics should have more weight than the comments. However, the

preliminary studies demonstrated that high values of this coe�cient decreased the results

in average. The possible explanation is that the comments are usually much longer than

the topics and therefore the prior probability of a query term to occur within comments

is higher. Higher values of topic weight could lead to the lost of documents that just

mention relevant information but are not entirely about the subject.

We evaluated our approach on two TREC data sets. According to all used evaluation

measures for both test collections, our method signi�cantly outperformed the strong

baseline provided by the Terrier platform. Experiment results allow drawing a conclusion

that the approach proposed in this chapter is more suitable for di�cult queries.

Since our method makes the di�erence between sentences where the topic and the com-

ment are inversed (as in 1.10 and 1.11), we believe that our approach makes sense for

question answering and focused IR. In future work we are going to investigate these

tracks.
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Query Expansion

2.1 Introduction

Information Retrieval (IR) systems aim at retrieving information that answers a user's

need s/he expresses through a query. Because real queries are short and because natural

language is ambiguous such matches can be wrong or incomplete. The average query

length remains between 2.4 and 2.7 words [Gabrilovich et al., 2009, Lau and Horvitz,

1999]. To face these challenges, IR systems consider several strategies. On the one

hand, a user may prefer to get documents treating of various aspects of her information

need rather than possibly redundant aspects within documents [Carbonell and Goldstein,

1998a, Santos et al., 2013a]; on the other hand by providing document related to the

various senses of query terms, the system optimizes the chance of providing relevant

information [Clarke et al., 2008, Vargas et al., 2013]. Semantic indexing and search aim

at tackling the problem of term ambiguity. Some solutions rely on knowledge resources

such as ontologies to use concepts rather than terms or stems, both during indexing and

matching. Term ambiguity has also been treated with positive results as a classi�cation or

clustering problem, in which documents that share the same sense with the query terms

are retrieved whereas documents that use the query terms but in a di�erent meaning

are �ltered out [Sch�utze, 1998]. On the other hand Query Expansion (QE) has driven

many works in IR (see Carpineto's survey on QE [Carpineto and Romano, 2012b]). QE

aims at adding new terms to the initial query that will improve retrieval based on some

knowledge, either extracted from the term collection distribution, user's pro�le (e.g.

70
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topics of interest), or relevance feedback (RF) [Carpineto and Romano, 2012b]. Thus,

QE in a search engine may be also viewed as contextualization of the initial query.

The initial query can be expanded using term co-occurrences in the documents [Am-

ati, 2003, Amati and Van Rijsbergen, 2002b, Xu and Croft, 1996] or based on WordNet

de�nition [Voorhees, 1994]. Candidate terms for expansion are either extracted from

external resources such as WordNet [Mandala et al., 1998] or from the documents them-

selves; based on their links with the initial query terms. The former type of approaches

is collection independent whereas the latter has the advantage of taking into account the

document collection and thus the capability of the collection to contain the relevant in-

formation. In the latter types of methods, the most popular one is the pseudo-relevance

feedback [Buckley, 1995]. The initial method was to add terms from relevant docu-

ments [Rocchio, 1971]; since this information is not easily available, Buckley suggested

to consider the �rst retrieved document as relevant and to select candidate terms from

these documents. Pseudo-relevance feedback is now common practice and used in many

expansion methods [Carpineto and Romano, 2012b].

This chapter pursues two objectives; �rst of all, we suggest three new automatic methods

of query expansion:

• Adaptation of our Sentence Extraction Method described in the Section 1.3 to

Query Expansion (LC);

• Co-occurrence Model (Co);

• Proximity Relevance Model (PRM).

The Co-occurrence Model retrieves candidates from the relevance feedback and scores the

by applying the global analysis of texts. Per contra LC and PRM exploits term proximilty

within PRF. LC is an extension of the method we developed for tweet contextualization.

Selecting the most appropriate terms from the relevant -or considered as such- documents

is a challenge. While weighting the term candidates considering their frequency or their

weight calculated during the indexing phase is an intuitive and widely used approach, we

suggest that a deeper analysis of document content can be useful. Our �rst hypothesis

is that terms that occur closely to query terms within the documents should be good

candidates for QE; the closer the better candidate. The second hypothesis is that natural
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language considerations should help to decide the best candidate terms, that is to say

that some types of terms should be better candidates (e.g. noun being better than

adverbs). To study these hypotheses, we propose a method that considers a term windows

surrounding query terms from feedback documents. In addition, our method considers

Part of Speech (POS) information to weight di�erently the QE term candidates.

In its turn, PRM is a formal model for QE based on PRF.

There is relatively little studies of formal models using positional heuristics for QE.

One of the formal approach for QE is the positional relevance model [Lv and Zhai,

2010] which is an extension of the relevance language model (LM) [Lavrenko and Croft,

2001b]. In the positional relevance model query likelihood is estimated as the product of

the probabilities of the query terms in the position within pseudo-relevant documents.

However, in this approach the term proximity is captured indirectly by weighting the

positions within PRF.

As in the approaches based on the term proximity, we hypothesize that the closer a term

to a query term, the better the QE term candidate is. Nevertheless, we believe that it is

more appropriate to estimate the distance not in terms of tokens, but rather in terms of

sentences. This is motivated by the following facts:

• In linguistics a sentence is viewed as a minimal set of words that in principle tells

a complete thought;

• Within a sentence, words could be reordered without meaning shift (e.g. para-

phrasing);

• Synonyms and associations are usually considered as good expansion candidates.

However, synonyms usually do not co-occur within a sentence unlike other seman-

tically related words.

One of the main contribution of this work is that it provides a novel formal LM for QE

that directly captures the term proximity rather than by weighting term positions, and

the distance is computed at sentence level.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 presents related works.

Section 2.3 describes the �rst QE method we promote, namely LC. Section 2.3.2 de-

tails the co-occurence model which is the second contribution in QE we made. Section
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introduces the PRM model. Section 2.4 presents the experimental framework as well

as the collections and performance measures we used. Section 2.5 reports the results

and discusses them. Finally, section 2.7 concludes this paper and draws up some future

works.

2.2 Related Works

QE techniques are divided into �ve main groups:

• dictionary-based or ontology-based methods [Bhogal et al., 2007];

• methods using other textual sources besides the original collection (e.g. in QA

terms from FAQ texts are often used for QE data [Agichtein et al., 2004, Harabagiu

and Lacatusu, 2004]);

• cross-lingual methods [Cao et al., 2008c];

• global analysis (corpus analysis for the purpose of word relationships detection)

[Carpineto and Romano, 2012b];

• local analysis or local feedback (analysis of documents retrieved by the initial query)

[Rocchio, 1971, Xu and Croft, 1996].

Thus, QE techniques are either based on the analysis of a document collection [Carpineto

and Romano, 2012b] or they imply dictionary-based or ontology-based methods [Bhogal

et al., 2007]. Verma et al. used WordNet and Uni�ed Medical Language System for query

expansion [Verma et al., 2007]. S. Tratz and E. Hovy proposed to use Basic Elements

(BEs) as paraphrases [Hovy and Tratz, 2008]. A BE is a syntactic unit up to three

words with associated tags such as NER (Named Entity Recognition) and POS (Part-

of-Speech). BEs can take into account lemmas, synonyms, hyponyms and hyperonyms,

identical prepositional phrases, spelling variants, nominalization and denominalization

(derivation in WordNet), transformations like prenominal noun - prepositional phrase,

noun swapping for IS-A type rules, pronoun transformations, and pertainym1 adjective

transformation. Chali and Joty kept only nouns for a query [Chali and Joty, 2007].

Besides WordNet synonyms, they proposed to apply topic signature based on likelihood

1a pertainym is an adjective, which can be de�ned as �relating to� or �pertaining to� another word
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ratio for binomial distribution tests for related terms as well as the terms from the

strongest lexical chains. The results of the methods that need external resources to

be used (dictionary-based or ontology-based methods, methods that uses other sources

besides the original collection such as FAQ texts in question-answering systems) can

highly depend on these resources.

Some researchers also payed a lot of attention to cross-lingual methods [Cao et al., 2008c].

On the contrary, the local and global analyses are centered on the document collection.

2.2.1 Global Methods

The analysis of a document collection may be either (1) global (corpus analysis for the

purpose of word relationships detection) [Carpineto and Romano, 2012b] or (2) local

feedback (analysis of documents retrieved by the initial query) [Rocchio, 1971, Xu and

Croft, 1996]. Global methods work alike but in that case candidate terms come from the

entire document collection rather than just (pseudo-) relevant documents.

Rather considering a document as a bag-of-word, one can consider term co-occurrence

by applying latent semantic analysis (LSA). LSA implies that related words co-occur

in similar context [Landauer et al., 1998]. Term co-occurrence may be discovered by a

cluster algorithm, e.g. the Naive-Bayes maximizing the classi�cation maximum likelihood

criterion, where each word is presented as a vector with the components corresponding

to the number of occurrences of the word in each document [Amini et al., 2007].

Schi�man presented an approach that incorporates corpus-driven semantic information

and query expansion by log likelihood ratio [Schi�man, 2007].

Similar approach was proposed by Gabrilovich and Markovitch: the strength of the

relation between two terms is computed as TF × IDF value within a Wikipedia page

[Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007].

Milne and Witten also proposed to use the Wikipedia to estimate the strength of the

relation w(s → t) between the terms by counting the number of outgoing links in the
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corresponding articles (s and t are source and target articles respectively):

w(s→ t) =

 log |W ||T | , ifs ∈ T

0, otherwise
(2.1)

where T is the set of articles with links to t, and W is the set of all Wikipedia pages

[Milne and Witten, 2008]. Wikipedia redirects are useful source of synonyms [Niemann

and Gurevych, 2011]. Wikipedia page structure may be also applied to get related terms

from headers, categories and the �rst passage [Niemann and Gurevych, 2011].

However, current methods use blind methodologies and uses learning methods as black

boxes. On the contrary, we think that a deep analysis of queries and of query expansion

terms could help understanding when QE would be useful and if there are some sort of

typology of QE usefulness.

2.2.2 Query Expansion and Pseudo Relevance Feedback

Local analysis or local feedback methods rely on the hypothesis that relevant documents

contain terms that could be useful to reformulate an enhanced query regardless to an

information need.

The use of relevance information for QE was suggested �rst by Rocchio [Rocchio, 1971]

who de�nes the Relevance Feedback (RF) principle. Users are supposed to judge some

of the retrieved documents and this feedback information is used in turn either to re-

weight query terms or to expand the query with the most important terms from relevant

documents. Using the vector space model, Rocchio de�ned a method to re-weight query

terms and thus to add new terms to the initial query - terms that were initially associated

with a null value. The term weights are re-computed so that the terms that occur in

relevant documents contribute positively to the new query whereas the weight of the

terms that occur in non-relevant documents are lowered. A balance between the initial

query and feedback information is involved in the weighting.

Rocchio's method implies to know document relevance. To avoid users' judgment that

can be di�cult to collect and to make the process fully automatic, Buckley et al. [Buck-

ley, 1995] suggested to consider the �rst initially retrieved documents as relevant, i.e.

pseudo-relevance feedback (PRF). Pseudo-relevance feedback has then been implemented
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in the various IR models such as the probabilistic model or the language model [Lavrenko

and Croft, 2001b]. Many studies have shown that this method is e�cient in average; how-

ever, it can lower results for some queries [Amati et al., 2004c, Carpineto and Romano,

2012b, Chen et al., 2012b]. For example, it is most probable that for poor performing

queries query expansion is helpless since it will be based on the �rst retrieved documents

that are probably non-relevant documents. It is thus important to know in advance if QE

will be helpful or on the contrary if it will degrade the results. Selective query expansion

aims at making this decision [Cronen-Townsend and Croft, 2002b].

Singh and Sharan combined co-occurrence and semantic similarity of terms [Singh and

Sharan, 2015].

Rather than considering the top-retrieved documents all as relevant, some works aim at

distinguishing relevant from non-relevant documents before using them in PRF. Xu et al.

[Xu et al., 2009] suggested that top documents should not be considered in a blind way

but non-relevant documents should cluster as relevant documents do. In addition, they

consider that query terms should occur in the relevant document cluster and that some

documents from the non-relevant cluster do not contain any of the query terms. Lee et al.

propose a resampling method using top-retrieved document clustering [Lee et al., 2008].

Another range of works focuses on selecting the best feedback information. Rather than

focusing on how to select the best documents to used in PRF, some approaches focus on

how to select the best terms to expand the initial query. Selecting the most appropriate

terms from the relevant -or considered as such- documents is indeed a challenge [Cao

et al., 2008c, Lv and Zhai, 2010].

2.2.3 Proximity Based Methods

Local analysis or local feedback methods rely on the hypothesis that relevant documents

contain terms that could be useful to reformulate an enhanced query. In the majority

of previous works local context is viewed as an entire document presented as a bag of

words and the proximity of terms is not captured.

Xu and Croft use a feature selection based on co-occurrence of terms, considering that

the best terms are the ones that co-occur with as many query terms as possible within

the top-ranked documents or document passages [Xu and Croft, 1996]. In addition, they
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consider nouns and noun phrases as the expansion terms. Xu and Croft's co-occurrence

measure is not a probability in the strict sense, while mutual information shows the

joint probability of terms to co-occur within a text. Distinctly from Xu and Croft's

approach that considers the distance between the candidates and the query terms as

binary (i.e. terms either co-occur within a text passage or not), we hypothesize that the

dependence of the probability to �nd good candidates for QE on the distance is more

sophisticated and that it should be considered at the sentence level.

Other empirical studies have shown that the term proximity is e�ective for selecting

expansion terms. Cao et al. suggested a term classi�cation method based on SVM to

predict the usefulness of expansion term candidates [Cao et al., 2008c] based on the term

distribution, co-occurrence with query terms, and the proximity from them. Wan et al.

suggested to combine ontology-based methods with the proximity heuristics [Wan et al.,

2012]. Miao et al. proposed an extension of the Rocchio's approach by introducing a

concept of proximity-based term frequency that focuses on the proximity of terms rather

than positional information unlike the positional relevance model [Miao et al., 2012].

They provide 3 approaches to estimate the proximity-based term frequency, namely (1)

moving window; (2) kernel-based and (3) Hyperspace Analogue to Language (HAL)

methods. The approach of Miao et al. is rather empirical and is an elaboration of the

TF-IDF model. Unlike [Cao et al., 2008c, Miao et al., 2012], we propose a theoretical

reasoning of our approach.

Some works take into account only ordered or unordered n-grams within the window of N-

terms [Metzler and Croft, 2007, Song and Croft, 1999] capturing the proximity in binary

sense. Tao and Zhai [Tao and Zhai, 2007] explore only the proximity of query terms

resting upon the hypothesis that in relevant documents query terms should be closer to

each other. In contrast to the cumulative proximity expansions retrieval model [Vuurens

and de Vries, 2014] that does not require any co-occurrence statistics, we combined

proximity and co-occurrence statistics within the language model (LM) formalism.

There is relatively little studies of formal models using positional heuristics for QE.

The only formal approach for QE we are aware of is the positional relevance model

[Lv and Zhai, 2010] which is an extension of the relevance LM [Lavrenko and Croft,

2001b]. In the positional relevance model query likelihood is estimated as the product of

the probabilities of the query terms in the position within pseudo-relevant documents.
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However, in this approach the term proximity is captured indirectly by weighting the

positions within PRF.

Although some researchers exploit term proximity in QE [Cao et al., 2008c, Miao et al.,

2012, Tao and Zhai, 2007, Xu and Croft, 1996], their works are rather empirical. The

lack of theoretical works in this area motivated us to introduce a novel method integrated

into the language model formalism that takes advantage of the remoteness of candidate

terms for QE from query terms within feedback documents. Thus, the main contribution

of this work is that it provides a novel formal LM for QE that directly captures the term

proximity rather than by weighting term positions, and the distance is computed at

sentence level.

2.2.4 Selective Query Expansion

Selective QE has been introduced after some work has shown that even if in average

QE improves the results, some queries can su�er from expansion speci�cally queries for

which the system faces di�culties to retrieve relevant documents from the initial query.

In selective QE, the system decides whether or not QE should be applied, [Cronen-

Townsend et al., 2002b]. Current studies are based on feature analysis and learning

models: queries are characterized by features and from a set of examples for which the

QE decision is known (either QE should be applied or not), the system learns the binary

QE model. Query features are divided into pre-retrieval and post-retrieval features; the

former can be extracted before any search on the document collection whereas the latter

are search dependent. Cao et al. propose a term classi�cation method to predict the

usefulness of expansion term candidates [Cao et al., 2008b]. Some methods combine

the analysis of term co-occurrence and term distribution methods [Pal et al., 2013a,

P�erez-Ag�uera and Araujo, 2008].

2.3 Models

2.3.1 Contribution 5: LC Model

The key idea of the proposed method is to search the most appropriate candidates for QE

by ranking terms and sentences from the pseudo-relevance feedback, i.e. from the top
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ranked documents. Both ranking procedures include local context analysis, i.e. anal-

ysis of neighboring sentences. Sentence scoring method is an elaboration of RF. We

strengthen the criteria of provenance of good terms for QE used in RF. In contrast to

[Wan et al., 2012] we estimate the distance in term of sentences and we evaluate the

sentences that are the sources of the candidate terms.

Our approach is underlain by the following hypotheses:

1. Not always an entire document is relevant to a query, but it can contain one or

several relevant passages. Term candidates should be selected from these passages.

2. Terms for QE come from appropriate sentences (in general, this hypothesis is sim-

ilar to those of RF). The measure of sentence appropriateness is called sentence

score and referred to score(S,Q) in the rest of the section. This sentence scoring

method is the adaptation of the method initially developed for query-biased multi-

document summarization described in the Chapter 1. The details of score(S,Q)

were provided in the Section 1.3.

3. Good terms should have appropriate part of speech (POS) and high IDF . Not all

POS are suitable for query expansion (e.g. functional words). Moreover, the most

frequent terms are nouns. However, in some cases adjectives, verbs and numbers

are indispensable. A good term should well distinguish documents from each other.

POS weight and IDF may be considered as a query-independent term score.

4. The terms lying in the neighborhood of query terms are closer related to them than

the remote ones.

The term score is combined with the corresponding sentence score. Thus, we used a two-

step local context analysis: for sentence scoring and for estimation of term importance.

In previous works local context was viewed as a single document and it was opposed to

the entire collection analysis (global context) [Carpineto and Romano, 2012b, Xu and

Croft, 2000]. In this research we consider local context in a stricter way, precisely we

look not only to the whole document statistics, but also for terms surrounding the query

terms. Thus, all candidate terms are ranked according to the following metric:

wtotal(t) = f(score(S,Q), wpos(t), IDF (t), importance(t, Q)) (2.2)
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where score(S,Q) is score of the sentence S containing the term t, wpos(t) is the weight

of the POS of t,

IDF (t) is the inverse document frequency of the candidate term, importance(t, Q) is a

function of (1) the distance to the query Q terms, (2) their weights, and (3) the likelihood

of the candidate term to co-occur not by chance with the query terms in the top ranked

documents.

importance(t, Q) allows to �nd terms occurring in the neighborhood of important query

terms.

The next step of our method is to compute the importance of all terms in all sentences

from RF:

importance(t, Q) = θ(wd(t, Q), coocurrence(t, Q)) (2.3)

wd(t, Q) is a function of the distance from the candidate terms to the query Q and their

weights, and cooccurrence(t, Q) shows the likelihood of the candidate term to occur not

by chance with the query terms in the top documents ranked according to the initial

query.

The concrete functions are given in the evaluation Section 2.4.

2.3.2 Contribution 6: Co-occurrence Model

Methods based on the local feedback highly depend on the top retrieved documents.

Documents that has just a small relevant part could in�uence badly QE. The global

analysis of the collection is less sensitive to the topic shift.

The key idea of the proposed method is to estimate the importance of candidate terms

by the strength of their relation to the query terms.

In contrast to DFR models [Amati, 2003] we do not compare the term frequency in RF

and the entire collection. In our approach, documents from RF provide term candidates

that are analyzed in two aspects: their frequency in RF and their co-occurrence with

query terms in the whole collection. As it is shown in the Section 2.4.3, all DFR models

are based on two metrics: term frequency in RF and the frequency of the term t in the

collection. Particularly, Bo2 uses the extrapolation of term frequency in RF on the whole

collection.
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In our method candidate terms are selected from the RF. The strength of their relation to

the query terms is proportional to the fraction of the number of the documents containing

both candidate terms and query terms and the product of the number of documents

containing at least one of these sets.

Thus, the underlain hypotheses are as follows:

1. The importance of the query terms depends on the number of documents where

they occur.

2. The importance of query term combinations depends on their number and the

importance of each term. The importance of all possible term combinations is

calculated.

3. The importance of a candidate term depends on its frequency in RF.

4. The importance of a candidate term is proportional to the number of documents

where it co-occurs with query terms.

The proposed algorithm implies the following steps:

1. Preprocessing.

2. The frequencies of terms from the RF are computed.

3. The importance of the query terms is calculated.

4. The importance of all possible term combinations is calculated.

5. The importance of candidate terms is estimated.

6. The best-scored candidates are selected.

A query is cleared from stop-words, punctuation; duplicate terms are removed. However

if a query contains only stop-words, this could mean that a user is interested, for example,

in grammar. For instance, the query "a and the" may imply that a user wants to �nd

how to use English articles. Thus, if a query contains only stop-words, we keep all of

them (it requires to keep stop-words during indexing).
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Let T be a set of all possible term combinations Tj . Tj ∈ T = 2Q \ ∅ where 2Q is the

power set of all query terms. We compute T directly, i.e. we generate all possible subsets.

The importance of term combinations WTj is estimated by the formula:

WTj =
∑
ti∈Tj

(Il(ti) + 1) (2.4)

Il(ti) =
1

log length(ti)
(2.5)

where ti is the i− th term from Tj , length(ti) is the number of documents containing the

i−th term. Il(ti) is similar to IDF. The di�erence with IDF is that we do not consider the

total number of documents and the logarithm appears in the denominator. For widely-

spread terms with low Il(ti) the importance of their combination is approximately equal

to their number. Moreover, we hypothesize that terms occurring only in one document

in the collection are not useful for query expansion. Thus, we ignore them.

The importance of candidate terms Wc is computed as follows:

Wc = TF (c)×
∑
Tj∈T

MI(Tj , c) (2.6)

whereMI(Tj , c) is the analogue of non-negative point-wise mutual information calculated

by the formula:

MI(Tj , c) =
− log2

(
max

(
length(Tj ,c)×n

length(Tj)×length(c) , 1
))

log2

(
length(Tj ,c)

n

) (2.7)

where length(c) is the size of the set of the documents containing the candidate term c,

length(Tj) is the number of the documents containing all terms from the term combina-

tion Tj , length(Tj , c) is the length of the intersection between the set of the documents

containing all terms from the term combination Tj and the set of the documents con-

taining the candidate term c, and n is the total number of documents in the collection.

All weights Wc are normalized. The best-scored term candidates are selected for query

expansion.
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2.3.3 Contribution 7: Proximity Relevance Model

Two previous QE approaches proposed in this chapter are empirical. Here we introduced

a formal QE model.

As in the approaches based on the term proximity, we hypothesize that the closer a term

is to a query term, the better the QE term candidate is. However, unlike the positional

relevance model [Lv and Zhai, 2010] which is a formal approach for QE extending the

relevance LM [Lavrenko and Croft, 2001b], we believe that the suitability of the expansion

candidates depends on rather their nature and the nature of the query terms than position

within a document (e.g. synonyms usually do not co-occur within a sentence unlike other

semantically related words). In contrast to [Lv and Zhai, 2010], the proximity is captured

directly rather than by weighting the positions within PRF. We choose LM formalism

since it is justi�ed statistically.

We also put forward a hypothesis that it is more appropriate to estimate the distance not

in terms of tokens, but rather in terms of sentences. This is motivated by the following

facts:

• In linguistics a sentence is viewed as a minimal set of words that in principle tells

a complete thought;

• Within a sentence, often words could be reordered without meaning shift (e.g. para-

phrasing, transformation between passive and active voices);

• Synonyms and associations are usually considered as good expansion candidates.

However, synonyms usually do not co-occur within a sentence unlike other seman-

tically related words.

Thus, our approach di�ers from the previous works by capturing the proximity directly

and in terms of sentences rather than tokens.

The proposed method aims at selecting the most appropriate expansion terms for QE

from the top-retrieved documents. Our approach is grounded on the following hypothe-

ses:

1. A candidate term can expand not only a query term, but also a combination of

query terms.
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2. The terms lying in the neighborhood of query terms are closer related to them than

the remote ones, and are better candidates for QE; however this dependence is not

binary but rather it should be described as a more complex function.

3. Since a sentence is a minimal set of words that in principle tells a complete thought

(i.e. it's a minimal unit telling a complete thought), the distance should be esti-

mated in terms of sentences rather than in terms of tokens. The probability to

�nd semantically related words is the same sentence is usually higher. However,

this probability depends on the nature of relationship (i.e. synonyms, antonyms,

meronyms, associations etc.).

One of the most e�cient and robust relevance model used for QE is the relevance LM

that determines the probability P (w|Q) of observing a word w in the documents relevant

to a particular information need expressed by a query Q [Lavrenko and Croft, 2001b]:

P (w|Q) ∝
∑
d∈D

P (w|d)P (d)

m∏
i=1

P (qi|d) (2.8)

where Q = q1, q2, ..., qm is a query, qi is the i−th term in Q, P (d) is a prior of a document

d, and D is a document set. Often, document priors P (d) are assumed to be uniform

and in this case they can be ignored since they do not a�ect ranking.

In the relevance LM the probabilities are computed over the top documents from PRF.

By the de�nition of conditional probability and since P (Q) does not depend on w:

P (w|Q) =
P (w,Q)

P (Q)
∝ P (w,Q) (2.9)

In contrast to the relevance LM, we assume that considering the distance between a

candidate term and query terms may improve the quality of QE. We hypothesize that

good QE candidates in the neighborhood of query terms. Usually, the closer a term

is to a query term, the better candidate it is. However, it is not a case of synonyms.

Therefore, we introduce the random variable dist that expresses the probability to �nd

a candidate term at some sentence distance from the query terms Q. Since P (w,Q) may

be viewed as marginal over the variable dist, the general proximity relevance model can

be expressed as:

P (w|Q) ∝
∞∑

dist=0

P (w, dist,Q) (2.10)
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where P (w, dist,Q) is the joint probability of seeing w, dist, and Q.

We enriched the relevance model by integrating the query term combinations into it.

Thus, a word w can extend a query term combination Qi ∈ Ω = 2Q \ ∅ where 2Q is the

power set of all query terms meeting the condition that (∀i, j|i 6= j) : Qi ∩Qj = ∅. Since

the events Qi are mutually exclusive,

P (w, dist,Q) =
∑
Qi∈Ω

P (w, dist,Qi) (2.11)

Thus, formula (2.10) can be rewritten as:

P (w|Q) ∝
∑
Qi∈Ω

∞∑
dist=0

P (w, dist,Qi) (2.12)

Applying the chain rule, P (w, dist,Qi) can be decomposed as:

P (w, dist,Qi) = P (Qi)P (dist|Qi)P (w|dist,Qi) (2.13)

where P (Qi) is the probability of the query term combination Qi, P (dist|Qi) is the

probability to �nd any expansion term at distance dist from Qi, and P (w|dist,Qi) is the

probability to �nd the term w at distance dist from Qi. P (dist|Qi) may be viewed as a

likelihood to see an expansion term at a speci�ed distance depending on the nature of

a query term combination Qi. P (w|dist,Qi) shows a likelihood to meet a speci�c term

depending on the remoteness of a given Qi i.e. it potentially captures the nature of the

expansion candidate and its relationship with the query term (synonymy, meronymy,

function etc.).

Substituting P (w, dist,Qi) in (2.12) by (2.13), we obtain the �nal formula to estimate

expansion candidate scores:

P (w|Q) ∝
∑
Qi∈Ω

∞∑
dist=0

P (Qi)P (dist|Qi)P (w|dist,Qi) (2.14)

The probability of a term combination Qi = q1, q2, ..., qm is usually calculated as follows:

P (Qi) =

m∏
j=1

P (qj) (2.15)
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To avoid under�ow, the probability is replaced by its logarithm as in [Hiemstra, 2009]:

P (Qi) ∝
m∑
j=1

log(P (qj) + 1) (2.16)

Assuming that the probability to �nd any expansion term at distance dist from Qi does

not depend on Qi we can simplify the calculation of P (dist|Qi) by reducing it to P (dist).

The dependence of the nature of the query terms Qi is the perspective of this research.

The distributions of many quantities follow the power law, at least in their upper tail,

especially in natural languages (e.g. Zipf's law). Although it is not exactly known why

the power law holds for most languages, the explanation may be statistical or related

to the principle of least e�ort, i.e. interlocutors do not want to work any harder than

necessary to reach understanding. We hypothesize that the principle of least e�ort holds

also for topic development within a text. Thus, a topic within a text is expanded in

the neighboring context and we assume that the distribution of the words used for it

follows the power law. Thereby, the probability to �nd an expansion candidate for a

topic expressed by query terms should also �t the power law.

The probability of P (w|dist,Qi) is estimated as the frequency of observing the term w

at distance dist from Qi:

P (w|dist,Qi) ≈
count(w|dist,Qi)∑|W |

k=1 count(wk|dist,Qi)
, (2.17)

where W is a set of all terms, |W | is the cardinality of W , i.e. the number of terms in

the dictionary.

In this work the distance means the remoteness from the closest query term or their

combination Qi. Since we compute the distance in terms of sentences and the combina-

tions of the query terms are considered only within a sentence, the remoteness does not

depend on the length of the query term combination.

The set of the query term combinations Qi ∈ Ω = 2Q \ ∅|(∀i, j|i 6= j) : Qi 6⊆ Qj does

not lead to the exponential complexity of the algorithm since we consider only query

term combinations within a sentence and we ignore embedded combinations. Thus, the

computation of the query term combinations has a linear time over the number of tokens

in the PRF.
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Smoothing the probability P (w|dist,Qi) by the collection probability of the candidate

term Pc(w) gives:

Ps(w|dist,Qi) = λP (w|dist,Qi) + (1− λ)Pc(w) (2.18)

where Ps(w|dist,Qi) is a smoothed probability and λ is a smoothing parameter.

Dividing the equation by (1−λ)Pc(w) we obtain the �nal ranking score of the expansion

candidate terms:

score(w) =
λP (w|dist,Qi)

(1− λ)Pc(w)
+ 1 (2.19)

2.4 Evaluation Framework

In this section the experimental framework is described. Firstly, we present the data sets

we used. Then we describe the evaluation metrics and the systems used for comparison.

The last subsection provides the details of the implemented system.

2.4.1 Data Sets

The evaluation was performed on two kinds of datasets: TREC (Text Retrieval Con-

ference) Robust data sets and WT10G. TREC Robust Track data sets are a "pure"

collection since the documents have almost the same format and there is no spam. In

contrast, WT10G is a snapshot of the web with real documents in HTML format, some

of which are spam. As it was showed in [Soboro�, 2002], WT10G "looks like" the web.

2.4.1.1 TREC Robust

For the evaluation purpose we used TREC Robust Track data sets for �ve years: 1997 -

2001 [Voorhees and Harman, 1998b, 2000b,c]. TREC Robust data are driven on the data

on Disks 4 and 5 (except Congressional Record data) and contain 249 topics in total.

There are 4 sources of documents: the news articles from

• The Financial Times, 1991-1994 (FT) - 564MB, 210,158 documents;

• Federal Register, 1994 (FR94) - 395MB, 55,630 documents;
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• Foreign Broadcast Information Service (FBIS) - 470MB, 130,471 documents;

• The LA Times - 475MB, 131,896 documents.

Documents are tagged by SGML. The collected documents are not normalized and may

contain spelling or other errors. Each of TREC Robust has 50 topics. A topic represents

an information need and contains 4 �elds:

• Topic number;

• Title (very short description of a topic � about three words);

• Description (a �normal� sentence description of a topic);

• Narrative (description of the information that should be presented at relevant doc-

uments).

The pools of relevant documents (q-rels) were merged from the top 100 documents per

topic retrieved in each submitted run and assessed by humans.

2.4.1.2 WT10G.

WT10G was used at TREC Web track 2000-2001 [Hawking and Craswell, 2002b]. It

is 10GB subset of the web snapshot of 1997 from Internet Archive. WT10G contains

1,692,096 documents from 11,680 servers (minimum 5 documents per server). There were

50 topics in 2000 and 2001 (total 100 topics). In total 5,953 were judged as relevant.

There are 98 topics with relevance judgments.

As in the Robust collection, documents are not normalized and tagged by SGML parser.

The topics are also given in the TREC format.

2.4.2 Evaluation Measures

The performance of the systems was evaluated by several measures implemented in

trec_eval software2 provided by the TREC community for evaluating an ad hoc re-

trieval run, given the results �le and a standard set of judged results. The trec_eval

2http://trec.nist.gov/trec_eval/
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software enables to evaluate ranked retrieval results. In this study, we report the follow-

ing measures:

• Mean Average Precision (MAP) over all queries;

• Normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG);

• Binary preference (BPREF).

Precision (P) is the fraction of retrieved documents that are relevant [Manning et al.,

2008]:

P =
#RelevantRetrievedItems

#RetrievedItems
(2.20)

Precision at k (P@k) the fraction of the top k retrieved documents that are relevant.

Interpolated average precision is the ratio of relevant retrieved documents over the num-

ber of documents that gives a certain percentage of recall. Recall (R) shows the fraction

of relevant retrieved documents over all relevant documents:

R =
#RelevantRetrievedItems

#RelevantItems
(2.21)

Mean average precision is calculated as follows:

MAP =
1

|Q|

|Q|∑
j=1

1

mj

mj∑
k=1

P@k × rel(dk) (2.22)

where |Q| is the number of queries, mj is the number of relevant documents for the j-th

query, P@k is the precision at k, and rel(dk) is the relevance of the document dk. MAP

may be viewed as one of the main measures since it has very good discrimination and

stability [Manning et al., 2008].

Discounted cumulative gain DCG is a measure of e�ectiveness of information retrieval

that penalizes highly relevant documents appearing lower in a search result [Manning

et al., 2008]. The graded relevance value is discounted logarithmically proportional to

the position of the result:

DCGk(Qj) =

k∑
i=1

2rel
(j)
i − 1

log2(i+ 1)
(2.23)
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Normalized discounted cumulative gain NDCG is normalized over Ideal DCG IDCG,

i.e. the maximum possible DCG till the position k:

NDCGk(Qj) =
DCGk(Qj)

IDCGk(Qj)
(2.24)

NDCG can be averaged over all queries and all positions:

NDCG(k) =
1

|Q|

|Q|∑
j=1

NDCGk(Qj) (2.25)

NDCG =
1

|Q|

|Q|∑
j=1

1

mj

mj∑
k=1

NDCGk(Qj) (2.26)

Since the gain of each document is discounted at lower ranks, NDCG is suitable for

non-binary judgments.

Binary preference computes a preference of whether judged relevant documents have

higher rank than judged non-relevant documents. Thus, BPREF does not treat non-

assessed documents as non-relevant while MAP does. This is important for large collec-

tions where the probability of retrieving non-assessed documents is higher.

2.4.3 Systems Used For Comparison

For comparison purpose we used several PRF methods, namely Divergence from Ran-

domness (DFR) models implemented in an open-source search engine Terrier [Amati,

2003, Ounis et al., 2006b].

During QE the best-scored terms from the top-ranked documents are extracted. Terms

are ranked using one of the DFR weighting model. We compare our systems with the

following DFR models:

• Baseline presented by InL2c1.0 model without any query expansion which is the

default model in Terrier and based on TF − IDF measure with L2 term frequency

normalization (InL2);

• Kullback-Leibler divergence model (KL);

• Chi-square divergence model (CS);
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• Bose-Einstein 1 model (Bo1);

• Bose-Einstein 2 model (Bo2).

According to our preliminary study, with the default Terrier's parameters, on the used

collections InL2 showed better results than Okapi's BM25 and Hiemstra's implementa-

tion of the language model. For the detailed description of the InL2 model see Subsection

1.5.4.

In the DFR models QE is performed by ordering the candidate terms by their information

content given the query Q [Amati, 2003]:

Inf(t | Q) = InfDQ
(t) = − logP (t | Q) (2.27)

where t is the candidate term.

In the Kullback-Leibler model P (t | Q) is viewed as binomial distribution:

(2.28)P (t | Q) = B(CD′(t), CD′ ,
CD(t)

CD
)

=

(
CD′

CD′(t)

)
(
CD(t)

CD
)
CD′ (t)

(1− CD(t)

CD
)CD′−CD′ (t)

where D′ is a subset of the original collection D, CX(t) is the number of time the term

t occurs in X, CX � the total number of terms in X; it can be approximated via the

divergence function. In this case the information content of the term t is proportional

to:

Inf(t | Q) ∼ TFD′(t)× log
TFD′(t)

TFD(t)
(2.29)

Chi-square divergence implies that the information content of the term t is estimated as

[Amati, 2003]:

(2.30)Inf(t | Q) ∼ TFD′(t)× TFD′ × (log
TFD′(t)

TFD(t)
+ log

1− TFD′(t)

1− TFD(t)
)

+ 0.5× (2π × TFD′ × (1− TFD′(t)

TFD(t)
))

Bose-Einstein 1 (Bo1) and 2 (Bo2) models are the best DFR models implemented in

Terrier [Amati, 2003]. By default they are parameter-free, but Rocchio's query expansion
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mechanism can be also applied.

Bo1 = TFD′(t)× log
1 + f1

f1
+ log (1 + f1) (2.31)

f1 =
TFD(t)

|D|
(2.32)

Bo2 = TFD′(t)× log
1 + f2

f2
+ log (1 + f2) (2.33)

f2 =
TFD′(t)× TFD′

TFD
(2.34)

In Bo1 f1 presents the average frequency of the term t in a document from the collection,

as well as f2 in Bo2. The di�erence is that f1 is actually calculated as the average

frequency of the term t, while in Bo2 the frequency of the term t in RF is extrapolated

to the entire collection.

Moreover, we compared our method with RM3 model implemented in Indri, a search

engine from the Lemur project mainly built on the language modeling information

retrieval3. RM3 is an Indri's adaptation of Lavrenko and Croft's relevance models

[Lavrenko and Croft, 2001b]. RM3 is a well-known relatively strong baseline.

2.4.4 Details of the Implemented Systems

All systems used InL2c1.0 model for relevance feedback, 5 documents from which 10 best

scored terms were extracted.

Our approach requires PRF. In order to obtain preliminary ranking we used Terrier

with the following parameters: words are stemmed using Porter's algorithm, as a re-

trieval model we applied InL2c1.0. The sentence chunking was performed by Stanford

CoreNLP4.

2.4.4.1 LC Model

Candidate terms are ranked according to the following metric:

wtotal(t) = score(S)× wpos(t)× IDF (t)× importance(t, Q) (2.35)

3http://www.lemurproject.org/
4nlp.stanford.edu/software/corenlp.shtml
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importance(t, Q) = wd(t, Q)× cooccurrence(t, Q) (2.36)

where score(S) is score of the sentence S containing t computed by (1.25), wpos(t) is the

weight of the POS of t, IDF (t) is the inverse document frequency of the candidate term,

wd(t, Q) is a function of the distance in terms of tokens from the candidate terms to the

query Q and their weights, and coocurence(t, Q) shows the likelihood of the candidate

term to occur not by chance with the query terms in the top documents ranked according

to the initial query.

2.4.4.2 Proximity Relevance Model

In our experiments we assumed that the probability P (dist) of a candidate to occur at

the given distance follows the power law. We set the limit of distance MaxDist = 9

sentences and thus we calculated the P (dist) as:

P (dist) =


1

(MaxDist+2)0.5
if dist > MaxDist

1
(dist+1)0.5

if dist ≤MaxDist

(2.37)

The smoothing parameter λ was set to 0.3. This parameter should be learnt and opti-

mized in future work.

In order to test the hypothesis that it is preferable to estimate the distance in terms of

sentences rather than tokens, we compared our approach with the same method in which

the distance was calculated at word level (PRM_W). The MaxDist parameter was also

set to be 9 sentences, the estimation of the probability P (dist) was slightly di�erent:

(2.38)P (dist, wdist) =


1

((MaxDist+1)×avgSntLen+1)0.5
if dist > MaxDist

1
(wdist+1)0.5

if dist ≤MaxDist

where wdist is a word distance, avgSntLen is an average sentence length.

2.5 Results

Table 2.1 provides information about the results obtained for the Robust and WT10G

data sets applying 4 methods we proposed:
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Table 2.1: General comparison of QE methods

In
L
2

K
L

C
S

B
o
1

B
o
2

R
M
3

L
C

C
o

P
R
M
_
W

P
R
M
_
S
N
T

R
o
b
u
st

MAP 0.2407 0.2829 0.263 0.2822 0.2801 0.2602 0.2852∗# 0.2859∗# 0.2795∗# 0.2884∗+#

BPREF 0.2506 0.2807 0.2635 0.28 0.2782 0.2585 0.2832∗# 0.2845∗# 0.28∗# 0.2863∗+#

NDCG 0.5124 0.5566 0.5329 0.5561 0.5549 0.5268 0.5598∗# 0.5615∗# 0.5549∗# 0.5614∗#

W
T
1
0
G

MAP 0.1894 0.2121 0.2013 0.2179 0.2174 0.2142 0.2239∗# 0.2276∗+# 0.2247∗# 0.2345∗+#

BPREF 0.1895 0.2016 0.2009 0.2107 0.2071 0.2084 0.2156∗# 0.2234∗+# 0.2153∗# 0.2275∗+#

NDCG 0.4624 0.4888 0.4497 0.4927 0.4885 0.4699 0.4958∗# 0.4955∗# 0.5005∗+# 0.5076∗+#

• Adaptation of Sentence Extraction Method to Query Expansion (LC);

• Co-occurrence Model (Co);

• Proximity Relevance Model based on word-level distance (PRM_W).

• Proximity Relevance Model based on sentence-level distance (PRM_SNT).

We performed the Student's t-test to verify the statistical signi�cance of the di�erence

of the results obtained by our method and the baseline (this test is applicable since the

performance results follow a normal distribution according to Chi-square test). We also

compared our results with those of the best approach implemented in Terrier, namely

Bo1 (although KL is slightly better on the Robust data set, it has much lower results

on WT10G), and the RM3 implementation of Lemur's LM. The di�erences with the

baseline, Bo1 and RM3 marked by *, + and # respectively are signi�cant at the level

p = 0.05.

According to all evaluation measures on both test collections all our systems signi�cantly

outperformed the baseline and showed better results in average than all the QE models

implemented in Terrier as well as RM3. The di�erence between all our systems and

RM3 is signi�cant in all cases. On Robust data set RM3 performed worse than the DFR

QE models. In case of WT10G, RM3 was comparable with DFR QE approaches but

remained signi�cantly lower than the methods proposed in this research.
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Table 2.2: Collections' statistics

Robust WT10G

Total # of queries 249 98

# of very di�cult queries

(MAP (InL2) ≤ 0.1)

79 38

# of di�cult queries

(MAP (InL2) ≤ 0.25)

145 69

# of easy queries

(MAP (InL2) ≥ 0.5)

30 9

Table 2.3: # of improved and worsen queries

All/Very hard/Hard/Easy

B
o
1

L
C

C
o

P
R
M
_
W

P
R
M
_
S
N
T

R
o
b
u
st

> InL2 182/53/100/21 183/57/103/21 172/53/98/18 188/58/107/20 177/52/99/21

< InL2 65/25/44/8 65/22/42/8 75/26/47/11 60/21/38/9 71/27/46/8

> Bo1 - 147/49/80/14 136/45/78/14 126/41/76/13 124/42/75/12

< Bo1 - 101/30/65/15 112/34/67/15 122/38/69/16 123/37/70/16

W
T
1
0
G

> InL2 58/21/40/5 64/23/45/4 57/18/39/4 63/22/45/5 62/19/43/5

< InL2 36/15/27/3 31/13/22/4 38/18/28/4 32/14/22/3 33/17/24/3

> Bo1 - 50/15/37/4 42/12/31/3 50/16/35/5 54/15/40/4

< Bo1 - 44/21/30/3 52/24/36/4 44/20/32/2 41/21/27/4
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Table 2.3 reports the detailed statistics of the amelioration/degradation of results for

all, very di�cult (MAP (baseline) ≤ 0.1), di�cult (MAP (baseline) ≤ 0.25) and simple

(MAP (baseline) ≥ 0.5) queries.

On the Robust collection our LC method ameliorated the highest number of queries (all,

di�cult, very di�cult and easy) comparing to Bo1 while it had the minimal rate of the

result degradation. On WT10G it showed the best improvement for all, di�cult and

very di�cult queries with regard to the baseline while keeping the lowest degradation

rate for this type queries.

Co demonstrated the highest degradation of the results with regard to the baseline for

both test collections (Robust - 75, WT10G - 38). It had the biggest number of the

performance lower than Bo1 on WT10G. However, the average results are better than

LC.

On the Robust collection the word-based Proximity Relevance Model (PRM_W) im-

proved the most of all queries (188), very di�cult (58) and di�cult queries (107) rela-

tively to the baseline. It has the lowest rate of the degradation of results regarding the

baseline among all queries (60), very di�cult (21) and di�cult queries (38). However,

the amelioration of results towards Bo1 is the lowest among all our methods for very dif-

�cult queries (41). PRM_W showed worse results than PRM_SNT and KL according

to BPREF but outperformed other DFR models. PRM_W is much better than the

baseline and it is comparable with the DFR QE models according to other metrics.

On WT10G PRM_W was worse than Bo1 only for 20 of very di�cult queries and for 2

easy queries which is the lowest rate of the degradation. It improved the highest number

of easy queries (5) and very di�cult queries (16) with regard to Bo1.

Our Proximity Relevance Model based on sentence-level distance (PRM_SNT) demon-

strated the best results according to all metrics for both data collections.

Considering the Robust collection, in comparison with Bo1 our method PRM_SNT

showed better results for 124 queries and lower performance for 123 queries. Our method

outperformed Bo1 for 75 (60% of all improved results) di�cult queries and for 42 (34%)

very di�cult queries. Among ameliorated results 12 (10%) of queries were simple. Thus,

we can conclude that PRM_SNT is better than the state-of-the-art QE model even in

case of di�cult queries. The degradation of results in comparison with the baseline was
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observed in 71 cases. Among the latter for 37% of queries the degradation of the results

relative to the baseline without QE was observed for all QE methods; this feature leds us

to conclude that either these queries should not be expanded or the methods based on co-

occurrence are not suitable. Although PRM_W raised much more queries (all, di�cult,

and very di�cult) than PRM_SNT and showed lower degradation of results with regard

to the baseline, its average improvement is lower. Both our systems signi�cantly exceeded

RM3 by all metrics.

For the WT10G data set our PRM_SNT system was better than Bo1 for 54 queries.

PRM_SNT was worse than the baseline for 33 queries and among them for 16 queries

(49%) any applied QE method worsened the results. It lowers performance compared to

Bo1 for 41 queries. This allows to draw a conclusion that our method may be signi�cantly

improved by selective QE since it has lower results than the DFR models mainly for

queries that should not be expanded at all. Word-based PRM surpassed all DFR models

but it was inferior to PRM_SNT.

For 51% (Robust) and 59% (WT10G) of queries improved by Bo1, our system outper-

formed the DFR models.

On the Robust collection for 26 queries (10%) all systems showed the degradation of

performance regarding the baseline. On WT10G the same e�ect was observed for 16

queries (16%).

Table 2.4 reports the statistics of result degradation. NotExp refers to the queries all

systems showed the degradation of performance relative to the baseline. DegradQ cor-

responds to the degraded queries. For the Robust collection approximately 40% of the

queries our systems demonstrated worse results than the baseline was decreased by all

QE methods under consideration. For WT10G this percentage is almost 50%. The av-

erage degradation of results of our systems is much lower for the rest of queries on the

Robust data set. We can observe the same trend on WT10G while for Bo1 it is an

opposite tendency. Thus, we can conclude that our methods fail when all other statisti-

cal approaches also fail. Since the hypotheses underlain the methods are di�erent (the

divergence of word frequencies in the elite set and the rest of collection for DFR models,

the proximity to the query terms for LC and PRM models, the strength of their relation

to the query terms for Co), we can also draw a conclusion that statistical methods are

not suitable for these queries.
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Table 2.4: Result degradation (NDCG)

B
o
1

L
C

C
o

P
R
M
_
W

P
R
M
_
S
N
T

R
o
b
u
st

# of DegradQ 65 65 75 60 71

% of NotExp over DegradQ 40 40 35 43.3 36.6

Avg degradation for NotExp -0.0477 -0.0564 -0.0607 -0.0499 -0.0732

Avg degradation for DegradQ\NotExp -0.033 -0.0323 -0.0356 -0.0313 -0.0416

W
T
1
0
G

# of DegradQ 36 31 38 32 33

% of NotExp over DegradQ 44 52 42 50 49

Avg degradation for NotExp -0.0478 -0.0533 -0.0744 -0.0532 -0.0786

Avg degradation for DegradQ\NotExp -0.0785 -0.0561 -0.0662 -0.0562 -0.0646
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Figure 2.1: Histogram of the NDCG di�erence with the baseline (Robust)

Figures 2.1 and 2.2 present the histogram of the NDCG di�erence with the baseline

on Robust and WT10G collections respectively. As it is evident from the charts, the

di�erence follows the normal distribution. Bo1, LC and PRM_W tend to have small

amelioration of results while PRM_SNT and Co are further from 0.
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Figure 2.2: Histogram of the NDCG di�erence with the baseline (WT10G)

2.6 Deep Analysis of the Queries

A few studies have reported analysis of results. The deeper analysis has been conducted

in the RIA Workshop that took place in 2004. One of the objectives of the workshop

was to analyze the variability in systems: some systems answering well on some queries

and badly on others; some other systems behaving oppositely. One of the conclusion of

the workshop was that the comprehension of variability is complex because of various

parameters: query formulation, the relation between the query and the documents as

well as the characteristics of the system [Harman and Buckley, 2009a]. Moreover, they

conducted failure analysis for 45 of the TREC topics. After using various systems on

�hard� topics, the workshop participants analysed why the system failed. For 39 topics

out of 45 the systems failed for the same reason. Moreover, even if they did not retrieve

the same documents, they were missing the same aspect in the top documents. During

the same workshop, the fact that systems reached an optimal in results using a di�erent

number of pseudo-relevant documents has been studied as well as a di�erent number

of terms. It has been shown that when choosing the optimal number of terms in the

expanded query, the results can be improved up to 30% compared to using the same

�xed number of terms for all queries [Harman and Buckley, 2004].

Some studies focus on the when QE is useful. Indeed it has been shown that if RF
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Table 2.5: Results for individual queries (NDCG)

C
o
ll
e
ct
io
n

Q
u
e
ry

#
o
f
re
l
d
o
cs

In
L
2

B
o
1

L
C

C
o

P
R
M
_
W

P
R
M
_
S
N
T

R
o
b
u
st

429 11 0.4498 0.1818 0.1736 0.0661 0.2397 0.2397

659 16 0.4065 0.3242 0.3398 0.4414 0.4961 0.4688

614 30 0.1791 0.5189 0.2278 0.4756 0.4711 0.5978

415 136 0.2351 0.5723 0.3646 0.3683 0.3721 0.3979

615 12 0.078 0.0486 0.2292 0.2361 0.1111 0.0625

350 68 0.0742 0.34 0.2571 0.4412 0.1256 0.2978

648 57 0.2574 0.5078 0.5543 0.5106 0.5349 0.6962

352 246 0.0347 0.3831 0.4269 0.4462 0.4126 0.4137

W
T
1
0
G

484 13 0.1943 0 0.1775 0.1538 0.1716 0.1479

538 2 0.3929 0.25 0 0 0 0.25

531 22 0.1098 0 0.5661 0.4421 0.3017 0.657

504 18 0.4183 0.358 0.3488 0.25 0.4444 0.2377

486 4 0.85 0.8125 0.5 0.5 0.5625 0.6875

529 39 0.2847 0.4602 0.3649 0.3636 0.1696 0.3241

548 2 0.5 1 1 1 1 0.5

successfully improves the system performance in average [Voorhees and Harman, 1998b],

in some cases, QE worsens the quality of the retrieval [Amati et al., 2004c].

In the previous subsection, we reported the results when averaged over the set of topics.

In this subsection, we aim at analyzing the results deeper.

Tables 2.6 and 2.7 provides the maximal and minimal values of the NDCG di�erences

between the systems and the baseline and Bo1 respectively. The maximal enhance-

ment in comparison with the baseline was observed for PRM_SNT while it also demon-

strated the minimal degradation of the performance. At the same time Bo1 showed

lower improvement over the baseline and it had higher lost of performance. For both
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Table 2.6: NDCG di�erences with the baseline

Bo1 LC Co PRM_W PRM_SNT

Robust max 0.4816 0.5618 0.5759 0.4682 0.5084

Robust min -0.1633 -0.1872 -0.2023 -0.1328 -0.2481

WT10G max 0.3491 0.3969 0.3837 0.3491 0.3314

WT10G min -0.2766 -0.1655 -0.2654 -0.1812 -0.2705

Table 2.7: NDCG di�erences with Bo1

LC Co PRM_W PRM_SNT

Robust max 0.1155 0.2011 0.2782 0.2629

Robust min -0.1969 -0.2073 -0.2366 -0.1749

WT10G max 0.6538 0.6134 0.5243 0.5751

WT10G min -0.2296 -0.1862 -0.1988 -0.2904

data sets PRM_SNT indicated the highest amelioration of results regarding Bo1 and it

kept the minimal lost on Robust collection. The minimal lost on WT10G was observed

for PRM_W.

Let's provide the examples of the reformulation for those queries.

2.6.1 Analysis of the Individual Queries from the Robust Collection

Query 429

Example 2.1. Query 429: Initial query

<top >

<num > Number: 429

<title > Legionnaires ' disease

<desc > Description:

Identify outbreaks of Legionnaires ' disease.

<narr > Narrative:
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To be relevant , a document must discuss a specific outbreak of Legionnaires '

disease. Documents that address prevention of or cures for the disease

without citing a specific case are not relevant.

</top >

Example 2.2. Query 429: Bo1 reformulation

legionnair ^1.804569662 diseas ^1.482883114 legionella ^0.636239403 pneumophila

^0.558617881 infect ^0.227070259 outbreak ^0.210052526 amoeba ^0.165899622

chlorin ^0.143418258 pneumonia ^0.112580615 water ^0.111270052

Example 2.3. Query 429: LC reformulation

legionnair ^2.0146209689198065 diseas ^1.8911322950158538 legionella

^0.6830360594367585 legionella ^0.6830360594367585 pneumophila

^0.5067319102381689 water ^0.32210003427033346 infect ^0.30570263056332364

outbreak ^0.27820978995931267 case ^0.2227261848005783 chlorin

^0.21961963787580077 hospit ^0.21003013807269566 patient ^0.1994115622483936

Example 2.4. Query 429: Co reformulation

legionnair ^2.0 legionella ^2.0 diseas ^1.5134640718113959 infect ^0.3940050560402672

water ^0.3874685818828991 outbreak ^0.3648333691693237 pneumophila

^0.3313340667472908 chlorin ^0.2683662387112157 patient ^0.24802786837612692

hospit ^0.24172943280864295 tower ^0.22450585573370108

Example 2.5. Query 429: PRM_W reformulation

legionnair ^3.0 diseas ^2.918335479666667 nosocomi ^0.5286469750203374 center

^0.5053074898420538 medicin ^0.5000574364908077 definit ^0.4917742460981773

control ^0.47531432410657065 chlorin ^0.47000430090050777 health

^0.4661053502779508 case ^0.45965540070895783 surveil ^0.456962705478709 caus

^0.4555249360833738

Example 2.6. Query 429: PRM_SNT reformulation

diseas ^3.0 legionnair ^2.9098803602971515 chlorin ^0.7849228166812063 health

^0.7629129558785768 infect ^0.7620206959420539 water ^0.7560286059809243

disinfect ^0.7516944009519004 center ^0.7416048549060725 case

^0.7371036835753165 outbreak ^0.736943034776419 caus ^0.7364951954447273 amoeba

^0.7287685252650867

The maximal degradation of results of all our systems and Bo1 in comparison with the

baseline was observed for the query 429. The BPREF di�erences with the baseline are

given in the table 2.8. Both PRM models have lower loss of performance than Bo1.
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Table 2.8: Query 429. BPREF di�erences with the baseline

Bo1 LC Co PRM_W PRM_SNT

-0.268 -0.2762 -0.3837 -0.2101 -0.2101

LC showed the results slightly lower than Bo1. The major comedown was detected for

Co. Apparently, it is related to the high weight of the term legionella. Bo1, LC and Co

expanded the query by a term outbreak which should be highly relevant according to the

narrative of the topic. However, all three models added primary the terms related to the

typology of the disease and its causes (legionella, pneumophila, infect, amoeba, pnemonia

etc.). Although these terms are strongly related to the query terms, they are very rare

in the collection and therefore they are considered to be very important misleading the

retrieval. Probably, the lower degradation of results of PRM_W and PRM_SNT could

be explained by the fact that they extracted less speci�c terms. The information need is

not clearly expressed by the query. We believe that this is the main cause of the fail of

all systems for this query.

Query 659

Example 2.7. Query 659: Initial query

<top >

<num > Number: 659

<title >

cruise health safety

<desc >

What standards do cruise ships use for health and safety maintenance?

<narr >

Relevant documents refer to health and safety practices and standards for

recreational cruise ships. Not relevant are standards for small pleasure

craft or commercial freight ships , tankers , etc. Documents referring to a

specific ship 's problems are not relevant.

</top >

Example 2.8. Query 659: Bo1 reformulation
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cruis ^1.303755462 health ^1.000000000 safeti ^1.000000000 ship ^0.321389416 sail

^0.116974298 inspect ^0.116003620 passeng ^0.094697144 sanit ^0.073082594 vessel

^0.068586475 port ^0.066333262 line ^0.055063305 sea ^0.053340215

Example 2.9. Query 659: Query 659: LC reformulation

cruis ^1.7519672213759834 safeti ^1.2124865710441546 health ^1.1518448055648127

icebreak ^1.0865266439601793 ship ^0.9180418021960389 power ^0.7021132852871275

kuchiyev ^0.6750950166732226 struzhentsov ^0.45659893731737294 fleet

^0.30015958934520043 inspect ^0.30013352889268685 sail ^0.29656750779355456

passeng ^0.26206595659335336 sea ^0.2156437658102652

Example 2.10. Query 659: Co reformulation

cruis ^2.0 safeti ^1.7897828025361338 health ^1.7559235744588189 icebreak ^1.0 ship

^0.698087832370346 power ^0.43239587464154294 fleet ^0.2437218412042932 sail

^0.24095777772725843 inspect ^0.21711288978425802 passeng ^0.19223197616073157

academician ^0.1836395599384964 sea ^0.1474030054729126 port

^0.13598087895249514

Example 2.11. Query 659: PRM_W reformulation

cruis ^3.0 safeti ^2.8544067608864556 health ^2.7910606371666704 ship

^0.5818492620795515 inspect ^0.5705751336486626 royal ^0.5266487743361852

transport ^0.5044367524646532 passeng ^0.4995080846520235 emerg

^0.4979492006843004 earlier ^0.4861624133116 lo ^0.4848770053975582 vessel

^0.47324907555052326 line ^0.4682171312506147

Example 2.12. Query 659: PRM_SNT reformulation

cruis ^2.776903479765094 safeti ^2.639150492185416 health ^2.599447409110432 ship

^1.0 inspect ^0.838043539697097 passeng ^0.7313219495278382 pass

^0.6810221896919779 line ^0.6340575134327232 sail ^0.6206002188985422 vessel

^0.6154654573066405 earlier ^0.6128238969712001 room ^0.5857926796872691 water

^0.580221365439473

PRM_W demonstrated the maximal superiority over Bo1 for the query 659. BPREF

di�erences between our systems and Bo1 are reported in the table 2.9. Bo1 and LC

showed small degradation relative to the baseline while Co, PRM_W and PRM_SNT

improved results. The terms extracted by Bo1 are related mainly to ships in general while

LC had very speci�c but wrong terms (kuchiyev, struzhentsov). PRM_W expanded the

query by highly semantically related terms (ship, inspect, transport, passeng, emerg,

vessel). The term lo could be mapped into 'line of sight' or 'loss of signal' that could

also occur in the relevant documents.
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Table 2.9: Query 659. BPREF di�erences with Bo1

LC Co PRM_W PRM_SNT

0.0156 0.1172 0.1719 0.1446

Table 2.10: BPREF di�erences with the baseline

Bo1 LC Co PRM_W PRM_SNT

-0.0823 -0.0667 0.0349 0.0896 0.0623

Query 614

Example 2.13. Query 614: Initial query

<top >

<num > Number: 614

<title > Flavr Savr tomato

<desc > Description:

Find information about the first genetically modified food product to go on the

market , Flavr Savr (also Flavor Saver) Tomato developed by Calgene.

<narr > Narrative:

Documents about genetically engineered food in general are not relevant; relevant

documents must include specifics regarding the Flavr Savr tomato.

</top >

Example 2.14. Query 614: Bo1 reformulation

flavr ^1.500545745 savr ^1.500545745 tomato ^1.540276242 calgen ^0.490575331 tm

^0.321191024 pg ^0.175662406 food ^0.104973154 gene ^0.093340475 antisens

^0.076225038 genet ^0.072076565

Example 2.15. Query 614: LC reformulation

tomato ^1.8545771050547137 flavr ^1.3672831848530111 savr ^1.3672831848530111 tm

^0.27476206299682876 food ^0.16482417595186108 pg ^0.1595979781137451 varieti

^0.130127687244464 gene ^0.10097707123341029 ripe ^0.09906326257718012 plant

^0.08991836634393088 request ^0.08894338227587754 regul ^0.0882567318120294

agenc ^0.08632530767088847

Example 2.16. Query 614: Co reformulation
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Table 2.11: Query 614. BPREF di�erences with Bo1

LC Co PRM_W PRM_SNT

-0.2911 -0.0433 -0.0478 0.0789

Table 2.12: Query 614. BPREF di�erences with the baseline

Bo1 LC Co PRM_W PRM_SNT

0.3398 0.0487 0.2965 0.292 0.4187

flavr ^2.0 savr ^2.0 tomato ^1.1923111694540367 tm ^0.6809654083793093 pg

^0.3568850349170204 food ^0.24460826307502045 varieti ^0.20920057512305787 gene

^0.18581417852467508 ripe ^0.1847189478644446 oils ^0.15313450198130424 rape

^0.14680108950833834 request ^0.14557447483211147 slice ^0.14463453477508037

Example 2.17. Query 614: PRM_W reformulation

tomato ^3.0 savr ^2.8752917447303084 flavr ^2.759452695496538 calgen

^0.4587843454740932 us ^0.40964639475673825 longer ^0.39931330985104924 regul

^0.3624193132186865 engin ^0.36235505305692123 genet ^0.35903460868248505 slice

^0.35110529364712684 research ^0.3438449745499505 uk ^0.341107231204365

Example 2.18. Query 614: PRM_SNT reformulation

tomato ^3.0 flavr ^2.8637586255035807 savr ^2.8637586255035807 calgen

^0.8788467304734948 longer ^0.6788497015687273 genet ^0.6676712265774216 us

^0.6669452358951007 varieti ^0.6662385804341597 patent ^0.6564389374138181

plant ^0.6460880399023902 produc ^0.642128625592035 properti ^0.6406298078458327

The maximal loss of performance of LC in comparison with Bo1 was observed for the

query 614. BPREF di�erences between our systems and Bo1 are presented in the table

2.11. The degradation of results for PRM_W and Co is small while PRM_SNT was

slightly better than Bo1. Nevertheless all QE systems outperformed the baseline.

Query 415

Example 2.19. Query 415: Initial query

<top >

<num > Number: 415
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<title > drugs , Golden Triangle

<desc > Description:

What is known about drug trafficking in the "Golden Triangle", the area where

Burma , Thailand and Laos meet?

<narr > Narrative:

A relevant document will discuss drug trafficking in the Golden Triangle ,

including organizations that produce or distribute the drugs; international

efforts to combat the traffic; or the quantities of drugs produced in the

area.

</top >

Example 2.20. Query 415: Bo1 reformulation

drug ^1.457383467 golden ^1.365921652 triangl ^1.518868975 burma ^0.384646574

thailand ^0.324059968 suppress ^0.291647683 narcot ^0.277702502 lao ^0.248346170

traffick ^0.154929325 control ^0.124460639

Example 2.21. Query 415: LC reformulation

drug ^1.6257241624928187 triangl ^1.5779946180764446 golden ^1.4853453258726765

heroin ^0.7285890710409573 narcot ^0.35263447800121817 burma ^0.3476912190324811

polic ^0.29831132336772664 suppress ^0.2224464022494208 traffick

^0.19851967133627246 lao ^0.1890405051825568 opium ^0.1659384955896031 control

^0.16542947516109593 kilogram ^0.15931734497610617

Example 2.22. Query 415: Co reformulation

triangl ^2.0 golden ^1.8053091304652558 drug ^1.7111123851673247 heroin ^1.0 narcot

^0.4746024936438949 burma ^0.44373537947238806 polic ^0.34564562180768593

suppress ^0.2948573124963363 traffick ^0.26959189262955674 lao

^0.24850134144540723 opium ^0.2311055940089396 kilogram ^0.2170198137362629 kg

^0.19654359815665648

Example 2.23. Query 415: PRM_W reformulation

triangl ^3.0 golden ^2.8676387871636857 drug ^2.8499017592992555 suppress

^0.5646747765107035 burma ^0.5513050676547326 thailand ^0.5339456563240104

narcot ^0.4817358138571512 text ^0.47202601592703536 abl ^0.4594065149205492 lao

^0.45299740327309723 heroin ^0.452926970162884 bureau ^0.4508098380962942

cooper ^0.4483558490327689

Example 2.24. Query 415: PRM_SNT reformulation

drug ^3.0 triangl ^2.9123108845623644 golden ^2.9123108845623644 thailand

^0.8738658263988418 burma ^0.822045108791076 traffick ^0.7996386914969046 lao

^0.7983312090759819 suppress ^0.7578428435008487 narcot ^0.7488810409819456

cooper ^0.7399435023100265 control ^0.7130002162979792 china ^0.698823121459116

reach ^0.6978977872025081
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Table 2.13: Query 415. BPREF di�erences with Bo1

LC Co PRM_W PRM_SNT

-0.2077 -0.204 -0.2002 -0.1744

Table 2.14: Query 415. BPREF di�erences with the baseline

Bo1 LC Co PRM_W PRM_SNT

0.3372 0.1295 0.1332 0.137 0.1628

For the query 415 PRM_SNT and Co showed the worse results with regard to Bo1

however all systems outperformed the baseline.

Query 615

Example 2.25. Query 615: Initial query

<top >

<title > timber exports Asia

<desc > Description:

What is the extent of U.S. raw timber exports to Asia , and what effect do these

exports have on the U.S. lumber industry?

<narr > Narrative:

Documents containing information about economic or environmental concerns related

to the export of timber to Asia are relevant. Documents must specifically

address exports to Asia , rather than the timber industry in general , to be

relevant.

</top >

Example 2.26. Query 615: Bo1 reformulation

timber ^1.462342379 export ^1.000000000 asia ^1.090534478 tropic ^0.382211087 log

^0.281165765 malaysia ^0.272611242 lim ^0.168755300 pacif ^0.138850136 sarawak

^0.109591161 yaik ^0.087078809 criticis ^0.083236502

Example 2.27. Query 615: LC reformulation
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Table 2.15: Query 615. BPREF di�erences with Bo1

LC Co PRM_W PRM_SNT

0.1806 0.1875 0.0625 0.0139

timber ^1.7558611390146648 export ^1.4981250384646643 asia ^1.3142567401870537 log

^0.7230574633380481 trade ^0.2499438098959911 mr ^0.2189963609276134 countri

^0.21011901301192829 ban ^0.19812677392953637 lim ^0.1903104871259828 region

^0.1763481465797501 land ^0.15957269344460828 forest ^0.1557339444260987 cent

^0.15457372014814452

Example 2.28. Query 615: Co reformulation

timber ^2.0 asia ^1.816043072566756 export ^1.753407171009809 log ^1.0 lim

^0.28666087342498003 ban ^0.22054030460504476 mr ^0.2057435141570501 forest

^0.18393409431240532 trade ^0.18355342973956834 land ^0.1534356929747892 region

^0.14092121069098026 countri ^0.13916404494932494 cent ^0.1387508190904011

Example 2.29. Query 615: PRM_W reformulation

export ^3.0 timber ^2.7488280676839154 asia ^2.628676826044251 log

^0.5745147821081881 pacif ^0.5544982139230267 ban ^0.5497152616113912 tropic

^0.5014409075902035 us ^0.4746935340367266 zealand ^0.47352171814541544 produc

^0.46127333510316243 attack ^0.45513601184937114 amount ^0.45238325353711983

opportun ^0.4501032957639282

Example 2.30. Query 615: PRM_SNT reformulation

timber ^3.0 export ^2.9511454560409374 asia ^2.8483329451786243 log

^0.8989217074383455 tropic ^0.8439192408064655 ban ^0.7427315148815021 malaysia

^0.7009685667080805 us ^0.688243678552848 pacif ^0.6857148765794292 opportun

^0.6783319333546328 criticis ^0.6656153955421972 forest ^0.66401536656771

zealand ^0.6549351753262446

The biggest improvement over Bo1 for Co and LC was observed for the query 615. At the

same time both PRM_W and PRM_SNT showed very low amelioration in comparison

with Bo1. Bo1 and PRM_SNT demonstrated the degradation relatively the baseline

caused by the occurrence of the unrelated named entities (yaik, zealand, us).

Query 350

Example 2.31. Query 350: Initial query
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Table 2.16: Query 615. BPREF di�erences with the baseline

Bo1 LC Co PRM_W PRM_SNT

-0.0294 0.1512 0.1581 0.0331 -0.0155

<top >

<title > Health and Computer Terminals

<desc > Description:

Is it hazardous to the health of individuals to work with computer terminals on a

daily basis?

<narr > Narrative:

Relevant documents would contain any information that expands on any physical

disorder/problems that may be associated with the daily working with computer

terminals. Such things as carpel tunnel , cataracts , and fatigue have been

said to be associated , but how widespread are these or

other problems and what is being done to alleviate any health problems.

</top >

Example 2.32. Query 350: Bo1 reformulation

health ^1.182267662 comput ^1.345704741 termin ^1.235950424 vdt ^0.849697664 occup

^0.205628845 wrist ^0.178391443 problem ^0.173695037 safeti ^0.144124097 adjust

^0.127159051 injuri ^0.126431477

Example 2.33. Query 350: LC reformulation

comput ^1.5396806832532275 health ^1.3731939486518805 termin ^1.317706395805149

computer ^0.5396806832532276 vdt ^0.4931358068520746 occup ^0.2640544995326101

problem ^0.2587744428172878 workstat ^0.25257608808317944 injuri

^0.23925664890718396 worker ^0.20873624359202142 studi ^0.2053239876455065

report ^0.19307649487377446 system ^0.18447737884340468

Example 2.34. Query 350: Co reformulation

termin ^2.0 comput ^1.9355127629782112 health ^1.8964656710865921 vdt

^0.9677605621176558 workstat ^0.755780739766757 occup ^0.6354251465692401

injuri ^0.5971864378823498 wrist ^0.502865164489338 worker ^0.4436170952437831

problem ^0.4267608698060099 repetit ^0.42143292079025313 studi

^0.4003210740452786 safeti ^0.39022711329011794

Example 2.35. Query 350: PRM_W reformulation
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Table 2.17: Query 350. BPREF di�erences with Bo1

LC Co PRM_W PRM_SNT

-0.0829 0.1012 -0.2144 -0.0422

Table 2.18: Query 350. BPREF di�erences with the baseline

Bo1 LC Co PRM_W PRM_SNT

-0.268 -0.2762 -0.3837 -0.2101 -0.2101

termin ^3.0 comput ^2.981399679560267 health ^2.973983458634137 board

^0.5754612209518796 computer ^0.575450023595181 contract ^0.5606920378540494

studi ^0.5602512408211342 safeti ^0.5583732053329485 labor ^0.5579233723949151

begin ^0.5534004369295545 occup ^0.546630142932005 univers ^0.546630142932005

system ^0.5446868854698105

Example 2.36. Query 350: PRM_SNT reformulation

termin ^3.0 health ^2.952437100061932 comput ^2.939825042851446 computer

^0.9988279787526647 vdt ^0.8609816715536798 occup ^0.8460368040706719 safeti

^0.8454210928375558 system ^0.823037451540038 studi ^0.8220783811176574 injuri

^0.8214632955290793 worker ^0.82066976000047 problem ^0.8145880473484853

editori ^0.8140892680021105

The greatest loss of performance of PRM_W with regard to Bo1 was shown for the

query 350. PRM_W extended the query with low related terms (begin, univers, labor,

contract). However, Co outperformed Bo1. Co has better weighting than Bo1. Be-

sides highly related terms extracted by Bo1 (vdt, injury, wrist), it also added the term

(workstat). All QE methods outperformed the baseline.

Query 648

Example 2.37. Query 648: Initial query

<top >

<num > Number: 648

<title > family leave law

<desc > Description:

Identify documents that discuss details of a family leave law , such as

how long , compensation , if any , for what reason allowed , etc.
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<narr > Narrative:

A relevant document must contain some detail about a family leave law

to be relevant. The mere mention of the existence of such a law

is not relevant.

</top >

Example 2.38. Query 648: Bo1 reformulation

famili ^1.147023442 leav ^1.397604348 law ^1.000000000 sick ^0.492591012 employe

^0.203405559 opm ^0.185752078 630^0.154542791 bereav ^0.108872876 care

^0.083682448 member ^0.061241753 feder ^0.052912594

Example 2.39. Query 648: LC reformulation

leav ^1.6055537706261886 famili ^1.187922430861951 law ^1.047706012536678 sick

^0.5711239672301337 employe ^0.30739375614198844 opm ^0.20496191800893915

recredit ^0.14541813134280202 care ^0.11810908974812119 regul

^0.10108765797263124 member ^0.09984135237602529 agenc ^0.09111629410766252

hour ^0.0816923523406791 purpos ^0.07796466455168101

Example 2.40. Query 648: Co reformulation

famili ^2.0 leav ^1.992453565057158 law ^1.9643928973154874 sick ^1.0 opm

^0.4726368345315722 employ ^0.44821346347040325 recredit ^0.207931243982234

care ^0.14638383478402778 bereav ^0.14570097583889724 regul ^0.13798078952696444

agenc ^0.11624231183407094 member ^0.09779034906465875 purpo

^0.09599080766179181

Example 2.41. Query 648: PRM_W reformulation

leav ^3.0 famili ^2.840387454671628 law ^2.775488869209177 employe

^0.5755486697144645 friendli ^0.5111940623795045 opm ^0.4681663656924842 act

^0.458640780617361 care ^0.45138542028012113 sick ^0.4444307982541633 unpaid

^0.4442546035381996 septemb ^0.43200309414317295 sign ^0.42867510747062526

Example 2.42. Query 648: PRM_SNT reformulation

leav ^3.0 famili ^2.6461797160454488 law ^2.0 employe ^0.7023635894754549 sick

^0.6586175668313367 unpaid ^0.4952379730775164 care ^0.47702495502051967 opm

^0.47180421286613256 decemb ^0.47170757388744644 republican

^0.45775548907829694 purpos ^0.45566287912728254 permit ^0.4548907652270009

congress ^0.4458222882429474

For the query 648 PRM_SNT showed the best performance regarding the baseline and

Bo1. PRM_SNT had better scoring of initial terms. It did not extract terms that could

biased the retrieval. PRM_W managed to �nd the terms act, unpaid while unrelated
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Table 2.19: Query 648. BPREF di�erences with Bo1

LC Co PRM_W PRM_SNT

0.0465 0.0028 0.0271 0.1884

Table 2.20: Query 648. BPREF di�erences with the baseline

Bo1 LC Co PRM_W PRM_SNT

0.2504 0.2969 0.2532 0.2775 0.4388

terms were quite frequent in the collection (friendli, septemb, sign). All systems includ-

ing Bo1 were much better than the baseline. All our methods outperformed Bo1 that

retrieved the terms 630, bereav.

Query 352

Example 2.43. Query 352: Initial query

<top >

<title > British Chunnel impact

<desc >

What impact has the Chunnel had on the British economy and/or the life style of

the British?

<narr >

Documents discussing the following issues are relevant:

- projected and actual impact on the life styles of the British

- Long term changes to economic policy and relations

- major changes to other transportation systems linked with

the Continent

Documents discussing the following issues are not relevant:

- expense and construction schedule

- routine marketing ploys by other channel crossers (i.e.,

schedule changes , price drops , etc.)

</top >
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Table 2.21: Query 352. BPREF di�erences with the baseline

Bo1 LC Co PRM_W PRM_SNT

0.3484 0.3922 0.4115 0.3779 0.379

Example 2.44. Query 352: Bo1 reformulation

british ^1.000000000 chunnel ^1.809930819 impact ^1.000000000 tunnel ^0.381230835

channel ^0.255926117 delai ^0.255873041 construct ^0.181659485 road ^0.128543449

traffic ^0.108740623 plan ^0.086204042 govern ^0.079678038 east ^0.075242792

Example 2.45. Query 352: LC reformulation

chunnel ^1.4794908821798096 british ^1.245760874435395 impact ^1.0 tunnel

^0.7004055143971412 project ^0.44043491220421876 channel ^0.35367665204707777

rail ^0.26599475155819335 sector ^0.2405511651352228 govern ^0.204463308562132

delai ^0.1833023383792397 infrastructur ^0.1722228761315763 risk

^0.16514974072791586

Example 2.46. Query 352: Co reformulation

chunnel ^2.0 impact ^1.3400805441915944 british ^1.3287360443990754 tunnel ^1.0 capit

^0.5301191313581218 channel ^0.43782854353346534 project ^0.4277597907984974

minist ^0.40356146728132714 rail ^0.3373764292625618 todai ^0.3005617252712104

sector ^0.18715017352968963 railwai ^0.18069679101483843

Example 2.47. Query 352: PRM_W reformulation

chunnel ^3.0 british ^2.769237652457146 impact ^2.0 road ^0.6538843570780691 tunnel

^0.6439131186933911 rail ^0.601051459183691 channel ^0.5857506428307809 delai

^0.5749962682856534 railwai ^0.5709858742776154 infrastructur

^0.5649084742205032 project ^0.5633620241941057 union ^0.5619990173152198

Example 2.48. Query 352: PRM_SNT reformulation

british ^2.630198293426793 chunnel ^2.6168181951505733 impact ^2.0 channel ^1.0

tunnel ^0.6874198817264021 delai ^0.6297710310806067 rail ^0.6201234636273717

road ^0.6078232874024265 project ^0.6018628859739272 construct

^0.599440945315073 risk ^0.5976025611441421 come ^0.597334351840012 privat

^0.5965859767762698

The biggest improvement of the results in comparison with the baseline for all systems

except PRM_SNT was observed for the query 352.
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2.6.2 Analysis of the Individual Queries from the WT10G Collection

Query 484

Example 2.49. Query 484: Initial query

<top >

<num > Number: 484

<title > auto skoda

<desc > Description:

Skoda is a heavy industrial complex in Czechoslovakia. Does it manufacture

vehicles?

<narr > Narrative:

Relevant documents would include references to historic and contemporary

automobile and truck production. Non -relevant documents would pertain to

armament production.

</top >

Example 2.50. Query 484: Bo1 reformulation

auto ^1.134921079 skoda ^1.198019711 car ^0.219091604 brand ^0.204727156 www

^0.112815536 czech ^0.087212292 market ^0.053922873 qualiti ^0.048133936

wholesal ^0.045159863 automobil ^0.038005211

Example 2.51. Query 484: LC reformulation

skoda ^1.2062118203984598 auto ^1.1747169210302568 car ^0.29662123777448524 brand

^0.22947686907456857 market ^0.10241828623906798 qualiti ^0.07575941265767594

product ^0.07061530728710326 compani ^0.06344849897175683 consum

^0.05421955047505206 wholesal ^0.05141658353107324 price ^0.05016011328431477

sell ^0.04872492478470938

Example 2.52. Query 484: Co reformulation

skoda ^2.0 auto ^1.574808413643687 car ^0.28386201934452876 brand

^0.25780518286127085 market ^0.10426219937405447 qualiti ^0.0704778263598298

compani ^0.0659341680565217 net ^0.06580612112030662 product

^0.06468320497064346 servic ^0.06054227877898166 wholes ^0.05862068608823327

consum ^0.055780072986805596

Example 2.53. Query 484: PRM_W reformulation

skoda ^3.0 auto ^2.8454774173950357 consult ^0.47953626675675604 brand

^0.4391937845834675 gambl ^0.4355011848148875 manufactur ^0.42880039795477914

factori ^0.42775420114020507 car ^0.42519838856533854 compani

^0.42235200873822615 right ^0.42172850938868434 foreign ^0.4201507675295606

number ^0.42003183883027223
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Table 2.22: Query 484. BPREF di�erences with the baseline

Bo1 LC Co PRM_W PRM_SNT

-0.1943 -0.0168 -0.0405 -0.0227 -0.0464

Example 2.54. Query 484: PRM_SNT reformulation

skoda ^2.996189516028906 auto ^2.917094133665903 car ^1.0 brand ^0.9215989122137519

manufactur ^0.9176378894584417 factori ^0.8987681819511917 bui

^0.8800779725859493 market ^0.8597358630965145 sell ^0.8540436371830348 foreign

^0.8537856662781781 qualiti ^0.8429688142767879 price ^0.8393919080308583

The maximal degradation of Bo1 with regard to the baseline was detected for the query

484. Terms of the marketing area prevail in the expanded query. Meanwhile according to

the narrative Relevant documents would include references to historic and contemporary

automobile and truck production. Non-relevant documents would pertain to armament

production. At the same time the loss of all our systems is very small. The worse QE

terms added by Bo1 are www and czech. The former term could be �ltered out as a

stop-word while the latter is misguiding since the information need is related only to

Skoda's vehicles.

Query 538

Example 2.55. Query 538: Initial query

<top >

<title > fha

<desc > Description:

Find documents describing the Federal Housing Administration (FHA): when and why

it was originally established and its current mission.

<narr > Narrative:

A relevant document will discuss the history and current purpose of the Federal

Housing Administration (FHA).

</top >

Example 2.56. Query 538: Bo1 reformulation
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Table 2.23: Query 538. BPREF di�erences with the baseline

Bo1 LC Co PRM_W PRM_SNT

-0.1429 -0.3929 -0.3929 -0.3929 -0.1429

fha ^1.509078297 hud ^0.583076579 mip ^0.455518723 mmi ^0.441275409 mortgag

^0.150132341 loan ^0.050178803 urban ^0.048426529 payment ^0.047509347 opportun

^0.035254941 buyer ^0.030610153

Example 2.57. Query 538: LC reformulation

fha ^2.093028970996946 mip ^0.508900991091095 famili ^0.2737457957176758 mortgag

^0.23960784566167678 home ^0.22858338181359678 parti ^0.20971879593004053

institut ^0.1401866541323876 loan ^0.13576769844749792 resid

^0.11090314015073614 payment ^0.10009150306471741 requir ^0.09135036919777205

Example 2.58. Query 538: Co reformulation

fha ^2.0 mip ^0.5167756408007965 famili ^0.16298338755281258 mortgag

^0.15415360119689495 parti ^0.1477208130593235 institut ^0.08953514795990722

loan ^0.08003658543845979 home ^0.06669714985197214 resid ^0.06655176400161641

payment ^0.06069365218666244 chapter ^0.05514291689265208

Example 2.59. Query 538: PRM_W reformulation

fha ^3.0 hud ^0.5884220446873474 parti ^0.5794433765290039 reimburs

^0.5451166119418531 payment ^0.5434156310137882 individu ^0.5399731525822031

resid ^0.5353836345032943 rate ^0.5331116766234237 follow ^0.5265599998105929

loan ^0.5256320013055341 mortgag ^0.5253138978862039

Example 2.60. Query 538: PRM_SNT reformulation

fha ^2.980835334492952 institut ^1.0 famili ^0.9658503903182041 approv

^0.9478100156099346 chapter ^0.9403837847000324 resid ^0.9220474729854227 home

^0.9178661306301442 note ^0.9172022963882673 limit ^0.9123441564350102 parti

^0.9115950323971022

LC, Co and PRM_W showed the maximal degradation of results for the query 538. The

loss of PRM_SNT is equal to the one of Bo1 and it is much lower but still signi�cant.

This query has only 2 relevant documents and therefore the performance measure is very

sensitive to small changes. We believe that such queries are not suitable to the statistical

QE.
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Query 531

Example 2.61. Query 531: Initial query

<top >

<title > who and whom

<desc > Description:

What is the proper grammatical use of "who" versus "whom "?.

<narr > Narrative:

A relevant document will provide explicit guidance for the proper grammatical use

of "who" and "whom".

</top >

Example 2.62. Query 531: Bo1 reformulation

who ^1.086666041 whom ^1.311822963 claus ^0.280323866 parenthet ^0.136861688 writer

^0.096387078 word ^0.091244602 rel ^0.087537676 passiv ^0.083937488 sentenc

^0.071545552 correct ^0.066263927

Example 2.63. Query 531: LC reformulation

whom ^1.6117039991780309 who ^1.394314925584469 claus ^0.5108908894850113 rel

^0.3239380543201977 pronoun ^0.21749056089386187 word ^0.21364523509743016

writer ^0.16555170250240686 parenthet ^0.14409431416459167 sentenc

^0.12690852666827193 passiv ^0.11284540537999693 merci ^0.11018076054529444

think ^0.09600235843654759

Example 2.64. Query 531: Co reformulation

whom ^1.695793263717705 who ^1.5710726412735085 clau ^1.0 rel ^0.5091877867863553

pronoun ^0.4443263548223316 word ^0.3144300215463974 writer ^0.2606386633715031

sentenc ^0.21608431560192923 parenthet ^0.20826949834404893 passiv

^0.1972532982685857 chapter ^0.14505928607013988 object ^0.13219145858858306

Example 2.65. Query 531: PRM_W reformulation

whom ^3.0 who ^1.0 correct ^0.8213046550888013 object ^0.6249177681764913 fault

^0.5547129657333749 take ^0.529420530797749 meet ^0.4853862796414344 rel

^0.4853862796414344 new ^0.4853862796414344 leav ^0.4853862796414344 time

^0.4853862796414344 refer ^0.4853862796414344

Example 2.66. Query 531: PRM_SNT reformulation

whom ^3.0 who ^1.0 correct ^0.9139736716410004 object ^0.8450841384384611 fault

^0.7919386690275101 book ^0.7748820122923828 claus ^0.7472274897628195 subject

^0.7397070237070543 take ^0.7281254580862134 case ^0.7211867052592538 sentenc

^0.7204142018361758 word ^0.713956985251095
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Table 2.24: Query 531. BPREF di�erences with the baseline

Bo1 LC Co PRM_W PRM_SNT

-0.1098 0.4563 0.3323 0.1919 0.5472

Table 2.25: Query 531. BPREF di�erences with Bo1

LC Co PRM_W PRM_SNT

0.5661 0.4421 0.3017 0.657

All our methods signi�cantly improved the results of the baseline for the query 531 while

Bo1 showed much worse results. The di�erence between the performance of our systems

and Bo1 is maximal for this query. Moreover, PRM_SNT demonstrated the maximal

enhancement in comparison with the baseline. PRM_SNT managed to retrieved the

terms that answer user's information need, namely object and subject with very high

weights. It did not add semantically unrelated terms. Moreover, other grammatical

terms were added (claus, sentenc). LC and Co eliminated unrelevant documents by the

term pronoun. Meanwhile Bo1 was misled by the terms related to other grammatical

subjects.

Query 504

Example 2.67. Query 504: Initial query

<top >

<num > Number: 504

<title > information about what manatees eat

<desc > Description:

Find documents that describe the diet of the manatee.

<narr > Narrative:

Relevant documents will identify any foods providing sustenance to the manatees.

</top >

Example 2.68. Query 504: Bo1 reformulation
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manate ^1.678649351 eat ^1.000000000 florida ^0.082611641 speci ^0.079335464 lake

^0.053153509 mammal ^0.047307046 protect ^0.046647485 endang ^0.046265880 sea

^0.043138175 water ^0.042586603 dugong ^0.041717726

Example 2.69. Query 504: LC reformulation

manate ^2.000732492437405 eat ^1.0751707817851617 food ^0.28225906410292184

enviroworld ^0.23182821288267977 return ^0.23127228574788042 todai

^0.19859271861563949 state ^0.19376933377825226 headlin ^0.19004337167527463

water ^0.18982752143573997 anim ^0.17739405893651003 speci ^0.16067988972857047

year ^0.15382086750987717

Example 2.70. Query 504: Co reformulation

manate ^2.0 eat ^1.6390286208225362 enviroworld ^1.0 food ^0.6999874856115996 headlin

^0.6314754530160908 speci ^0.46086537356453017 return ^0.45897479532525176

water ^0.4424809990332262 anim ^0.43910373653057216 state ^0.4283639350804834

cleanup ^0.4278497298641111 todai ^0.4123290679705141

Example 2.71. Query 504: PRM_W reformulation

manate ^3.0 eat ^2.548077160615667 marin ^0.4488988591375219 speci

^0.44686465133459474 sea ^0.42993848341467417 florida ^0.4195532150247278

concentr ^0.4159019687085566 food ^0.414362673721884 fish ^0.4137604470558857

protect ^0.412694913009162 sanctuari ^0.407581139880445 popul

^0.4072890763742271

Example 2.72. Query 504: PRM_SNT reformulation

manate ^3.0 eat ^2.0 summer ^0.8306548752236135 protect ^0.7954629265912893 save

^0.7835529851219353 bai ^0.7824028958814484 river ^0.7795401810429052 thompson

^0.7718377221055347 committe ^0.768726714722209 todai ^0.7683753750525516

headlin ^0.7683116620060254 cover ^0.7666446770181162

The query 504 turned out to have the maximal loss for the PRM_SNT. Meanwhile all

systems, except PRM_W have the decreased performance with regard to the baseline.

Although all systems retrieved semantically related terms they biased the query. Bo1

and LC assigned low weights to the QE terms and thus their loss was small. PRM_SNT

retrieved the named entity thompson. It also added the term headlin. LC, Co and

PRM_SNT retrieved terms such as year, todai that could be considered as stop words

but they were not �ltered out. Moreover, Co assigned the maximal score to enviroworld

which is a rare term and therefore could a�ect the retrieval a lot.
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Table 2.26: Query 504. BPREF di�erences with the baseline

Bo1 LC Co PRM_W PRM_SNT

-0.0603 -0.0695 -0.1683 0.0261 -0.1806

Query 486

Example 2.73. Query 486: Initial query

<top >

<num > Number: 486

<title > where is the Eldorado Casino in Reno ?

<desc > Description:

The Eldorado (El Dorado) Casino is reportedly located in Reno. Is this so and

what is the address?

<narr > Narrative:

A relevant document will provide the street address of an Eldorado or El Dorado

Casino in Reno , Nevada.

</top >

Example 2.74. Query 486: Bo1 reformulation

eldorado ^1.369900210 casino ^1.401197585 reno ^1.183920315 renonv ^0.367551658

buffet ^0.308709154 arcad ^0.124326666 opinion ^0.098698595 restaur ^0.087094100

c7 ^0.084868369 chef ^0.078490466

Example 2.75. Query 486: LC reformulation

casino ^1.7040931286943775 reno ^1.5499818447720832 eldorado ^1.336238276944807

legaci ^0.41728247693749915 silver ^0.35662886016446577 hotel ^0.291958921555965

buffet ^0.26278658427984963 opinion ^0.14982098844457573 restaur

^0.13739312709788767 resort ^0.12494340412262318 downtown ^0.12039526191406814

room ^0.111752373344056 arcad ^0.10636328954248118

Example 2.76. Query 486: Co reformulation

eldorado ^2.0 reno ^1.7653641629781993 casino ^1.7422199681652952 legaci ^1.0 silver

^0.9088459743624621 buffet ^0.8110233875826147 hotel ^0.6813407139174554

restaur ^0.3609438812715078 opinion ^0.2964450410998601 downtown

^0.28562769052380677 arcad ^0.25651446445352855 room ^0.23516388908933836 ski

^0.2121061271836777

Example 2.77. Query 486: PRM_W reformulation
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Table 2.27: Query 486. BPREF di�erences with Bo1

LC Co PRM_W PRM_SNT

-0.3125 -0.3125 -0.25 -0.125

casino ^3.0 eldorado ^2.9260864763630132 reno ^2.735470207214934 hotel

^0.6651033402567262 legaci ^0.5820929792747783 silver ^0.5365600816584596

downtown ^0.532804721011736 resort ^0.5181736929302136 virginia

^0.5170906132281008 buffet ^0.5162574857035129 restaur ^0.49634664757653707

circu ^0.4919809972768258

Example 2.78. Query 486: PRM_SNT reformulation

casino ^3.0 eldorado ^2.8644906284088267 reno ^2.820350600239473 legaci

^0.7062234036485537 hotel ^0.694889053394174 tivoli ^0.6690449679928323 silver

^0.6422613262523766 downtown ^0.5878784929401452 renonv ^0.5799162796592143

buffet ^0.5779234995704986 visit ^0.5534196296493733 virginia

^0.5482986450656002 guid ^0.5363020817856137

LC and Co indicated the worse performance regarding Bo1 for the query 486. However,

all QE systems under consideration decreased the baseline results. There are only 4

relevant documents. Therefore small changes in ranking in�uence a lot the measurement.

Bo1 �ltered out some terms and kept only 7 additional words while our systems always

have 10 QE terms. All our systems assigned very high scores to the terms legaci, silver

and hotel that mislead the retrieval process.

Query 529

Example 2.79. Query 529: Initial query

<top >

<num > Number: 529

<title > history on cambodia?

<desc > Description:

Find accounts of the history of Cambodia.

<narr > Narrative:

A relevant document will provide historical information on Cambodia. Current

events in Cambodia are not relevant.

</top >
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Example 2.80. Query 529: Bo1 reformulation

histori ^1.000000000 cambodia ^1.566129497 vh ^0.338465032 col ^0.176080284 min

^0.161106293 vietnam ^0.151557626 kampuchea ^0.117285437 khmer ^0.109662267 lao

^0.077478548 roug ^0.053250146 war ^0.047183339

Example 2.81. Query 529: LC reformulation

cambodia ^1.8320547649784795 histori ^1.1113324062363075 min ^0.2398842568449682 war

^0.1108627439327093 refuge ^0.10520048431239497 countri ^0.10332231949804299

cultur ^0.09291870405461788 peopl ^0.07263328268206477 polit

^0.06781655142472254 televis ^0.06289443295187876 border ^0.06134659767167929

year ^0.05657026775371622

Example 2.82. Query 529: Co reformulation

cambodia ^2.0 histori ^1.6339199630107832 cambodium ^1.0 min ^0.536680688958293 refug

^0.20625458777899092 war ^0.16441831933703407 cultur ^0.12746763889695664

countri ^0.12385684302316535 border ^0.09954724785804847 televi

^0.09659409325967123 regim ^0.08458863253631985 peopl ^0.08242641786376183

holocaust ^0.07749687292088836

Example 2.83. Query 529: PRM_W reformulation

cambodia ^3.0 histori ^2.6871713317618893 cambodium ^1.0 lao ^0.6538846190949142 min

^0.6327451049652792 border ^0.5416575239363208 cultur ^0.5324673343962415 vh

^0.5310665464394084 recent ^0.5090035682305452 televis ^0.5044644634057054

vietnam ^0.5034653555049893 asia ^0.5022944293955275

Example 2.84. Query 529: PRM_SNT reformulation

cambodia ^3.0 histori ^2.9631335189753343 cambodium ^1.0 vietnam ^0.9913509103791804

war ^0.9792401630685783 vh ^0.9749315105314222 min ^0.9738235311034161 lao

^0.9652445186899827 televis ^0.954798126577348 border ^0.9528265966709957

cambodian ^0.9451979835867599 countri ^0.9343421861370426

The biggest loss of PRM_W was observed for the query 529. For this query all our

systems were excelled by Bo1. All our systems except PRM_W slightly ameliorated

the baseline results while the improvement made by Bo1 is signi�cant. Bo1 managed

to extract such terms as kampuchea, khmer and roug. Kampuchea was the name of the

Khmer Rouge � controlled state that existed in present-day Cambodia. These terms

are quite rare and therefore they can only appear in relevant documents since they are

related to the history of Cambodia. Both PRM models have named entities such as lao,

vietnam and asia that mislead the retrieval.
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Table 2.28: Query 529. BPREF di�erences with Bo1

LC Co PRM_W PRM_SNT

-0.0953 -0.0966 -0.2906 -0.1361

Query 548

Example 2.85. Query 548: Initial query

<top >

<num > Number: 548

<title > how do you use solar heat to heat a pool?

<desc > Description:

What are the methods of using solar heat to warm up the water in a swimming pool?

<narr > Narrative:

A relevant document will explain a technique or method for warming the water in a

swimming pool using heat from the sun. General discussions of solar heating

are not relevant; the document must describe its application to swimming

pools

</top >

Example 2.86. Query 548: Bo1 reformulation

solar ^1.359279048 heat ^1.368377094 pool ^1.140070260 water ^0.226359254 collector

^0.214837769 temperatur ^0.147179914 spa ^0.120612578 system ^0.099402695 energi

^0.096536374 hot ^0.069348047

Example 2.87. Query 548: LC reformulation

heat ^1.7919285912836798 solar ^1.6837427505856992 pool ^1.4750140908456943 water

^0.647094476301776 collector ^0.4294396611699935 system ^0.4134369123977827

temperatur ^0.351186617191877 spa ^0.31068791400403156 energi

^0.2758177441616125 cost ^0.2197935752504485 heater ^0.189687740255769 pump

^0.1837192666329885 facil ^0.15449132387707737

Example 2.88. Query 548: Co reformulation

solar ^2.0 pool ^1.8819275897096996 heat ^1.875458486260376 water ^1.0 collector

^0.8552177592084321 temperatur ^0.6158649335946544 spa ^0.5989406980223102

system ^0.5849826157319304 energi ^0.42380713564467065 heater

^0.3683750364395994 cost ^0.32657750888003284 pump ^0.3183330942868988 valv

^0.24813017774014062
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Table 2.29: Query 548. BPREF di�erences with Bo1

LC Co PRM_W PRM_SNT

0 0 0 -0.5

Table 2.30: Query 548. BPREF di�erences with the baseline

Bo1 LC Co PRM_W PRM_SNT

0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0

Example 2.89. Query 548: PRM_W reformulation

pool ^3.0 heat ^2.9376340972506427 solar ^2.9022659947261045 swim

^0.48178081127476674 equip ^0.4568201472305853 energi ^0.42624398740715813 spa

^0.4238982885777929 collector ^0.3919264334658048 water ^0.3859818677384903

pump ^0.37010952576832057 technic ^0.36890951990730675 brochur

^0.3608806852371273 temperatur ^0.3574434880023987

Example 2.90. Query 548: PRM_SNT reformulation

pool ^2.6460078602410277 heat ^2.5235739197487588 solar ^2.4617145708953743 summer

^1.0 collector ^0.2780344758570973 energi ^0.2768621632943583 swim

^0.2395773271677297 water ^0.2394268529443586 pump ^0.23843574609620133 filter

^0.2246802281108941 spa ^0.21981745691676752 temperatur ^0.2186067144049193 ga

^0.20875971388969033

All systems except PRM_SNT have the maximal improvement for the query 548. How-

ever, our best system PRM_SNT have not enhanced the results of the baseline. The

query 548 has only 2 relevant documents. The relevant string of PRM_SNT is '1001000000'

while for other systems it is '1100000000'. Apparently, the distortion term is summer

which has the highest weight after the query terms. Although this term is strongly se-

mantically related to the query terms, it is quite broad and having a high weight it can

lead astray the retrieval.

2.6.3 Types of initial queries

Types of initial queries play an essential role in the prediction of successful information

retrieval. As usual initial queries include, besides articles and other grammar words,

nouns and entities, sometimes attributes and verbs. Grammatical structure of a title does
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not in�uence on the information retrieval process, because every title while processing the

query is ruined into words and simple word's chunks. So types of queries are limited by a

number of words and topic. Types of the query terms are restricted to words grammatical

classes, such as parts of speech, and words semantic classes, such as terminology, entities,

peculiarities, etc.

Potentially a document matches the initial query thanks to one term, or one term with

its attribute, or two (or more) di�erent terms. The last possibility is the best one, since

a number of documents with two (or more) unconnected terms from the initial query

is less, than a number of documents with the term and its attribute (noun phrase). In

other words, co-occurrence of two (or more) semantically unconnected query terms in a

document guarantees more accurate matching the initial query, while occurrence of one

term just presupposes matching in a topic. Thus, one term query is less informative,

than two and more terms queries. Hence for a one-word initial query QE is a productive

way to increase the relevance of results, however, it depends on semantics of the one-word

query. Our results for QE for one-word queries are slightly better regardless of the QE

methods.

As a basis for the type of the query, we consider (1) the number of words and (2) the

topic (theme). The number of words has been mentioned above. The topics (themes)

of the initial queries in our two collections concern more naive (Animals, Culture) and

more rigid categories (Technologies) as well. The structure of the naive categories di�ers

from the rigid one as di�usive, ambiguous, associative [Frumkina and Telia, 1984, Rosch,

1978]. Moreover, the structure of the categories re�ects in texts' word diversity and

distribution. Thus, the initial query in the �eld of a naive category provokes as a result

texts with di�erent associative connections to the topic. Associative connections are

stimulated by similarity, contiguity, frequency and contrast as well, and all of them are

represented in texts devoted to the naive category topics.

As a consequence of the di�usive character of the category, there are a lot of di�erent

factors which in�uence on document frequency of the words associated with the topic.

Thus, sometimes the more texts we use for the QE in the global analysis, the more

unpredictable candidates we get for the QE.

The structure of scienti�c categories is more compact and hierarchical. We assume that

the initial query in the �eld of scienti�c categories evokes texts with less associative and
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Table 2.31: Query 317. BPREF di�erences with the baseline

Bo1 LC Co PRM_W PRM_SNT

0.0146 0.0299 0.1728 0.035 0.0146

more logical connections. The QE allows directing the IR process in a narrow relevant

�eld. The title Unsolicited Faxes (Robust) refers to a multi-topic document, which

simultaneously belongs to at least two topics in our set (�crimes� and �technology�).

The results of QE performed by all systems are very good, but for our systems (except

PRM_SNT) they are better (see Table 2.31).

Robust collection is more homogeneous than WT10G. The QE results for the former col-

lection are better. From our point of view, the reason of the relevance of an initial query,

as well as an expanded one, is the similarity of texts and transparent categorization,

such us �culture�, �technologies�, �crimes�, �health�, etc. Meanwhile, our QE system has

an advantage when applied to queries within �technology� topic in both text collections,

even if �technology� co-exists with another theme.

Therefore, the topic (theme) of the initial query is a strong factor, which in�uence on the

necessity of the QE. Within homogenous text collection, every QE system works good,

producing better results, than an initial query. Within naive topics (theme) categories the

simple QE system is appropriate, while our QE generates complicated associative queries.

So for the IR on the topic from naive category within heterogeneous text collection our

QE system is overcomplicated, and that is why it works worse.

As already have been mentioned, types of the query terms are restricted to grammatical

and semantic classes of words. We are taking into consideration such semantic classes as

entities, terminology, peculiarities, etc. For deep analysis we choose the extraordinary

cases: the best improvement, the failure, and the problematic ones for each class from

the WEB collection as more relevant to the �natural� IR.

Diversity of words and their distribution in the set of documents relevant to the query

with entities and names is also more limited in comparison with words diversity and their

distribution in a set of documents relevant to a query without entities and names within

topics belonging to naive categories [Dalton and Dietz, 2013]. It is obvious that initial

queries with entities and names work well enough, because a set of relevant documents is
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restricted to signi�cantly limited topics. The representations of this tendency depend on

the entity �eld: culture, science, business, etc., where sometimes an entity and a name

is not enough to determine the issue because of multi-topic character of documents or

for another reason. To be more correct in the analysis, we choose all examples from the

WEB collection, which is more relevant to the �natural� IR.

Documents are not assumed to belong to single topics, but to several topics simultane-

ously. In a case with entities and names multi-topical documents are processed success-

fully thanks to an unambiguity of the query term, its narrow or even unique reference.

Thus, for the queries including entities and names, the QE often works well because of

decreasing ranks of multi-topical documents.

To conclude, the entities and names restrict the topic (theme) of the documents, but

it does not work as simple mechanic restriction. The limits change under in�uence of

di�erent factors, such as lexical and grammar polysemy and the category's structure.

Terminology is special semantic class in the query terms, which increase relevance for

initial query and of results with our QE system. Usage of terminology in a speci�c �eld

or types of texts decreases a set of potential associations, and hence the more speci�ed

query is applied, the more relevant result is received. Probably, thanks to terminology

in technological texts from our collections, our QE system for texts on the technological

topics always provide more relevant results, than other QE systems.

Thus, even queries with terminology demonstrate di�erences, connected with a �eld. As

usual our system is slightly better in processing queries with terminology, but in cases

within less rigid categories.

Attributes as nominations of a term (object) peculiarities, generic or speci�c ones, do

not produce clear e�ect on the QE system. Probably, a speci�c peculiarity is strongly

connected with a set of di�erent objects, which include the peculiarity and thanks to

it are cross-associated with each other. Thus, the more precise and accurate is the QE

system, the more irrelevant documents with the description of the peculiarity will appear

in results.

To conclude the discussion of the query types and the types of the query terms, it is

important to stress, that the topic of query, the character of the category and presence
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of entities, names and terminology play key role in the choice of QE system, if one is

needed.

2.7 Conclusion

QE is a powerful technique in IR, though the terms that are added can bias a query and

thus decrease both recall and precision.

In this research we proposed three methods for QE.

The �rst method (LC) is based on co-occurrence measure as well as importance estimated

by analyzing local context. In contrast to previous works we treated not only entire

documents, but also text passages surrounding query terms. The method was published

at CLEF-2015 [Ermakova, 2015].

The second method for QE we call Co combines local analysis, namely relevance feedback,

and global analysis of texts. The key idea of the proposed method is to estimate the

importance of candidate terms by the strength of their relation to the query terms. In our

approach, documents from RF provide term candidates that are analyzed in two aspects:

their frequency in RF and their co-occurrence with query terms in the whole collection.

This approach was published at the international conference on computational linguistics

Dialog-2014 [Ermakova et al., 2014].

In the third approach for query expansion (PRM) we proposed incorporating term prox-

imity information into the LM formalism. The method is based on PRF, but it di�ers

from previous researches in several ways:

• it is formalized within LM;

• the term proximity is captured directly, and not by weighting term positions;

• the distance is computed in terms of sentences from the query terms and its com-

binations.

The paper devoted to the PRM method was accepted at SAC-2016 [Ermakova et al.,

2016].
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We evaluated our methods on two international benchmark collections: TREC Robust

and WT10G. Our systems demonstrated the best results among the state-of-the-art QE

method implemented in such search engines as Terrier and Lemur according to all metrics

for both data collections.

LC method ameliorated the highest number of queries (all, di�cult and very di�cult)

relative to Bo1 and it had the minimal rate of the result degradation on the Robust

collection. On WT10G it showed the best improvement for di�cult queries with regard

to the baseline (44) and Bo1 (38) while keeping the lowest degradation rate for this type

queries (23 and 28 respectively). It also has the highest improvement for very di�cult

queries in comparison to the baseline for both collections.

Co demonstrated the highest degradation of the results with regard to the baseline for

both test collections (Robust - 87, WT10G - 38). However, the average results are better

than LC. In our future work, we will work on the relationship between the types of

queries and the �eld associated to the query in order to detect correlation with these

features and the best method to treat the query. We will clarify the results with the help

of clustering and evaluate them by ANOVA. From our analysis, we can conclude that

QE systems need to be speci�ed according to the peculiarities of the initial queries. We

think that using more linguistic features can help in selective approaches in IR.

Experiment results showed that the proposed methods are signi�cantly better than other

PRF-based QE approaches (DFR QE models, RM3) as well as the baseline. Major

improvement was observed for di�cult and very di�cult queries. Our method has lower

results than the DFR models mainly for queries that should not be expanded.

For both test collections, our Proximity Relevance Model grounded on sentence-level

distance estimation outperformed the word-based one. This fact allows concluding that

distance measuring in terms of sentences is more preferable than in terms of tokens.

One of the most promising directions of further research is to di�erentiate the probability

distribution of the distances depending on query terms.

We also showed that there is no a single method that can treat homogeneously the all

set of topics and that there is no clear correlation between the topic di�culty and the

method to use. However it was clear that the di�erent methods have bene�ts since each

of them treats the best a high number of topics.
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Our methods fail when all the statistical approaches under consideration also fail. We

compared several statistical methods grounded on the di�erent hypotheses: DFR models

based on the divergence of word frequencies in the elite set and the rest of collection,

LC and PRM models that take into account the proximity to the query terms, Co that

considers the strength of their relation to the query terms. The fail of all these methods

for some queries allows drawing a conclusion that statistical approaches are not suitable

for these queries. For the Robust collection approximately 50% of the queries our systems

demonstrated worse results than the baseline was decreased by all QE methods under

consideration. For WT10G this percentage is almost 70%. Therefore, we believe that

the proposed approaches may be signi�cantly improved by selective QE.

Previous approaches consider selective QE: the system decides whether or not QE should

applied, based on some query features [Cronen-Townsend and Croft, 2002b]. The query

features are either pre-retrieval or post-retrieval query features that are used to cluster

queries. A training phase builds the model from queries for which the best decision is

know; then the model is applied to any new query. We believe that the analysis we made

is linguistically motivated and therefore it is more portable to other collections.

Finally our �ner analysis shows that the type of initial query can have an in�uence on

the success of QE. We speci�cally detected various cases in which QE provokes shift on

topic. We assume that the initial query in the �eld of scienti�c categories evokes texts

with less associative and more logical connections and thus lead to better results using

QE. Initial queries with entities and names work well enough, because a set of relevant

documents is restricted to signi�cantly limited topics, even if the representations of this

tendency depend on the entity �eld: culture, science, business, etc.



Conclusion

The principle of the least e�ort leads to the extreme compression of texts especially

in electronic communication, e.g. microblogs, SMS, search queries making them hard

to understand for a user as well as for a system, e.g. search engine. Therefore, in this

research we presented methods for contextualization of short texts based on local context

analysis that were applied for automatic summarization, document re-ranking and query

expansion.

The �rst contribution we made is an approach to tweet contextualization from an ex-

ternal source based on query-biased summarization. Our approach implies sentence

retrieval and re-ordering. Sentence retrieval is based on NE recognition, POS weighting

and sentence quality measuring. We introduced an algorithm of smoothing from the

local context. We also integrated the knowledge of topic-comment structure into the

sentence retrieval model. Moreover, we developed a graph-based algorithm for sentence

re-ordering. The method has been evaluated at INEX/CLEF TC track. We obtained

the best results in 2011 according to informative evaluation. In 2013 according to infor-

mative evaluation our system was ranked �rst (PRIOR and POOL) and second (ALL)

over all automatic systems that participated. At the same time in terms of readability

it was the best among all participants according to all metrics except redundancy. Run

comparison showed that smoothing improves informativeness. Another conclusion is that

ranking is sensitive to the pool selection as well as to the choice of divergence. Despite

the topic-comment analysis did not improve results, we believe that small changes in

implementation may produce positive e�ect on the system performance. In 2014 the

worst results among our runs were shown by the run based on entity restriction that

could be explained by the loss of the recall.

132
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Although sentence ordering was not evaluated at INEX campaign, we believe that it is

crucial for readability. Thus, the our second contribution is two algorithm for sentence

re-ordering based on the graph representation of text.

The sentence retrieval method was also adapted to snippet retrieval and QE which is

the third contribution. In 2013 our system showed the best results in the INEX Snippet

Retrieval Track.

As the fourth contribution, we introduced an automatic topic-comment annotation method

based on the topic fronting assumption that requires only shallow parsing, namely sen-

tence chunking and POS tagging. We propose to split a sentence into two parts by

a personal verb and we embedded the topic-comment structure into BM25F retrieval

model. According to all used evaluation measures for two TREC data sets, our method

signi�cantly outperformed the strong baseline provided by the Terrier platform.

The last three contributions are related to query expansion. Query expansion is a power-

ful technique in IR, though the terms that are added can bias a query and thus decrease

both recall and precision.

We propose three methods for QE. The �rst method LC exploits the analysis of the local

context. In contrast to previous works we treated not only entire documents, but also

text passages surrounding query terms.

The second method Co is based on the global analysis of texts. The key idea of the pro-

posed method is to estimate the importance of candidate terms by the strength of their

relation to the query terms. In our approach, documents from RF provide term candi-

dates that are analyzed in two aspects: their frequency in RF and their co-occurrence

with query terms in the whole collection.

In the third approach for query expansion PRM we proposed incorporating term prox-

imity information into the LM formalism.

We evaluated our methods on two international benchmark collections: TREC Robust

and WT10G. Our systems demonstrated the best results among the state-of-the-art

QE methods implemented in such search engines as Terrier and Lemur according to all

metrics for both data collections.
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Experiment results showed that the proposed methods is signi�cantly better than other

PRF-based QE approaches (DFR QE models, RM3) as well as the baseline. Major

improvement was observed for di�cult and very di�cult queries. Our method has lower

results than the DFR models mainly for queries that should not be expanded.

For both test collections, our Proximity Relevance Model grounded on sentence-level

distance estimation outperformed the word-based one. This fact allows concluding that

distance measuring in terms of sentences is more preferable than in terms of tokens.

One of the most promising directions of further research is to di�erentiate the probability

distribution of the distances depending on query terms.

We also showed that there is no a single method that can treat homogeneously the all

set of topics and that there is no clear correlation between the topic di�culty and the

method to use. However it was clear that the di�erent methods have bene�ts since each

of them treats the best a high number of topics.

Our methods fail when all the statistical approaches under consideration also fail. We

compared several statistical methods grounded on the di�erent hypotheses: DFR models

based on the divergence of word frequencies in the elite set and the rest of collection,

LC and PRM models that take into account the proximity to the query terms, Co that

considers the strength of their relation to the query terms. The fail of all these methods

for some queries allows drawing a conclusion that statistical approaches are not suitable

for these queries. For the Robust collection approximately 50% of the queries our systems

demonstrated worse results than the baseline was decreased by all QE methods under

consideration. For WT10G this percentage is almost 70%. Therefore, we believe that

the proposed approaches may be signi�cantly improved by selective QE.

Previous approaches consider selective QE: the system decides whether or not QE should

applied, based on some query features [Cronen-Townsend and Croft, 2002b]. The query

features are either pre-retrieval or post-retrieval query features that are used to cluster

queries. A training phase builds the model from queries for which the best decision is

know; then the model is applied to any new query. We believe that the analysis we made

is linguistically motivated and therefore it is more portable to other collections.

Finally our �ner analysis shows that the type of initial query can have an in�uence on

the success of QE. We speci�cally detected various cases in which QE provokes shift on
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topic. We assume that the initial query in the �eld of scienti�c categories evokes texts

with less associative and more logical connections and thus lead to better results using

QE. Initial queries with entities and names work well enough, because a set of relevant

documents is restricted to signi�cantly limited topics, even if the representations of this

tendency depend on the entity �eld: culture, science, business, etc.
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